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ABSTRACT 

Supertall buildings have been built for decades and it is anticipated that more and more 

skyscrapers will be built in the future.  Despite the generic fire safety concerns inherited in 

supertall buildings, researches have pointed out additional fire safety issues that require 

special attention.   

Since additional fire safety issues in supertall buildings, e.g. effect of ambient wind to 

vertical fire spread and development, were not studied in depth previously, research 

questions are raised from relevant literature to facilitate the discovery of research gaps.  To 

start with, this thesis reviewed literature on fire safety strategies and fire safety codes for 

supertall buildings in various countries and regions.  Definitions of supertall building in 

various codes are presented.  Moreover, potential problems in rescue and evacuation in 

supertall buildings in densely populated cities such as Hong Kong are researched and 

discussed.  In addition, Hong Kong local codes in relation to the provision of refuge floor 

are analyzed in depth.  Brief information on supertall buildings in various countries and 

regions are also listed.  Issues related to the fire safety of supertall buildings in Hong Kong 

are highlighted and practical solutions to enhance fire safety are then presented.  

To make the study more comprehensive, a number of issues related to the safe use of 

supertall buildings were also discussed in this thesis. Firstly, fire safety of supertall building 

from toxicity perspective is discussed.  Secondly, the problem of high fire load density in 

supertall buildings and its implications are reviewed.  Thirdly, the use of timber of 

high-rise building construction and its associated fire risk are discussed.  Fourthly, possible 

explosion hazard due to the use of clean refrigerant in supertall buildings is investigated and 

explored.  In the discussion, potential research gaps, such as the applicability and 

reliability of existing fire safety measures of supertall buildings, psychological responses of 

evacuees in supertall building in case of fire, and the relationship between the design of 

supertall buildings and the impact on the health of emergency responders, are identified.   

As refuge floor is a mandatory requirement for tall and supertall buildings in Hong Kong, 

this thesis hypothesized that the functional performance of refuge floor in evacuation and 

fire intervention would not be differed in different building types or occupancies, i.e. 

“acting as a safe place for short break since it is difficult for most people to walk down a tall 

building in one go” as stated in the local code.  To test the hypothesis, this thesis intends to 

set up an objective benchmark on the functional performance of refuge floor.  

In the benchmarking process, this thesis found that area of external wall opening and the 
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provision of drencher may be key attributes to the safe use and tenability of refuge floor.  

To test the hypothesis in detail, key parameters in cross-ventilation and the provision of 

major fire protection systems on refuge floors of 51 tall residential and non-residential 

buildings of Hong Kong are surveyed in this thesis.  In addition, a new fire safety 

benchmark, i.e. ratio of external wall opening areas to wall areas of refuge floors (WOAR), 

is introduced in this thesis and the distribution of these ratios in different type and height of 

buildings are analysed. 

 
In the survey of this thesis, it is noted that refuge floors without drencher protection usually 

have a larger WOAR than those with drencher protection. This finding may reflect that it 

would be easier for “performance-based fire engineering study” to claim for omission of 

drencher in the old days if better cross-ventilation (i.e. larger WOAR) is provided on refuge 

floors.  This finding seems to echo the hypothesis of this thesis that tenability of refuge 

floor could be increased by better cross-ventilation (i.e. larger WOAR). 

 

To quantitatively study how ventilation provision is affected by WOAR, numerical 

simulations on the effect of natural ventilation to fire growth on the refuge floor are 

conducted in this thesis using empirical wind data collected from the tallest building of Hong 

Kong.  In the simulations, an office layout was adopted on both upper and lower floors for 

the sake of illustrating the possible smoke and heat spread from lower floor to upper floor.  

Open-source CFD package Fire Dynamics Simulator 6.6.0 (FDS6) developed by NIST for 

simulating fire and smoke movement is used in this thesis.  Combustibles with fire load 

density of about 1,135 MJ/m2 (which is the maximum allowable fire load in office in Hong 

Kong) are input to the model as fuel.  Fire load of same amount are also put on the upper 

floor to demonstrate whether the plume from the lower floor was strong enough to ignite the 

combustibles on upper floors (i.e. refuge floor).  The computing domain is extended 1.5 m 

horizontally outside the glass facades so that boundary effect and natural ventilation induced 

by crosswind could be captured in the model.   
 

Subsequently, a total of 10 simulations of different wind speeds and different ceiling 

geometries are conducted in this thesis.  Simulation 1 to 9 have a WOAR of 0.58 while 

Simulation 10 has a WOAR of 0.14 (Simulation 10 had the same geometry as Simulations 

1-9 but the WOAR is only 0.14 because only the centre window out of the three window 

walls can be broken by fire. 

 

Results of simulations indicated that geometry with lower WOAR creates higher fire size 

than geometries with higher WOAR. Also, for geometry with lower WOAR, fire from the 

lower floor is strong enough to ignite the sofa on upper floor (supposed to be the refuge 
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floor) even though the ignited sofa could not deflagrate the entire upper floor.  However, 

the scenario is sufficient to illustrate how untenable the upper floor would be.  This finding 

also supports the hypothesis of this thesis that tenability of refuge floor could be increased 

by better cross-ventilation (i.e. larger WOAR). 

 

Although tenability of refuge floor could be increased by better cross-ventilation (i.e. larger 

WOAR), cross-ventilation also brings an accelerating effect to fire development at higher 

levels of tall buildings.  This is evidenced by the higher maximum HRR in Simulation 7, 8 

and 9.  Therefore, fire spread from lower floors to upper floors (including refuge floors) 

through external wall is always possible.  If combustible materials are used in building 

façade just like the case in Grenfell Tower, Torch Tower and Address Downtown Hotel, fire 

may spread even faster. 

 
In summary, this thesis attempts and successfully demonstrated that tenability of refuge 

floor could be increased by better cross-ventilation (i.e. larger WOAR).  Furthermore, this 

thesis also proves that WOAR and the provision of major fire protection systems could be a 

reliable benchmark for future quantitative analysis.  While in the future, this thesis 

suggests that correlation between WOAR and tenability on refuge floor could be conducted 

so as to provide quantitative reference to Authorities Having Jurisdiction in stipulating 

sufficient amount of opening required on refuge floors. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

 
1.1  Background 

 
Recently, more and more supertall buildings have been built worldwide and many of them 

are concentrated in densely populated cities such as Hong Kong.  A large number of 

supertall buildings have been built to accommodate human activities and economic growth.  

At the same time, there are increasing concerns on the fire safety of these supertall 

buildings , particularly on the local authority side (Chow and Chow, 2009).  They are 

worrying about the effectiveness of fire safety design for the ever-increasing building height.  

In this regard, more and more fire safety requirements have been implemented to enhance 

fire safety.  

 

However, additional fire safety requirements in supertall buildings may become a 

competing objective to innovative architectural designs. Also, these requirements may 

impose additional construction costs for some new projects. Most importantly, they might 

not guarantee substantial and quantifiable enhancement in fire safety for future supertall 

buildings. There are limited studies on the effectiveness of fire safety provisions for 

supertall buildings, which makes it difficult to develop effective standards. Therefore, this 

thesis aims to reveal the fire safety concerns with supertall buildings and proposes to adopt 

performance-based approach in formulating fire safety provisions for future supertall 

building projects in Hong Kong. 

 

It has been reported that a number of fire safety concerns regarding evacuation (Chow and 

Lam, 2006), fire detection and alarm (Bukowski, 2010; Whittall, 2012), smoke and fire 

spread (Chen et al., 2009; Chow and Chow, 2010; Lo, 1997; Lo et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 

2007), means of access (Chow, 2006-2007), vertical transportation in supertall buildings 

(Cardinale et al., 2004; Charters and Fraser-Mitchell, 2009), automatic fire suppression, 

suppression system reliability, firefighting and rescue strategy (New Zealand Building Code, 

2012), interaction between different risk parameters in supertall buildings (Chow and Han, 

2009), evacuation of people with disabilities in supertall buildings (Kady and Davis, 2009), 

fire safety during construction (International Code Council, 2011; NFPA, 2009), and the 

management and maintenance of supertall buildings were identified in the course of 

assessing adequacy of existing fire protection measures, both passive and active, in supertall 

buildings (Chow et. al., 2013).  Although they were alleviated by management measures, 

the concerns should be fundamentally mitigated in future supertall buildings.  To do so, the 

nature of supertall building fire ought to be understood.  It is suggested that burning data 

obtained from analytical comparison, scale model, numerical simulation and field 
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measurement have to be collected to quantify the effect of fire and smoke development on 

evacuation, tenability, fire and smoke spread and first responders’ safety in supertall 

buildings. With a large volume of data, the effectiveness of fire protection measures could 

be reviewed and a suitable level of fire protection for supertall buildings could be proposed. 

 

It has long been agreed that the majority of fire deaths were due to the inhalation of toxic 

smoke (Chow et. al., 2004).  However, it is uncommon to specify the maximum acceptable 

level of toxic smoke in prescriptive building codes.  Prescriptive codes usually stipulate 

the requirements for passive fire protection provisions for evacuation, firefighters’ access, 

preventing collapse and smoke spread, and the active systems such as fire service 

installations (Buildings Department, 2012). 

 

With the advance of fire engineering, engineering performance-based building codes have 

been developed in recent decades.  Instead of maximum travel distance and the required 

fire resistance rating, engineering performance-based building codes determine the required 

level of protection based on the worst case scenario that may be experienced by occupants.  

One of the commonly used criteria is the tenability limit of occupants (Chow and Chow, 

2011).  

 

Although the time to reach tenability limit could be estimated by computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD), ensuring safe evacuation under these criteria is not always an easy task.  

When designers found it difficult to meet the tenability criteria, they may return to the 

prescriptive codes where there are fewer “restrictions” on the type and amount of 

combustibles stored.   

 

Apart from the fact that difficulties in evacuation and firefighting increase with the building 

height, the use of ‘non-combustible’ glass façade as the external wall of these skyscraper 

may create additional fire safety problems.  The location, size and manufacturing method 

of glass may affect its breaking resistance (Xie et. al., 2005-2006) and may therefore induce 

strong wind at high level (Chow, 2006-2007).  Besides, fire glass (toughened glass) was 

only subject to scaled test on its water tightness and strength.  Full-scale test on their fire 

performance as external wall of building was not required, despite the fact that they could 

be easily broken by a 1.64MW fire in 100s (Chow et. al., 2007-2008), which could enhance 

fire spread to upper floor. Wu and Chow (2013-2014) suggested that toxic gas may be 

evolved from fire glass no matter how ‘non-combustible’ the glass is.  On 21 February 

2015, a blaze occurred on the façade of a supertall residential building in Dubai which 

suggested that these concerns are no longer theoretical, not to mention the inferno at the 67 

m tall Grenfell Tower in London in 2017 which had engulfed the entire building and 
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claimed more than 80 lives (The Guardian, 2017).  Research has to be conducted on the 

extent of fire propagation in supertall buildings, particularly subject to high wind load, so 

that fire hazard would be mitigated throughout the occupation of these buildings. 

 

1.2  Objectives 

 
The literature review presented several fire safety concerns in supertall buildings which may 

pose detrimental effects to occupants’ safety and structural stability.  Based on these 

concerns, an array of research objectives is framed to guide this study and the choice of 

appropriate research methodology: 

 

1. To find out the effect of natural ventilation on fire growth and toxic smoke production 

in supertall building fires; 

2. To numerically verify existing fire development model in supertall building fires with 

regard to the presence of mixed-type occupancies, high living density and change in 

fabrication materials; 

3. To discuss the adequacy of existing building regulations in addressing additional fire 

risks inherited in supertall buildings; and 

4. To investigate the potency of existing fire suppression and evacuation strategy in 

managing the fire growth and toxic smoke production in supertall building fires. 

 
1.3  Methodology 

 
To achieve the above objectives, fire safety strategies and fire safety codes for supertall 

buildings in various countries and regions were reviewed.  Definitions of supertall building 

in various codes were presented.  Moreover, potential problems in rescue and evacuation 

in supertall buildings in densely populated cities such as Hong Kong are researched and 

discussed.  In addition, Hong Kong local codes in relation to the provision of refuge floor 

are analyzed in depth.  Brief information on supertall buildings in various places and 

countries are also listed.  Issues related to the fire safety of supertall buildings in Hong 

Kong are highlighted and practical solutions to enhance fire safety are then presented.   

 

In order to reveal the effect of possible toxic gases generated due to the presence of fire on 

the façade of supertall buildings, fire safety of supertall buildings from the toxicity 

perspective was discussed.  Also, with the increasing living density in urban area, people 

tend to pack personal belongings and miscellaneous articles densely in both offices and 

residential dwellings.  However, the increased density of miscellaneous articles would 

create high fire loads in supertall buildings which may be beyond the capability of the 
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required fire safety provisions.  In this connection, the problem of high fire load density in 

supertall buildings and its implications were reviewed.   

 

Apart from the increasing fire load, the use of timber for structural framework of high-rise 

buildings was witnessed to have increased in recent years.  Therefore, Chapter 5 put 

forward a discussion on the fire safety issues of timber buildings.  Moreover, it was noted 

that explosion of clean refrigerant due to its extensive use in supertall buildings (which is 

usually green and intelligent in nature) may cause great hazard to the fire safety and 

structural stability.  This is due to the fact that piping for clean refrigerants would pass 

through several compartments.  The problem would be even more serious if timber 

building material was involved.  In view of this, explosion hazard due to the use of clean 

refrigerants in supertall buildings is explored.  In addition, refuge floors were provided in a 

number of supertall buildings due to the regulatory requirements as well as genuine fire 

safety and evacuation consideration.  While drencher system, among other fire safety 

provisions such as sprinkler and spandrel wall, was installed on refuge floor, it was noted 

that there were a lot more to improve in view of buoyancy, stake effect and ambient wind.  

Therefore, the fire safety of refuge floors was examined and attempt was made to quantify 

the safety level. 

 

After the literature review and a number of discussions on the effect of wind on the vertical 

fire spread in a supertall building, numerical studies using computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) were conducted to quantify the effect of nature wind.  Firstly, on-site wind 

measurement at a supertall building in Hong Kong was made to collect empirical wind data 

in existing supertall buildings.  Secondly, numerical study on the effect of external wind 

and external wall opening on the fire safety of refuge floors in supertall buildings was 

performed using software Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) version 6 (McGrattan et al. 

2014).  Matrix of various wind speeds and size of external openings are input into the 

numerical model to obtain their relationship and sensitivity against the fire development. 

 
1.4  Outline of the Thesis 

 

The main objective of this thesis is to study the effect of ambient on the possible fire spread 

in supertall buildings.  To start with, a comprehensive literature review was conducted to 

identify possible research gaps in the study area.  During the literature review, it was noted 

that although refuge floors were provided in a number of supertall buildings, their 

effectiveness in preventing fire spread and serving as a temporary safe place for evacuees 

were not quantified.  Furthermore, the current situation of supertall buildings such as high 

fire load density and use of timber as structural members were not discussed.  The effect of 
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ambient wind on the fire growth in supertall buildings has not been taken into account in 

recent literature.  Therefore, numerical studies were conducted to quantify the effect as 

well as to prove the effectiveness of different fire safety provisions. 

 

This thesis consists of 9 chapters.  Chapter 1 introduced the background of the study, 

objectives of this thesis, methodology in conducting the study and finally an outline of the 

thesis. 

 

Chapter 2 reviewed on the overall fire safety provisions for supertall buildings.  Firstly, the 

general built environment in Asia-Oceania cities with an increasing number of supertall 

buildings was portrayed.  Secondly, a number of building codes such as the Notice on 

revised China Fire Code (The Ministry of Public Security, 2018) and Engineering guide: 

fire safety for very tall buildings (SFPE, 2013) were presented.  Thirdly, definitions of 

high-rise and supertall building in various regulatory regimes were compared and contrasted.  

Fourthly, a case study on the fire safety strategies of supertall building in Hong Kong was 

conducted.  Fifthly, fire safety enhancements for existing supertall buildings were briefly 

reviewed.  Finally, further research and development derived from the above review were 

formulated.   

 

Chapter 3 discussed the fire safety of supertall buildings from the toxicity perspective.  

Firstly, significance in studying toxicity created by fire was reviewed.  Secondly, literature 

in quantifying the level of fire toxicity was presented.  Thirdly, methods on assessing fire 

toxicity quantitatively were revealed.  Fourthly, application of research work related to the 

fire toxicity in design of buildings was discussed.  Fifthly, fire safety environment in Hong 

Kong and its relationship to fire toxicity was unveiled.  Finally, possible research works in 

quantifying and assessing fire toxicity in supertall buildings were proposed. 

 

Chapter 4 conducted an overview on the fire load density of supertall building.  The 

application of heat release rate in estimating the fire size was discussed first.  Then, the 

relationship between fire load and fire size was revealed.  After that, fire load density 

requirements of various international standards were compared and listed.  Finally, 

possible correlation study on fire load and fire size was suggested and discussed. 

 

Chapter 5 presented the fire safety issues in high-rise timber buildings.  Timber buildings 

have long been built worldwide.  Although timber was increasingly applied to high-rise 

buildings as structural framework, fire safety of timber structure in high-rise buildings was 

seldom discussed, not to mention the possible use of timber in supertall buildings.  

Therefore, a brief overview on the extent of high-rise timber buildings worldwide was 
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presented.  The use of timber in buildings construction was revealed.  Literature related to 

full-scale fire experiments in various countries was examined.  In addition, previous 

computer simulations on fire behavior in compartment and on structural members were 

tabled.  Observations on the fire statistics of various regions involving timber buildings 

were also presented.  Finally, concerns on the development of timber buildings in future 

were consolidated.   

 

Chapter 6 investigated  the explosion hazards of flammable clean refrigerant in supertall 

buildings.  Firstly, literature review on the use of flammable clean refrigerant and its 

explosion hazards were conducted.  Secondly, an example case of flammable clean 

refrigerant with explosion was carried out and the result was tabulated.  Thirdly, possible 

distribution of propane refrigerant which might induce explosion was discussed.  Also, gas 

temperature and pressure distribution in the study were presented.  Finally, a brief 

discussion on the findings was made. 

 

Chapter 7 revealed the fire safety of refuge floors in tall buildings.  Literature related to 

refuge floors and its effect to fire safety was first reviewed.   Requirements of refuge floor 

in Hong Kong and the rationale behind were then listed.  A survey on the provision of 

refuge floors and their distributions in supertall buildings was conducted and tabulated.  A 

new ratio – ratio of external wall opening area to nominal total wall area on refuge floor 

(WOAR) – was derived to quantify the relationship between external wall opening and the 

total wall area of refuge floor and its significance to fire safety. 

 

Chapter 8 performed numerical studies on the effect of external wall opening of refuge floor 

on the overall fire safety of supertall buildings.  It was revealed that fast-growing fire on 

supertall buildings may pose a detrimental effect to occupants’ safety and structural stability.  

With the aid of ambient wind which could be as strong as 10 ms-1 in Asia-Oceanian cities, 

fire in a typical floor may grow and spread to the upper refuge floor which was intended to 

provide a temporary place of safety to evacuees.  In this connection, WOAR as proposed 

in previous Chapter was adopted to investigate its implication to fire safety quantitatively. 

In addition, methodology in conducting numerical simulations was presented.  The source 

of wind data and its measurement method was demonstrated.  Also, numerical models and 

boundary conditions were introduced.  Simulation conditions and scenarios were revealed 

and discussed.  

 

Chapter 9 detailed the results of numerical simulations as presented in Chapter 8.  Grid 

system analysis was also performed to confirm the validity of the model.  Also, discussion 

on the findings based on different WOAR and wind speed were made and its implications to 
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fire safety of refuge floors in supertall buildings were highlighted.   

 

Finally, Chapter 10 summarized the literature review and findings in previous chapters and 

put forward the conclusions of this thesis.   
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Chapter 2  A review on fire safety provisions for supertall building 

 
2.1  Introduction 

 
2.1.1   General overview of the Built Environment in Asian Oceania cities 

 

Most of the Asian Oceania cities, e.g. Hong Kong, are densely populated. The vast majority 

of people are settling in the small residential zones and even smaller commercial areas.  

 

 
 

Figure 2-1: Scenic view of Hong Kong business areas from the Peak 

 

The increasing number of supertall buildings in the business area these cities has intensified 

concerns over fire safety. A glance of the development density of the business area in Hong 

Kong as an example is shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2. In response to the fire safety concerns 

regarding supertall buildings, a number of building codes such as the Notice on revised 

China Fire Code (The Ministry of Public Security, 2018) and Engineering guide: fire safety 

for very tall buildings (SFPE, 2013) had impose additional fire safety requirements in 

supertall buildings.  However, these requirements may become a competing objective to 

innovative architectural designs. Also, these requirements may impose additional 

construction costs for some new projects; most importantly, they might not guarantee 

substantial and quantifiable enhancement in fire safety for future supertall buildings. There 

is little literature available on fire safety provisions for supertall buildings, which makes it 
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difficult to develop effective standards. Therefore, this chapter aims to reveal the fire safety 

concerns with supertall buildings and performance-based approach adopted in formulating 

fire safety provisions for supertall building projects. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2-2: Scenic view of Hong Kong business areas 

 

To achieve the above goals, brief information on supertall buildings in various cities was 

presented.  As a case study, fire safety strategy of supertall buildings in Hong Kong was 

illustrated.  Issues related to the fire safety of supertall buildings in Hong Kong were 

highlighted and practical solutions to enhance fire safety were reported.   

 

2.1.2   High-rise and Supertall Buildings 

 

There is no internationally agreed definition of height for super tall buildings. For example, 

23 m and 18 m were adopted in NFPA 5000 (NFPA, 2009) and BS 9999:2008 (BSI, 2008) 

respectively.  While in Hong Kong context, the Code of Practice for Minimum Fire Service 

Installations and Equipment (HKFSI Code, Hong Kong Fire Services Department, 2012) 

described high-rise building to be building exceeds 30 m in height.  Furthermore, buildings 

with more than 40 stories have been classified as ultra high-rise buildings (Lo, 1997; Lo et 

al., 2002; Lu et al., 2001) or supertall buildings (Chow and Chow, 2009 and 2010). While in 

Hong Kong, the Code of Practice for Fire Safety in Buildings 2011 (HKFS Code; Hong 
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Kong Buildings Department, 2011) required a refuge floor to be constructed in domestic 

buildings above this height. The requirement was tightened to 20 stories for industrial 

buildings and 25 stories for other buildings. The China Fire Code (The Ministry of Public 

Security, 2005) also imposed a similar requirement and defined supertall building as 

building exceeds 100 m in height. 

 

Wood (2010) and the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat (CTBUH, 2012) defined 

supertall building as building of 300 m or more in height.  They reported that, as in 2011, 

only 54 buildings worldwide could satisfy the definition of “supertall buildings”.  CTBUH 

suggested some criteria that could help defining tall buildings, including height relative to 

context, proportion and the use of tall building technology.  Amongst all, the use of tall 

building technology is the most relevant to the research on fire safety in supertall buildings.  

CTBUH also suggested that the use of specific vertical transportation, structural wind 

bracing, etc., are indications for tall buildings.   

 

BS 9999:2008 (BSI, 2008) predicted that actions of emergency responders would have 

significant impact on the success of escape of occupants in “very tall” buildings that exceed 

45 m in height.  Therefore, physical measures, such as separate escape routes for 

occupants and emergency responders and discounting the flow rate of staircases, had to be 

implemented.  NFPA 5000 (NFPA, 2009) and the HKFS Code (BD, 2011) share the same 

view.  However, NFPA 5000 stated that the width of staircases should be determined by the 

absolute number of occupants who use the staircase. In the HKFS Code, the discharge value 

of staircase wass determined by the width of staircase and wider staircases are required for 

buildings with more floors and higher occupant load.   

 

Statistics from Hong Kong showed that even through the frequency of fire in buildings with 

40 storeys was low, the fire load density was surveyed to be very high (Arup, 2010) and big 

fires in high-rise buildings in the last two decades caused unacceptable life and property 

loss. Therefore, it was suggested that other factors, e.g. wind, human behaviour, occupant 

profile, fire department capability and law enforcement strength etc., should also be 

considered in determining the minimum height and required fire safety provisions of 

supertall buildings. For example, if the mean maximum wind speed in Hong Kong (about 

7.5 ms-1) and data from Chow and Chow (2010) are taken into account, the heat release rate 

of a fire in a flat at 300 m high would be very different from that on ground level.  As the 

fire resisting rating of structural elements in buildings required by the HKFS Code (BD, 

2011) was 2 hours only, the tremendous increase in fire size may hamper life safety and 

structural stability. Therefore, this is worth further study. Chow and Chow (2010) estimated 

that a fire with peak heat release rate 1.8 MW at ground level may result in a big fire of 36 
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MW if it broke out in a ventilated room at 800 m above ground level under strong wind gust.  

Burj Khalifa, the tallest building in the world since 2010, had a height of 828 m, and it was 

foreseeable that tremendous increase in heat release rate due to increased ventilation at high 

level would be a common problem in supertall buildings (Burj Khalifa, 2013). 

 

Apart from the effect of ventilation, passive fire resisting construction and active fire 

protection systems may be less reliable in supertall buildings than in tall buildings.  For 

example, Engineering guide: fire safety for very tall buildings (SFPE, 2013) and the China 

Fire Code stated that a multiplication factor should be used to estimate the Required Safe 

Egress Time (RSET) of supertall buildings as occupants may require more time to escape 

(SFPE, 2013).  Also, tall buildings required specific vertical transportation and building 

technologies to ensure its fire safety.  Certainly, fireman’s lift was an essential part of 

supertall buildings.  For example, firefighting lifts were required by the China Fire Code 

and the HKFS Code for buildings exceeding 24 m and 30 m in height respectively. These 

provisions indicated that effective vertical transportation was necessary for fire service 

intervention in high-rise buildings, not to mention buildings of 300 m or above in height.  

 

From the above, this chapter agreed adopting 300 m as the minimum height for supertall 

building in the subsequent study. This is firstly because the figure has been widely accepted 

by researchers (Wood, 2010; Zhao and Chow, 2009-2010) and international organizations 

(e.g. CTBUH, 2012).  Secondly, passive fire resisting construction and active fire 

protection systems required in conventional tall buildings are not designed to cater for 

supertall building fires.  Although no significant increase in number of fires was noted in 

domestic buildings at or above 40 stories, the consequence of fires in supertall buildings, 

with reference to fatal high-rise building fires in the last two decades, should not be 

underestimated.   
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2.2  Case study - fire safety strategy of supertall buildings in Hong Kong 

 

2.2.1   Introduction 

 

Fire safety requirements for supertall buildings in Hong Kong mainly followed the 

prescriptive approach with some performance-based approach. Two International Finance 

Centre (IFC II, 412 m, completed in 2003) adopted more on the former while the 

International Commerce Centre (ICC, 484 m, completed in 2010) adopted more on the latter. 

Differences between the two approaches could be better illustrated by the fire detection and 

alarm systems of the two supertall buildings.  

 

Prescriptive approach to fire detection and alarm system 

 

In IFC II, the fire detection system was divided by the four refuge floors to form five zones. 

If any fire detector in any one zone was actuated, alarms on the fire floor, one floor below 

and two floors above the fire floor would be actuated.  Also, fire alarm panels of the whole 

building would sound. Figure 2-3 and 2-4 portrayed the design of fire detection system in 

IFC II. 

 

Performance-based approach to fire detection and alarm system 

 

On the other hand, the fire detection system of ICC was divided into four zones, i.e.: hotel, 

office, podium and basement. In case a detector on a fire floor was activated, apart from 

alarms on the fire floor, one floor below and two floors above the fire floor would be 

actuated, while alert messages would be broadcast on non-affected floors in the same zone 

and other unaffected zones (Whittall, 2012). Fire alarms in other zones would not be 

actuated unless total evacuation was considered necessary by the fire warden or firefighters. 

Figures 2-5 and 2-6 showed the zoning arrangement in ICC (Malott, 2010). Despite the 

differences between alarm zoning and actuation scope, both approaches were accepted by 

the Authority of Hong Kong.  
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Figure 2-3: Schematic diagram of the design  

of the fire detection system of Two International Finance Centre 

(Hong Kong Buildings Department, 2012) 
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Figure 2-4: Elevation of Two International Finance Centre 
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Figure 2-5: The zoning arrangement of the fire detection system in International 

Commerce Centre (Malott, 2010; Hong Kong Buildings Department, 2012) 
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Figure 2-6: Elevation of International Commerce Centre 

 

Although both prescriptive and fire safety engineering approaches were acceptable by the 

authorities, it was revealed that, after a comprehensive literature review, there were 

inherited fire safety concerns with supertall buildings of Hong Kong, particularly in terms 

of firefighting and rescue and evacuation:   

 

 Passive fire protection 

 Means of access 

 Active fire protection 

 Firefighting and rescue strategy 

 Fire safety management 
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In the following, amplifications of fire safety concerns with supertall buildings were made.  

Next, existing administrative solutions and potential improvements were presented. 

 

2.2.2  Passive fire protection 

 

2.2.2.1 Means of escape 

 

In Hong Kong, the means of escape (MoE) of building is administered by the Buildings 

Department of Hong Kong (BD). The HKFS Code (BD, 2011) comprehensively covered a 

wealth of MoE requirements including occupant capacity, requirement to exit routes, exits 

from rooms and/or fire compartments, exits from storey, exit at ground storey, access to 

required staircase(s) within a building, travel distance, discharge value and width of 

required staircase, doors in relation to exits, construction of required staircase, etc. 

Generally, the requirements adopted a similar approach as BS 9999 with some local 

modifications.  

 

In overseas, high-rise buildings evacuees may flee through protected staircases or even 

external windows in some occasions. However, supertall buildings evacuees in Hong Kong 

could only rely on staircases since only staircases were accepted by the Building Authority 

as means of escape. Therefore, the reliability of the staircases was paramount in ensuring 

the safety of occupants. Nevertheless, prescriptive staircases did not always guarantee 

effective evacuation (Chow and Lam, 2006; Gwynne et al., 2009). Therefore, a practically 

tested evacuation strategy should be adopted in supertall buildings.   

 

2.2.2.2 Refuge area/floor 

 

The provision of refuge floor was implemented in Hong Kong in 1996 (Buildings 

Department, 1996).  According to the HKFS Code (Buildings Department, 2011), refuge 

floors were mandatory for non-industrial buildings higher than 25 storeys, industrial 

buildings higher than 20 storeys and residential buildings exceeding 40 storeys.  By using 

an intermediate refuge floor within a certain number of floors, occupants could reach a 

temporary place of safety within 10 floors.  On the other hand, many international fire 

codes stipulated area of refuge requirement (about 1.5 m x 1.5 m located at the protected 

staircase) for the temporary safety of people with disabilities (BS 5588-12:2004, BS 

7974-6:2004, BS 9999 and NFPA 5000).  However, caution had to be paid if refuge 

floor/area of refuge was used in calculating total evacuation time (TET) or RSET.  

Evacuees may be reluctant to wait for rescue on refuge floor after the collapse of World 

Trade Centre on September 11, 2001 (Chow, 2006-2007) and therefore makes the 
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hypothesis refutable. 

 

Functions of refuge floor 

 
The HKFS Code (Buildings Department, 2011) described refuge floor as “acting as a safe 

place for short break since it is difficult for most people to walk down a tall building in one 

go”.  Refuge floor was a designated place for rest only and evacuees are required, in 

principle, to continue their evacuation after a short break.  Evacuees did not need to 

communicate with the central control room and wait for assistance (BSI, 2004a and 2008; 

NFPA, 2009).  On the other hand, the HKFS Code (Buildings Department, 2011) had 

additional requirements on refuge floor.  Firstly, Clause B18.2 of the FS Code required that 

refuge floor shall have wall opened on two sides.  The Notice on revised China Fire Code 

(The Ministry of Public Security, 2018) also had similar requirement.  Secondly, more than 

50% of the gross floor area was designated as area of refuge in order to accommodate most of 

the occupants of about 20 floors (10 above and 10 below) and act as command post or 

forward staging area for firefighters, etc.  Thirdly, “any required staircase passing through 

the refuge floor should be discontinued at such level” (Buildings Department, 2011).  These 

provisions were not found in NFPA 5000 (NFPA, 2009), BS 9999:2008 (BSI, 2008) and PD 

7974-6:2004 (BSI, 2004b).  What’s more, as area of refuge was used to accommodate 

people with mobility impairment, NFPA 5000 mandated that the tenability of these people in 

the area of refuge should not be less than 15 minutes.  This is very different from the HKFS 

Code that the goal of the refuge floor is to provide a place of refuge for 2 hours.  

 

Besides, the gross floor area requirements for refuge floor/area of refuge were different in the 

other Codes when compared to HKFS Code.  The Notice on revised China Fire Code (The 

Ministry of Public Security, 2018) stated that the usable floor area of refuge floor should be 

calculated as per assuming 4 people/m2.  Although refuge floor was not specified in NFPA 

5000 (NFPA, 2009), the equivalent area of refuge required by NFPA 5000 is about 1.54 to 

3.57 people/m2.  No provision regarding the area of refuge was found in BS 9999:2008 and 

PD 7974-6:2004. 

 

Extent of refuge floor provisions 

 

According to the HKFS Code, at least 50% of the gross floor area on refuge floor shall be 

designated as a place of refuge. However, if the occupancy factor of 4.5 m2/person (i.e. 0.22 

people/m2) for a typical residential development is adopted (Chow, 2004-2005), the 

occupancy factor of the refuge floors would be 0.225 m2/person (i.e. 4.44 people/m2). If a 

greater occupancy factor, such as 1 m2/person (i.e. 1 people/m2) in restaurants and 0.5 
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m2/person (i.e. 2 people/m2) in a banking hall as stated in the FS Code is adopted, it may be 

too many evacuees on the refuge floor. Therefore, prescriptive refuge area calculation in 

supertall buildings should be further studied. In the contrary, NFPA 5000 (NFPA, 2009) set 

occupant load factor of sales floor above street floor to be 2.8 m2/person (i.e. 0.36 people/m2). 

Therefore, building built in accordance with NFPA 5000 could accommodate more occupants 

on refuge floor. Refuge floors are also provided in overseas buildings. For example, 

pressurized refuge floors in Burj Khalifa were provided at approximately 25-floor interval 

(Burj Khalifa, 2013). 

 

2.2.2.3 Counter flow 

 

Clashing between emergency responders and evacuees may increase the time for rescue and 

evacuation (SFPE, 2012) and hamper the fire service operations. For this reason, a 

“hydraulic flow” approach (Chow, 2006-2007) may not be applicable in estimating the 

evacuation time of occupants with different physical strengths (Kady and Davis, 2009), 

particularly in supertall building. Indeed, the NFPA 5000 has pointed out this deficiency. 

What’s more, the China Fire Code incorporates clashing in the calculation of evacuation 

time. However, this was not considered in many building codes, such as the HKFS Code 

(Buildings Department, 2011).  Empirical data in this area could hardly be found too 

(Hoskins and Milke, 2012; Kady and Davis, 2009). Therefore, for safety reason, discount 

factor for clashing should be incorporated in the evacuation calculations. 

 

2.2.2.4 Lift evacuation 

 

Apart from the traditional means of evacuation, lift evacuation could be an effective 

alternative (NFPA 5000; BS 9999:2008). Sekizawa et. al. (1999), Sekizawa et. al. (2001), 

Sekizawa et. al. (2004) and Hsiung et. al. (2006) have investigated the use of elevator to 

escape. Despite there were standards on evacuation lift/elevator (Cardinale, et al., 2004; 

Charters and Fraser-Mitchell, 2009; ASME, 2010), more research on validating the 

reliability and effectiveness of lift evacuation had to be conducted (Chow 2006-2007), 

particularly in supertall buildings, before being accepted by the local authorities. Recently, 

double deck cabs with a capacity of 12-14 people per cab are being used for lift evacuation 

in Burj Khalifa. (Burj Khalifa, 2013).  Also, the Notice on revised China Fire Code (The 

Ministry of Public Security, 2018) stated that lift assisted evacuation should be provided to 

every region of the building. 
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2.2.3   Means of access 

 

Means of access (MoA), including access road outside the building and access path inside 

the building, were provided for supertall buildings to facilitate prompt response of the 

emergency services and prompt access of emergency responders.  

 

2.2.3.1 Emergency vehicular access 

 

Although supertall buildings had extremely high façades which were out of reach of aerial 

ladders, stringent emergency vehicular access (EVA) requirements were imposed by 

worldwide building codes. For example, NFPA 5000 and the HKFS Code restrict that the 

fire service access point (i.e. the point between the entrance of the building to the door of 

the fireman’s lift) should not set back more than 10 m and 18 m from an EVA respectively.  

Apart from the distance, the width of EVA for new buildings should be more than 4.5 m and 

7.3 m as required by the China Fire Code and the HKFS Code.  Furthermore, the China 

Fire Code requires an EVA access point to be provided at every 150 m on one side of the 

building or every 220 m around the perimeter.  The Notice on revised China Fire Code 

(The Ministry of Public Security, 2018) further mandated the construction of rescue helipad 

at the roof of buildings. On the other hand, although emergency responders may need some 

time to reach the uppermost floor of a supertall building by staircase, the provision of a 

reliable rescue staircase and stairway was crucial (Chow, 2006-2007) to firefighting. For 

this reason, the efficiency of using rescue staircase and stairway to evacuate should be 

validated by evacuation model, having considered a number of factors including the impact 

of counter-flow between evacuees and emergency responders. 

 

2.2.3.2 Vertical transportation in supertall buildings 

 

Fireman’s lifts were provided in tall and supertall buildings for conveying emergency 

responders and equipment to the fire floor.  The HKFS Code stipulated the dimension, 

rated load and speed, etc. of a fireman’s lift. Nevertheless, there was no addition 

requirement for fireman’s lift in supertall building despite more manpower and equipment 

were required for firefighting and rescue in supertall buildings.  Also, time to reach the fire 

floor would be increased with the building height increased.  It was therefore doubtful that 

emergency responders could always get up to the uppermost floor in a supertall building for 

firefighting.  Moreover, fireman’s lifts may sometimes be out of order in case of fire.  

Therefore, it was unrealistic to assume that emergency responders were able to get to the 

topmost floor of a supertall building as fast as using the fireman’s lift.  In conclusion, to 

ensure firefighting efficiency would not be hampered due to the need of additional 
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manpower and equipment or fire service installations failure, sensitivity analysis on the 

width and configuration of MoA should be conducted. For information, loading of fireman’s 

lift in Burj Khalifa, the tallest building in the world since 2010 is about 5,500 kg (Burj 

Khalifa, 2013).  While the Notice on revised China Fire Code (The Ministry of Public 

Security, 2018) required that the loading of the evacuation lift should be 1,300 kg.   

 

2.2.4   Active fire protection 

 

2.2.4.1 Fire Detection and Alarm 

 

It was understood that if a fire is detected earlier, the Required Safe Egress Time (RSET, 

time required to escape to a safe place) would be decreased.  The increased margin of 

safety was based on the assumption that occupants were safe when all of them have entered 

the protected staircase. However, the shaft configurations of supertall buildings posed a 

challenge. More evacuees would be queuing throughout staircases in a supertall building 

than in conventional building. To maintain the same level of RSET and safety margin, 

detection time in supertall buildings had to be shortened with appropriate alarm zoning.  

 

In addition, it was suggested that evacuating some floors above and below the fire floor by 

means of a zoned detection and alarm system may alleviate congestion in the MoE 

(Bukowski, 2010). This approach has been adopted in some supertall buildings such as the 

ICC (Buildings Department, 2012). By doing so, the RSET can be shortened and the margin 

of safety can be maintained. Figure 2-7 shows the zoning approach diagrammatically. 

 

However, the reliability of the detection and alarm systems was crucial to the effectiveness 

of such approach.  Any single failure or false signal may put occupants at great risk.  

Practically, for instance, fail-safe electricity supply, stand-by detection and alarm system 

during maintenance were critical to the evacuation strategy of supertall buildings.  

Nevertheless, enhanced requirements for these systems were not required in supertall 

buildings of Hong Kong.  Also, validation of performance-based evacuation arrangement 

by means of field test in supertall building was not mandatory.  Therefore, detection and 

alarm requirements in supertall buildings of Hong Kong should be enhanced. 
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Figure 2-7: An illustration showing phased evacuation  

on office floors of International Commerce Centre 

 

As the reliability of fire detection and alarm systems was crucial to the effectiveness of 

performance-based fire engineering approach, HKFSD issued a Circular Letter (FSD, 2008) 

specifying measures to be carried out in case of shutdown or repair of detection and alarm 

system, such as the provision of standalone smoke detectors in buildings adopting 

performance-based design. Additional firefighting staff and equipment were also deployed 

and more frequent patrols were imposed. 

 

2.2.4.2 Smoke and Fire Spread 

 

Buoyancy, stack effect and ambient wind had determining effects to fire growth, particularly 
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at high level (Tamura, 1994; Klote and Milke, 2002; Chow and Chow, 2010). In addition, 

higher fire risk (Chow and Chow, 2009), the acceleration of fire (Chen and Chow, 2009) 

and smoke spread (Cheng et al., 2007; Lo et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2001), and the aggravation 

of fire damage due to characteristics of supertall building (Chow and Chow, 2010) had to be 

investigated. 

 

The validity of smoke movement and control deduced by computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) software was often subject to challenge since they are predicted by numerical 

approximation. Even if the software was well verified, considering all fire dynamics in 

supertall buildings (e.g. stack effect, wind effect, buoyancy and expansion of combustion 

gas, mechanical ventilation and elevator piston effect as mentioned in Klote and Milke 

(2002)) in a single fire model to generate a converged result could be a great challenge (e.g. 

Mowrer et al., 2004; Cheng et al., 2007; Chow and Chow, 2009; Chow and Han, 2009; Lo 

et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2001). 

 

Stack effect 

 

Quintiere (1998) stated that stack effect came from the “buoyancy of the air in a tall 

building due to normal air-conditioning and heating system.” While Klote and Milke (2002) 

further pointed out that “air in the building has a buoyant force because it is warmer and 

therefore less dense than outside air. The buoyant force caused air to rise within building 

shafts” and created stack effect. Scholars asserted that stack effect may affect smoke 

movement. For example, pressurization of staircases was widely adopted in supertall 

buildings in Hong Kong and is required to be pressurized to 50 Pa (BSI 2008, FSD, 2012). 

However, Jensen (2003) suggested that even for Sweden where stairwell can be 

overpressured to 80 Pa, it was only possible when the stairwell was 30 m maximum in 

height due to temperature induced pressure gradient. Therefore, using CFD modeling to 

predict smoke movement in a vertical shaft should be cautious (Jensen, 2003; Zhang et al., 

2006; Zhao and Chow, 2009-2010). For example, Burj Khalifa has undergone 40 wind 

tunnel tests to determine the magnitude of change in stack effect and chimney effect that 

affect the building (Burj Khalifa, 2013). 

 

Wind load and wind effect 

 

The ventilation of fire and anti-stack effect prompted by strong wind was another problem 

in supertall buildings.  Although the effect of wind to fire safety on refuge floor has been 

discussed in several papers (Cheng et al., 2007; Chow and Chow, 2009; Lo et al., 2002; Lu 

et al., 2001), most studies on wind effect to the whole supertall building only concentrated 
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on the structural stability of the building (Fu et al., 2008; Li et al., 2000 and 2003; Liu et al., 

2009; Lu et al., 2010).  As the wind speed at upper floors of a supertall building may be 

several times of that at the lower floors, empirical study on the effect of natural wind to 

dynamic ventilation of ventilation-controlled fire growth and smoke spread in supertall 

buildings was necessary (Chow and Chow, 2010). [research problem 1] 

 

The force that natural wind exerted to the building façade could be great and, in some cases, 

curtain walls of high-rise buildings could be damaged by the along-wind load.  As such, 

Buildings Department of Hong Kong has issued the Code of Practice on Wind Effects in 

Hong Kong since 2004 (Buildings Department, 2004) which addressed structural stability of 

building façade. Nevertheless, the effect of natural wind to smoke and flame spread was not 

discussed, not to mention the effect of natural wind on a refuge floor (Cheng et al., 2007; 

Chow and Chow, 2009; Lo et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2001). As high wind speed may accelerate 

the fire growth in supertall buildings, empirical study on natural wind effect to 

ventilation-controlled fire growth and smoke spread was necessary.  [research problem 2] 

 

Wind-induced vibration of supertall buildings 

 

Apart from the wind effect, the effect of building vibrations due to presence of wind and 

earthquakes had to be taken into consideration in the design of the fire safety systems.  It 

was important because across-wind load, along-wind load (Fu et al., 2008), wake excitation 

due to vortex-induced vibration (Liu et al., 2009), and earthquakes (Lu et al., 2010) may 

affect the operation of vertical transportation systems, such as evacuation and firefighting 

lifts.  The operation of smoke management systems, such as staircase pressurization and 

the closing of fire resisting doors, may be hampered due to the change of opening 

alignments and dimensions (Li et al., 2000 and 2003).   

 

The problem of building vibration was discussed briefly in the Code of Practice on Wind 

Effects in Hong Kong 2004 (BD, 2004).  However, requirements related to vibration 

mainly focus on structural stability.  Since a supertall building bended slightly to resist 

wind due to its elastic property, the extent of vibration and its effect to the fire safety 

provision and FSI should be taken into account.  

 

Although Hong Kong was not located in temperate zone or terrain with frequent 

earthquakes, provisions that may strengthen the building against snow, across-wind load, 

along-wind load (Fu et al., 2008), wake excitation due to vortex-induced vibration (Liu et 

al., 2009), and earthquakes (Lu et al., 2010) should also be incorporated in the Code as 

these natural phenomena may affect the function and reliability of fire safety provisions and 
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FSI. 

 

Fire whirl in vertical shafts of supertall buildings 

 
Finally, the possibility of inducing a fire whirl in extremely high vertical lift shafts received 

little attention.  It was suggested that the presence of fire whirl in an atrium could increase 

the burning rate by ten times (Battaglia et. al., 2000).  Chow and Han (2009) also 

conducted research on the internal fire whirl phenomenon in vertical shafts.  They 

discovered that the width and the position of air gaps in vertical shaft had a determining 

effect to the formation of internal fire whirl.  In particular, a fire whirl would be likely to 

form if a gap is present at the lower portion of the shaft.  As there were lots of high vertical 

shafts in supertall buildings, it was argued that fire safety provisions targeting at fire whirl 

should be considered (Chow and Han, 2009).  

 

Research on the presence of fire whirl in extremely high vertical lift shafts was still limited.  

However, interim measures, such as the prohibition of fireman’s lift with two exits, would 

establish a standard that aims to reduce the possibility of internal fire whirl.   

 

2.2.4.3 Automatic fire suppression 

 

Apart from access, automatic fire suppression systems in supertall buildings also required 

additional attention. Suppression systems might create undesirable consequences unique to 

supertalls. For example, sprinkler water might mix cool air with hot smoke and cause smoke 

logging at low level of tall compartment (Klote and Milke, 2002).  Since hot smoke in the 

building was usually self-extracted by buoyancy, it would be difficult to extract cooled 

smoke from supertall buildings even in the presence of mechanical smoke extraction system.  

Moreover, stack effect and wind loading at open windows at high levels would further 

reduce the effectiveness of smoke extraction.  While it was undesirable for evacuees and 

emergency responders to evacuate and work in smoke-logged environment, it would be 

even worse if the curtain walls of a supertall building were broken due to fire and create 

unpredictable smoke spread.  This was simply because external wind and pressure would 

greatly influence the fire dynamics and fire development inside the building. Therefore, the 

automatic fire suppression strategy in supertall building had to be revisited. 

 

2.2.4.4 Suppression system reliability 

 

Suppression system reliability was another point of concern. For example, the use of 

high-power fixed fire pumps for the fire hydrant/hose reel (FH/HR) system to replace 
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intermediate booster pumps may lower the reliability of the FH/HR system in supertall 

buildings. If both fixed FH/HR pumps fail, emergency responders had to lay delivery hoses 

and manually lift heavy portable pumps to deliver firefighting water to the fire floor. 

Therefore, the consequence of pump failure in supertall building would be more serious 

than in conventional tall building. 

 

HKFSD had imposed measures to maintain the fire suppression capability in supertall 

buildings. First, fast response sprinkler heads were installed in special hazard areas. Also, 

owners of fire service installations (FSIs) were obliged to employ a registered FSI 

contractor to inspect the FSIs of their buildings at least once every 12 months. Moreover, 

periodic maintenance and functional tests during joint exercise/drills were conducted 

between the building management and local fire station personnel.  

 

2.2.5   Firefighting and rescue strategy 

 

In terms of firefighting, existing firefighting and rescue strategies in supertall buildings 

could be further refined.  It is undesirable to break the curtain walls and windows in 

supertall buildings because unpredictable smoke movement may result.  On the other hand, 

smoke-logged environment in a supertall building may put the lives of evacuees and 

emergency responders at risk. Considering occupational safety and health of emergency 

responders in fire scene was not a new thing.  In New Zealand Building Code (2013), 

buildings should be designed so that the working condition of emergency responders could 

fulfill the following criteria (Fleischmann, 2013): 

 

1. Height of smoke layer above floor level should exceed 2 m; 

2. Maximum ambient temperature does not exceed 120℃; 

3. Maximum radiation does not exceed 3 kW/m2; and 

4. Fire resisting rating of structure should exceed 30 minutes. 

 

While the tenability criteria for occupants are (Fleischmann, 2013): 

 

1. Fractional effective dose for carbon monoxide (CO) shall be less than 0.3; 

2. Fractional effective dose for thermal energy shall be less than 0.3; and 

3. Visibility ranging from 5 m for rooms less than 100 m2 to 10 m for rooms equal to or 

larger than 100 m2. 

 

SFPE Handbook (2008) contained considerable amount of information regarding tenability 

for occupants. For simplicity, the following figures are extracted from Purser (2008): 
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1. Maximum ambient temperature does not exceed 100℃; 

2. Maximum radiation does not exceed 2.5 kW/m2; and 

3. Maximum working duration should not exceed 400 s. 

 

On the other hand, Hartzell (2003) proposed the following figures: 

 

1. Maximum ambient temperature does not exceed 100℃; 

2. Maximum radiation does not exceed 2.5 kW/m2; 

3. Maximum working duration should not exceed 30 mins; and 

4. Visibility ranging from 2 m for small rooms to 15 m for large enclosure. 

 

Nevertheless, the criteria should be treated with cautious. Firstly, both Purser (2008) and 

Fleischmann (2013) based their findings on burning wood. However, as point out by Hartzell 

(2003), the extensive use of polymers may vary the types and concentration of toxic fire 

gases produced. These gases included carbon monoxide, hydrogen cyanide, halogen acid, 

nitrogen oxides etc. Carbon monoxide may cause death to human in a wide range of 

concentration while hydrogen cyanide was 25 times more toxic than CO (Hartzell, 2003).  

 

On the other hand, smoldering and pyrolysis of polymers could be carried out at rather low 

temperature when comparing with flaming combustion. Therefore, incapacitating smoke 

could be produced before they were hot enough to actuate heat detector or sprinkler head. 

While in air-tight compartment at supertall level, the unventilated combustion of polymers 

may speed up the generation of CO and therefore led to shorter flashover time. In this regard, 

if fire gas toxicity analysis would be conducted in validating the fire safety of supertall 

building involving the extensive use of polymer, a brand new analysis on gas toxicity at high 

level should be conducted. For example, the fractional effective dose (FED) methodology 

(Hartzell and Emmons, 1988) or the “N-Gas Model” as termed by the National Institute of 

Standard and Technology (Hartzell et al., 1985; Levin et al., 1987) may be adapted in the 

analysis. 

 

Table 2-1 listed the FSI requirements for high-rise commercial and domestic buildings. 

Currently there was no additional FSI requirement for supertall buildings with height 

exceeding 300 m. FSI for supertall buildings were the same as high-rise buildings. 

Nevertheless, in view of the abovementioned differences between normal tall buildings and 

supertall buildings in terms of means of access, automatic fire suppression, suppression 

system reliability, firefighting and rescue strategy, and occupational safety and health for 

emergency responders, refinement of existing fire safety provisions was necessary. 
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Table 2-1: FS requirement for different occupancies (Fire Services Department, 2012) 

 

FSIs Commercial 

High-rise 

Industrial 

High-rise 

Domestic 

High-rise 

Audio/visual advisory system    
Automatic actuating devices    
Automatic fixed installation other than water    
Emergency generator    
Emergency lighting    
Exit sign    
Fire alarm system    
Fire control center    
Fire detection system    
Fire hydrant/hose reel system,    
Firefighting and rescue staircase    
Fireman’s lift    
Portable hand-operated approved appliance    
Pressurization of staircase    
Sprinkler system    
Static or dynamic smoke extraction, system    
Ventilation/air conditioning control system    

 

2.2.6   Fire safety management 

 

On top of passive fire protection and active fire suppression, fire safety management played 

a critical role not only in ensuring the passive and active systems were working, but to 

confine the fire scenario controllable by the two systems. 

 

2.2.6.1   Interaction between Different Risk Parameters in Supertall Buildings 

 

Apart from physical fire safety requirements, fire safety management also played an 

important role in supertall buildings. Occupancy arrangement, fire load density and their 

interactions could help determining the level of fire risk. 
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Mixed-type occupancy 

 

Due to economic development, mixed-type occupancy was commonly found in supertall 

buildings. For example, laboratories may be present in commercial buildings, but visitors 

may not be aware of the risk. Moreover, illegal occupancies, such as use/storage of 

dangerous goods, posed additional fire risk to supertall buildings. 

 

Heavy fire load density and increased heat release rate 

 

Prescriptive fire safety strategies in supertall building may be insufficient to address high 

fire load in dense commercial floors and mixed occupancy. For example, cartons of paper 

stored in modern office may be uncontrollable by the prescriptive-designed hazard group. 

Also, evacuation in hotels may be longer than in office during certain hours due to sleeping 

characteristic.  

 

For this reason, Hong Kong has restricted mixed occupancy in building design. (Laws of 

Hong Kong, 2012).  Apart from legislation, mixed uses are also regulated by planning, 

land lease and building control.  Of course, mixing of particular types of use, such as 

establishing a childcare center in a high-rise commercial building, was regulated by the 

licensing authority.  Although FSD had issued administrative guidelines in restricting 

incompatible use, a systematic approach with quantitative regulations in controlling mixed 

uses was still required, especially in supertall buildings where life and fire risks were 

intrinsically higher. 

 

Apart from mixed use, the problems of high fire load and fire load density had to be 

addressed.  Since the land price in Hong Kong is high, the compact use of floor spaces 

resulted in a high fire load.  For example, people tended to store documents in a more 

compact manner so that more office space could be utilized for other uses.  If everyone on 

the same floor compressed and stores his or her combustibles, the total fire load would 

inevitably increase.  Also, due to lack of space, people tended to store things on shelves in 

the room.  This meant the fire load density of a room with fixed area would also increase.  

Moreover, the content of a household was more or less the same worldwide but the floor 

areas of residential units of Hong Kong were usually smaller due to high land cost and great 

difference between gross and usable floor areas.  This could also increase fire load density 

of residential units.  Coupled with the effect of strong ventilation at high levels of a 

supertall building, existing fire resisting design and FSI provision may need to be upgraded. 
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2.2.6.2   Evacuation of People with Disabilities in Supertall Buildings 

 

In Hong Kong, barrier free provisions were required since 1997 (BD, 1997) and the revised 

Design Manual - Barrier Free Access 2008 (BD, 2008) required more barrier free access 

provisions to accommodate the growing elderly population. 

 

Barrier free access requirements in the Design Manual were similar to NFPA 5000 and BS 

9999:2008, which was based on the presumption that 1 in 200 persons was disabled. 

Nevertheless, it was reported that 142,740 people (about 2% of the population) were 

receiving disability allowance in Hong Kong (Social Welfare Department, 2012). Also, not 

every building had a tailor-made evacuation strategy as there was no such requirement in 

the Design Manual (except hospitals and care home for elderly and disabled due to licensing 

requirement). Therefore, the requirements in providing barrier free access facilities and the 

associated evacuation strategy had to be reviewed.  

 

2.2.6.3   Fire Safety during Construction 

 

Several major fires had been reported during the construction of quasi-supertall and 

high-rise buildings, such as Beijing CCTV Headquarters in 2009 as in Figure 2-8 (China 

Review News, 2009) and an 8-tower residential complex One Silver Sea in Hong Kong in 

2005 as shown in Figure 2-9 (Wen Wei Po, 2005).  These cases revealed that firefighting 

water supply was a great concern in these buildings since water flow and pressure were 

insufficient for firefighting at high level.  For this reason, installation of standpipe system 

was required in buildings under construction (International Code Council, 2011; NFPA, 

2009).  Apart from water supply, physical strength of emergency responders in tackling 

fires in supertall buildings under construction had to be taken into consideration as well. 

 

Buildings under construction were more vulnerable to fire due to the non-commission of 

fire safety provisions and FSI.  The risk would be even higher in supertall buildings due to 

higher ventilation rate and the difficulty in getting water at very high level, e.g. 200 m.  In 

recent years, several major fires occurred in tall buildings during construction had reflected 

the seriousness of the problem.  
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Figure 2-8: Large fire at the CCTV Headquarters Building in Beijing  

(China Review News, 2009) 

 

In Hong Kong, HKFSD has promulgated a circular letter in specifying the need to install a 

temporary fire hydrant system during the construction stage of a high-rise building.  Fixed 

pumps and parity valve should be installed to ensure sufficient and safe water pressure.  

Moreover, the topmost hydrant should be within 30 m from the topmost floor.  These 

measures greatly reduced the time for water relaying.  However, as supertall buildings 

were higher than 300 m, the situation would deteriorate if any one of the pumps fails.  

Therefore, a stand-by pump may help further reduce the possibilities of outbreak of big fires 

at the high level of a supertall building.  However, there was no specific requirement for 

supertall buildings under construction currently. 
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Figure 2-9: A large fire at a constructing high-rise residential building in Hong Kong 

(Wen Wei Po, 2005) 

 

2.2.6.4   Fire Safety management and Maintenance of Supertall Buildings 

 

Fire safety in supertall buildings also relied on the performance of fire service installations 

(FSIs), such as sprinklers, fire hydrant/hose reel, drencher systems and passive fire 

protection elements including smoke reservoir and smoke extraction. Although some of 

these provisions were incorporated in the Deed of Mutual Covenant (DMC) in Hong Kong, 

there was an overriding concern about how these requirements could be effectively 

implemented. According to the Hong Kong legislation, the owner of any fire service 

installation or equipment which is installed in any premises shall keep such fire service 

installation or equipment in an efficient working order at all times, and have such fire 

service installation or equipment inspected by a registered contractor at least once in every 

12 months.  

 

Apart from FSI, floor numbering and external floor identifications have also been closely 

monitored since its construction stage because clear floor nomenclature reduced emergency 

responders’ time in locating the correct fire floors for firefighting and rescue. Furthermore, 

security measures in supertall buildings were usually elevated as they may be more 
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vulnerable to terrorist attack due to its iconic nature. 

 

Similar to NFPA 5000 and BS 9999:2008, the HKFS Code stipulated the extent of passive 

fire protection elements required in new buildings. However, the frequency of maintenance, 

inspection as well as testing of passive fire protection elements have yet been specified. In 

reality, the management and maintenance of supertall buildings were the same as that of 

conventional buildings. Therefore, additional efforts had to be made to ensure passive fire 

protection elements in supertall buildings were managed and maintained properly. 

 
2.2.7 Analysis on Stakeholders’ Actions in Building Fires 

 

To vividly illustrate the role of different stakeholders in a fire scenario, three timelines were 

consolidated from the abovementioned information to illustrate how fire safety concerns 

could be approached. Interactions between fire size, occupant, property management, fire 

service intervention and FSIs in low-rise, high-rise and supertall buildings were portrayed in 

Figures 2-10 to 2-12 respectively.   

 

The three figures were drawn based on the assumptions that: 

 

1. Time to flashover is shorter when floors are higher (due to better ventilation) and when 

fire load is higher (due to more burning surfaces). From anemometric data of the Hong 

Kong Observatory (HKO, 2013), stronger wind was found in higher altitude. Taking 

into account of two fire compartments with same size, layout, area of opening and 

building material, stronger wind is more likely to shorten the time to flashover (one of 

the observable phenomena for untenable condition which could be easily identified); 

2. Ventilation rate is the same and is not a limiting factor to fire size until flashover; and  

3. Fire service response times are constant so the operation time of fire hydrant is the 

same in the three figures. 

 

In low-rise buildings and low-level atria, natural ventilation was usually weaker (HKO, 

2013) and restricted the development of fire. Therefore, emergency responders may arrive 

well before flashover and prevent it from occurring. However, many unburnt fire gases and 

toxic smoke were generated in the long smothering stage and so the environment may 

become untenable even without flashover.   

  

In high-rise buildings, stronger wind at higher level (HKO, 2013) may accelerate the 

increase in heat flux and the generation of unburnt gases. As the increases speeded up, 

Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) would be shortened and flashover would occur earlier. 
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Also, flashover may occur at the time when emergency responders arrive. On the other hand, 

due to dense population and high fire load density in Hong Kong, safety margin was usually 

tight. A small reduction (e.g. 10%) of ASET might already make the ASET shorter than the 

RSET. Nevertheless, competent property management staff could react more swiftly in 

high-rise building fire. Therefore, the RSET in high-rise building was reduced and the 

safety margin was not compromised.   

 

In supertall buildings, ventilation due to ultra-strong wind at supertall level (HKO, 2013) 

was likely to affect the fire development. According to the anemometric data of Chow and 

Chow (2010), ultra-strong ventilation speeded up fire growth and ASET was greatly 

shortened. Flashover may also occur well before emergency responders arrive. It may be 

argued that sprinkler system, which was mandatory to all commercial buildings in Hong 

Kong regardless of height, may reduce the chance of flashover. However, there was case 

where an illegal closure of subsidiary valve of sprinkler system resulted firefighter’s death 

in a big fire in 2007 and therefore sprinklers could not be regarded as fail-safe. Hong Kong 

was densely occupied by tall and supertall buildings and fire load densities of these 

buildings were high. To maintain the safety margin in supertall building, RSET had to be 

reduced dramatically. Nevertheless, total evacuation in supertall buildings may take hours to 

complete. Therefore, phased evacuation had to be considered in order to minimize the RSET. 

Moreover, protected staircases or refuge floors may serve as the end of the phased 

evacuation. By doing these, safety margin in supertall buildings could be maintained. 

 

To address shorter flashover time in supertall buildings, early detection and suppression 

were essential. Figures 2-10 to 2-12 were proposed to assist emergency responders to 

identify potential risks and formulate strategic solutions. However, fire scenario and 

duration of stakeholders’ activity may vary according to site-specific situations and 

coordination of stakeholders.  Fig. 10-12 aimed to illustrate the possible ultra-fast fire 

growth on supertall buildings in which the untenable condition would be caused by high 

heat flux from flashover instead of toxic gas/smoke due to strong wind.  Therefore, the 

ASET for supertall building is shortest as compared to low-rise and high-rise.  Indeed, in 

low-rise building the fire scenario may reach untenable condition well before flashover. 
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   Figure 2-10: Timeline analysis on stakeholders’ actions in low-rise building fire 
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Figure 2-11: Timeline analysis on stakeholders’ actions in high-rise building fire  
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Figure 2-12: Timeline analysis on stakeholders’ actions in supertall building fire 
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2.3  FIRE SAFETY ENHANCEMENT TO SUPERTALL BUILDINGS 

 

2.3.1 Intermediate measures and further enhancements 

 

In Section 2.2, fire safety concerns with supertall buildings of Hong Kong were revealed 

and respective risk mitigation measures were discussed.  In this Section, intermediate 

improvements to supertall buildings in Hong Kong are discussed with reference to fire 

safety strategies of supertall buildings worldwide. Fire safety issues that require further 

research and improvements would also be pointed out. 

 

Currently, there are questions on whether existing codes for high-rise buildings are 

sufficient to cope with the unique characteristics of supertall buildings. Also, occupants in 

supertall buildings may find difficulties to evacuate in the same manner as in high-rise 

buildings. A new fire safety standard for supertall buildings may be required. Despite of the 

fact that Hong Kong, a city on the cutting edge of supertall building construction, has 

formulated tailor-made fire safety strategies for some supertall buildings, it is suggested that 

general fire safety enhancement measures should be developed for supertall buildings so 

that they could be applicable to both existing and future supertall buildings. These measures 

include: 

 

(a) Tighter control on illegal occupancies, such as unauthorized occupation of refuge floor 

and over-storage of dangerous goods, in supertall buildings. 

(b) An engineering performance-based remedial/contingency plan for existing supertall 

buildings. 

(c) Perform detail fire investigation in unusual building fires and statistical analysis to fire 

cause. 

(d) Development of Fire Safety Management Plan (FSMP) which contains: 

(i) Fire protection approach of the building, e.g. the use of fire engineering design 

and performance-based construction/building elements; 

(ii) Set out duty reference for personnel involved in fire safety management of 

supertall building with reference to approved standards (e.g. PD 7974-6, NFPA 

5000) and/or fire engineering report (FER) approved by the authority having 

jurisdiction (AHJ). 

(iii) Appoint a fire safety manager/inspector/auditor to monitor the fire management 

strategy and its implementation (It is a mandatory requirement in Singapore); 

(iv) Training required by fire safety manager, property management staff and 

occupants; 

(v) Regularly refresh occupants the import of FSMP, particularly in terms of drills 
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and fire talks; and 

(vi) Frequency and extent of testing and maintenance of passive/active fire protection 

systems. 

 

Some of these recommendations have been applied to supertall building around the world.  

To visualize these recommendations, Table 2 summarizes basic facts and fire safety 

provisions incorporated in the 5 tallest buildings in the world (Antell and Weismantle, 2012; 

The Skyscraper Center, 2013; Burj Khalifa, 2013).  More detail information about these 

supertall buildings are attached in Appendix 1. 

 

Table 2: Facts and fire safety measures of the 5 tallest buildings in the world 

 

Name of 

building 
Burj Khalifa 

Makkah Royal 

Clock Tower 

Hotel 

Taipei 101 

Shanghai 

World 

Financial 

Center 

International 

Commerce 

Centre 

Country United Arab 

Emirates 
Saudi Arabia China China China 

City Dubai Mecca Taipei Shanghai Hong Kong 

Year of 

completion 
2010 2012 2004 2008 2010 

Building 

height 
828 m 601 m 508 492 m 484 m 

No. of floor 163 120 101 101 108 

No. of refuge 

floor 
4 

(pressurized) 
N.A. 

Every 8 floors 

(open air) 

7 

(Pressurized) 

4  

(Drencher 

protected) 

Top elevator 

speed 
10 m/s 6 m/s 16.8 m/s 10 m/s 9 m/s 

Max loading 

of fireman’s 

lift 

5,500 kg N.A. 1,600 kg N.A. 680 kg 

 

2.3.2  Potential fire safety enhancement in supertall buildings 

 

The review in Section 2.2 also highlighted several fire safety concerns with supertall 

buildings worth further investigation: 
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(a) A practically validated evacuation strategy for supertall buildings.   

(b) Prescriptive refuge area calculation in supertall buildings.  

(c) Incorporating clashing of evacuees and emergency responders into the evacuation time. 

(d) Assess the reliability and effectiveness of lift evacuation. 

(e) A more reliable fire detection system with better alarm zoning that fits with evacuation 

strategy.  

(f) Adverse effect of the suppression on smoke spread in supertall buildings. 

(g) Additional requirements for fireman’s lift in supertall building (Since more manpower 

and equipment will be involved when practicing the Incident Command System in 

supertall buildings. 

(h) Effectiveness of existing FSIs, such as pressurization of staircases, audio/visual 

advisory system and smoke extraction system, in coping with supertall building fires. 

(i) Application of fire dynamics (e.g. stack effect, external wind loading and fire whirl) in 

fire safety assessment of supertall buildings. 

(j) Points to evaluate when CFD models are applied to predict smoke movement in 

supertall buildings, e.g.: 

(i) Use different types of models to examine data convergence; 

(ii) Validate velocity/temperature pattern, pressure and turbulence simulated by CFD 

against real parameters or scaled fire model; and 

(iii) Setting up solid bounding parameter to tenability limit. 

(k) Empirical study on natural wind effect to ventilation-controlled fire growth and smoke 

spread in supertall buildings. 

(l) Explore simple but effective means to control illegal occupancies, such as over-storage 

of dangerous goods, in supertall buildings. 

(m) Investigate systematic controlling measures (e.g. physical, legal, etc.) to excessive fire 

load and incompatible occupancies in supertall buildings.  

(n) Review the requirements in providing barrier free access facilities and the associated 

evacuation strategy. 

(o) Investigate the effects of passive fire protection elements in firefighting and rescue 

process (such as the extensive use of light weight and high strength concrete) and 

necessity of regular inspection.   

 

The above concerns on fire safety of supertall buildings and can be broadly divided into 

evacuation and fire growth/spread.  Since this study is not long enough to address all of 

them, attempt was made to address several dimensions on fire growth/spread. 
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2.4  FURTHER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

 

2.4.1 Further studies in improving existing situations 

 

Section 2.2 and 2.3 revealed that fast-growing fire on supertall buildings has a detrimental 

effect to occupants’ safety and structural stability. To put the interactions into a more 

concrete framework, empirical analysis to the effect of fire at height exceeding 300 m is 

necessary. Therefore, investigation would be conducted in the following aspects: 

 

1. Effect of fire growth and radiation in supertall buildings; 

2. Toxicity assessment in supertall building fires; 

3. Fire and smoke spread in supertall building; and 

4. Firefighting and rescue safety in supertall building. 

 

One of the important data required for these tests is the ambient wind speed at supertall 

level. The fire growth at altitude higher than 300 m would be much different from that at 

sea level. Therefore, wind speed at high and low levels shall be obtained in this study and 

incorporated into the fire model.  If sufficient wind speed data could be obtained, more 

accurate fire modelling could be simulated. 

 

2.4.2 Phase 2 Study 

 

Section 2.4.1 investigated the possibility of using an appropriate CFD model in estimating 

fire growth at supertall level. Indeed, there are some rules of thumb in dealing with the wind 

effect in CFD modeling. For example, Quintiere et al. (1981) suggested that a design safety 

factor of 2 should be added to address the effect of wind to fire. In addition, a fraction of 0.3 

shall be included in the calculation of the amount of radiative heat flux as not all of the heat 

from the fire is turned into radiation (Drysdale, 2011). However, the objective of conducting 

real fire test is to examine the ability of the CFD model in converging test data, particularly 

when boundary condition (Li and Chow, 2012) and turbulence (Zhang et. al., 2007) are 

incorporated in the model. In this regard, this study shall make reference to Chen and Chen 

(2010) in which a comprehensive method was adopted in assessing the effect of air flow 

turbulence and boundary condition to the distribution of contaminant and decontaminant 

inside airliner cabin.  

 

Apart from validation, the relationship between fire load density and heat release rate has 

been investigated in Section 2.2. It is commonly known that more fuel will result in a bigger 

fire. However, Drysdale (2011) suggested that the ratio of floor area and area of opening in 
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compartment has a determining effect to the fire growth. Suppose two identical rooms with 

the same fire load, the room with larger opening would result a fire with larger heat release 

rate. If the mandatory openable window area for domestic and office in Hong Kong is taken 

into account (i.e. 1/16), a room with fire load about 850 MJ/m2 will result a fire with heat 

release rate of 4.8 MW (Drysdale, 2011). In order to standardize the relationship between 

fire load density and heat release rate, reference is made to the fire load setting in the fire 

test adopted in Madrzykowski and Kerber (2009) and Woo (2013) as the room setting 

resembles common domestic flats in Hong Kong. Reference can also be made to 

Madrzykowski and Kerber (2009) in which a domestic setting with detail relationship 

among fire load, heat of combustion and heat release rate are shown. However, Woo (2013) 

only conducted real fire tests regarding to domestic flat.  Therefore, a CFD simulation with 

an office layout with fire load density of 1,135MJ/m2 is proposed to assess the differences 

of heat release rate for different occupancy with same fire load density. 

 

2.5  Summary 

 

In this chapter, an array of fire safety concern with supertall buildings of Hong Kong was 

revealed and respective risk mitigation measures were shown in Section 2.1. Intermediate 

improvements to supertall buildings in Hong Kong were discussed in Section 2.2 with 

reference to fire safety strategies of supertall buildings worldwide. Fire safety issues that 

require further research and improvements were also pointed out in Section 2.3. Research 

methodology for critical fire safety issues in supertall building was detailed in Section 2.4.  

 

In Section 2.1, definitions of supertall buildings worldwide were firstly reviewed. It is 

suggested that 300 m could be used as a demarcation line for supertall buildings. After the 

definition of supertall buildings is identified, fire safety concerns with supertall buildings 

regarding evacuation, fire detection and alarm, smoke and fire spread, means of access, 

vertical transportation in supertall buildings, automatic fire suppression, reliability of 

suppression system, firefighting and rescue strategy, interaction between different risk 

parameters in supertall buildings, evacuation of people with disabilities in supertall 

buildings, fire safety during construction, and the management and maintenance of supertall 

buildings were discussed in Section 2.2.  Requirements for supertall buildings worldwide 

were compared and contrasted and existing administrative solutions in enhancing supertall 

buildings fire safety in Hong Kong were presented.  The merit of existing administrative 

solutions in low-rise, high-rise and supertall buildings were visualized in Figures 2-10 to 

2-12 respectively for easy understanding. 

 

As the administrative solutions were of intermediate nature and due to the discovery of new 
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fire safety concerns in this report, recommendation for future supertall buildings and 

intermediate improvements for existing supertall buildings were discussed in Section 2.3.  

 

To strengthen the fire safety provisions in supertall buildings, establish scientific foundation 

for existing fire safety requirements for supertall buildings, further research proposal was 

detailed in Section 2.4. 

 

2.5.1  Research outputs 

 

A full review of worldwide fire safety requirements regarding supertall buildings has been 

conducted in this chapter.  In addition, definitions of supertall buildings worldwide were 

raised and compared.  Fire safety requirements in BS 5588-12:2004, BS 7974-6:2004, BS 

9999, NFPA 5000, China Fire Code and SFPE (2012) were also contrasted with the Hong 

Kong local codes. Strengths and weaknesses of these codes were pointed out and good 

practices were identified. 

 

2.5.2  Recommendations 

 
After a thorough investigation, Section 2.3 suggested a list of enhancement that could 

improve the fire safety level of existing supertall building in order to meet current fire 

safety standards. In addition, Section 2.3.2 suggested conducting a number of studies to 

establish scientific foundation for fire safety requirements in supertall buildings.  However, 

fire safety for supertall building is a broad topic which requires extensive inputs and 

investigations from various disciplines.  In order to narrow the scope of study, this study 

shall concentrate on the empirical study on the effect of natural wind to dynamic ventilation 

of ventilation-controlled fire growth and smoke spread in supertall buildings.  The reason 

is simply because even though the effect of wind to fire safety on refuge floor has been 

discussed in several papers (Cheng et al., 2007; Chow and Chow, 2009; Lo et al., 2002; Lu 

et al., 2001), most studies on wind effect to the whole supertall building only concentrated 

on the structural stability of the building (Fu et al., 2008; Li et al., 2000 and 2003; Liu et al., 

2009; Lu et al., 2010).  As high wind speed may accelerate the fire growth in supertall 

buildings, empirical study on natural wind effect to ventilation-controlled fire growth and 

smoke spread was necessary. 
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Chapter 3 Fire Safety of Supertall buildings – A toxicity perspective 

 

3.1  Introduction 

 

It has long been agreed that the majority of fire death was due to the inhalation of toxic 

smoke (Chow et. al., 2004).  However, it is uncommon to specify the maximum acceptable 

level of toxic smoke in prescriptive building codes.  Prescriptive codes usually stipulate 

the requirements for passive fire protection provisions for evacuation, firefighters’ access, 

preventing collapse and smoke spread, and the active systems such as fire service 

installations (Hong Kong Buildings Department, 2012). 

 

With the advance of fire engineering, engineering performance-based building codes were 

developed in recent decade.  Instead of maximum travel distance and the required fire 

resistance rating, engineering performance-based building codes determine the required 

level of protection based on the worst case scenario that may be experienced by occupants.  

One of the commonly used criteria is the tenability limit of occupants (Chow and Chow, 

2011).  

 

Although the time to reach tenability limit could be estimated from computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD), ensuring safe evacuation under these criteria is not always an easy task.  

When designers found it difficult to achieve the tenability criteria, they may return to the 

prescriptive codes where there are fewer “restrictions” on the type and amount of 

combustibles stored.   

 

Recently, the number of commercial buildings with glass façade in big cities and 

metropolitans was increasing.  Despite the fact that difficulties in evacuation and 

firefighting increased proportionally with the building height, the use of ‘non-combustible’ 

glass façade as the external wall of these skyscraper may create additional fire safety 

problems.  Firstly, location, size and manufacturing method of glass may affect its 

breaking resistance (Xie et. al., 2005-2006).  It has been noticed that breaking of glass 

façade may induce stronger wind at high level and greater ventilation for fire (Chow et. al., 

2006-2007).  Secondly, fire glass (toughened glass) was subject to scaled test on its water 

tightness and strength only.  Full scale test on their fire performance as external wall of 

building was not required, regardless the fact that they could be easily broken by a 1.64MW 

fire in 100s (Chow et. al., 2007-2008) which encourage fire spread to upper floor. Thirdly, 

Wu and Chow (2013-2014) suggested that toxic gas may be evolved from fire glass no 

matter how ‘non-combustible’ the glass is.  
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3.2  Significance of studying toxicity on fire hazard 

 

Purser (2008) revealed that there were two main views on smoke toxicity.  The first view 

held that smoke from burning modern synthetic products may be extremely toxic.  The 

toxicity could be materialized by conducting simple and small scale toxicity tests and data 

obtained could be used for regulatory purpose.  The second view held that the generation 

rate for toxic products and fire growth rate in modern fire were much greater in modern 

buildings.  Therefore, full-scale fire tests have to be conducted to collect data (Hull and 

Stec, 2010b).  Alternative data may be collected from small scale tests and used as source 

data to estimate the amount of toxic products produced in full scale fire scenario.  However, 

modeling of full scale fire from small scale tests may involve adopting “simplistic and 

erroneous assumptions concerning the effects and interaction of toxic products (Chow et. al., 

2006-2007; Purser, 2008). 

 

Purser (2008) also suggested that the significance of toxicity is of two folds.  The first 

significance related to the toxic product developing hazard of the fire, which essentially 

aimed at calculating the time when occupants are incapacitated.  The second significance 

of toxicity related to evacuation. Assessing the time required for escape facilitated the 

planning of fire alarm, occupant profile, number of exit and widths, etc.  

 

On the other hand, the effect of smoke toxicity to occupants was considered in three phases.  

The first phase is the time between the fire is growing and the smoke has affected occupants.  

In this phase, the mechanism on how occupants were alerted of the fire and how they 

response to the fire were studied.  The second phase was the time when occupants were 

affected by smoke and heat.  The toxic nature of the fire products and their effects to 

occupants’ escape ability were investigated in terms of irritancy and asphyxiation.  The 

final phase related to the death from fire due to smoke toxicity and burn.  Having this 

framework in mind, an effective use of smoke toxicity in controlling deaths and injuries 

could be achieved. 

 

3.3  Quantification of fire toxicity 

 

It is necessary to have a unified measurement on how toxic a fire effluent is.  In this regard, 

LC50 is introduced to specify the concentration of a gas which may lead to lethality of 50% 

of rats after 30 minutes of exposure (Hartzell, 2003).  Having a common measuring unit, 

an extensive data collection was conducted to obtain LC50 for a number of fire effluents and 

many materials and products.  Hartzell (2003) referred this strategy as fractional effective 

dose (FED) methodology.  Since every fire effluent caused different physiological effects 
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to animal, it would be valuable if the relationship between the effect of a certain known 

mixture of fire effluents and the percentage of animal lethality could be obtained.  For this 

reason, FED was formulated to quantify the relationship and it was defined by ASTM 

E1678-97 as: 

 

“the ratio of the Ct product (concentration x time) for a gaseous 

toxicant produced in a given test to that Ct product of the toxicant that 

has been statistically determined from independent experimental data 

to produce lethality in 50 percent of test animals within a specified 

exposure and postexposure time” 

 

To present the principle mathematically, the following equation may be useful: 

dt
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Where 

  C1  = concentration of toxic component i 

  (Ct)i =  specific dose (concentration x time) required to produce lethality 

  t = time increment (min) 

 

The equation laid the foundation for the “N-Gas Model” termed by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST) (Levin et. al., 1985).  When FED tends to 1, it would be 

expected that the mixture of gas will cause lethality to 50% of animal exposed.  Further 

examination was conducted by Levin et. al. (1988) who reported that the mean FED value 

corresponding to the LC50 obtained from experiment was about 1.07, suggesting that 

“N-Gas Model” provides a certain accuracy to fire toxicity. 

 

3.4  Assessing fire toxicity 

 

Stec et al. (2014) investigated the reliability of a variety of bench-scale instruments in 

determining fire toxicity. They argued that fatalities caused by fire effluents are mainly due 

to the high yield of CO and HCN during under-ventilated burning after flashover.  

Therefore, it is crucial to determine the fire toxicity of building materials or internal 

components of mass transportation at high heat flux and under-ventilated burning scenario. 

 

However, after comparing fire toxicity results from five bench-scale instruments, namely 

smoke density chamber (SDC), controlled atmosphere cone calorimeter (CACC), the fire 

propagation apparatus (FPA), the non-dynamic tube furnace (NFX) and steady state tube 
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furnace (SSTF), Stec et al. (2014) stated that the first three methods adjust radiant heat flux 

by pre-selected temperature of radiant heater, while the other two adjust heat flux by 

temperature of the furnace.   

 

SDC allowed specimens with varying thickness and was without mechanical ventilation.  

Therefore, when oxygen concentration falls, the flame may be extinguished.  In CACC, 

although the size of specimen is fixed, secondary flaming is allowed to occur after going 

through the cone-shaped furnace, making the measurement of fire toxicity less accurate as 

not all effluents produced under the heat of furnace.  Stec et al. (2014) further stated that 

the FPA developed by FM Global improved from CACC in that specimen is confined in a 

172 mm circular tube so that air flow is regulated.  While NFX instrument further 

improves reliability as air flow is controlled to 2 L/min and furnace temperature can be set 

to 400℃, 600℃ and 800℃ to resemble pyrolysis, well-ventilation and under-ventilation 

conditions. However, there is no standard in furnace design and so the result from flaming 

and non-flaming situations may be different and replicate test runs have to be conducted 

(Hull and Stec, 2010a). Finally, the SSTF further controls the specimen feeding rate to 1 

g/min and primary air flow rate at 20 L/min. With gas dilution in the secondary chamber, 

Stec et al. (2014) argued that the gas circulation and so the heat conservation could be 

maintained in SSTF while gas dilution allows a more precise gas sampling. 

 

At the end, Stec et al. (2014) concerned about the wide application of SDC in determining 

fire toxicity and thus the ASET for mass transportation. 

 

3.5  Application of fire toxicity in fire safety design 

 

Hartzell (2003) suggested that smoke toxicity can be applied to fire safety design at least in 

the following aspects: 

 

Level 1: Prevention of ignition; 

Level 2: Active and passive fire protection; and 

Level 3: Consequence of exposure. 

 

Wu and Chow (2014) also studied on the smoke toxicity evolved from fire-resistant glass. 

They found out that although fire-resistant glass is generally fire rated, toxic gases may be 

evolved when it is subjected to high heat flux. For this reason, toxic gases evolved from 

glass, particularly in curtain-walled buildings, had to be watched carefully.  

 

In addition, Chow et al. (2002-2003) pointed out that although smoke toxicity of materials 
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found out in full scale burning test and cone calorimeter are more or less similar, the 

location of materials (e.g. floor, wall, ceiling) may greatly affect actual toxic smoke 

production in a room fire.  Therefore, apart from conducting more smoke toxicity tests 

under different heat flux and configuration, fire safety management should take into account 

the configuration of combustible stored or installed in premises. 

 

3.6  Fire safety environment in Hong Kong 

 

Hong Kong is a densely populated city with over 7 millions of people living in about 76 

km2 residential area.  To maintain sufficient fire safety standard, fire codes in Hong Kong 

emphasized on life safety and concerned on issues including means of escape, fire resisting 

construction, means of firefighting access and fire service installation.   However, apart 

from fire safety hardware, fire safety management also plays an important role.  

Occupancy arrangement, fire load density and their interactions, etc. are contributing 

elements to the level of fire risk, particularly when fire toxicity is concerned since these 

elements are determining factors on the amount of toxic gases evolved during combustion. 

 

3.6.1 Mixed-type occupancy 

 

Due to differential economic development, mixed-type occupancy is commonly found in 

Hong Kong.  For example, garages involving the use of dangerous goods could be found 

beneath domestic units.  Also, new uses, such as art workshop with ancillary teaching 

facilities that may attract transient occupants, are emerging.  Furthermore, illegal 

occupancies, such as domestic habitation in industrial buildings where rent is much cheaper, 

pose additional fire risk in composite buildings.  Although mixed occupancies could be 

controlled through legislation, zoning, land grant and building regulations, a systematic 

approach in assessing fire toxicity in mixed use occupancies is required. 

 

3.6.2 Increased fire load density and heat release rate 

 

Prescriptive fire codes assume domestic buildings are of low fire risk and low fire load 

density (i.e. < 1,135 MJ/m2).  However, recent survey suggested that fire load density for 

common domestic unit in Hong Kong may reach 1,400 MJ/m2 (Arup, 2010).  It was 

argued that as the land price in Hong Kong is high, making it attractive for compact use of 

floor spaces which results in a high fire load.  For example, people tend to store documents 

in a more compact manner so that office space can be better utilized.  If everyone on the 

same floor compresses and stores his or her combustibles, the total fire load would 

inevitably be increased.  Moreover, the content of a household is more or less the same 
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worldwide.  As the floor areas per residential unit of Hong Kong are usually smaller, fire 

load density of residential units are squeezed up.  The presence of subdivided units is 

another problem specific to Hong Kong.  Many domestic apartments in urban area were 

subdivided into several smaller units with area about 10 – 20 m2.  The dense habiting 

environment further pushes up the fire load density because fire load would be multiplied 

by the number of subdivided units.  It is due to the fact that fire load in a domestic unit and 

a subdivided unit would be more or less the same. 

 

Increased fire load density in buildings may also speed up fire growth and eventually affect 

the composition of toxic effluents.  Also, the statutory requirement in providing window to 

habitable unit which should be 1/16 of the floor area may escalate the problem.  As more 

and more high-rise buildings were built, high level of modern skyscrapers would be subject 

to stronger wind and higher ventilation rate.  When there is accidental fire, it could 

develop much faster and fire of higher magnitude would be achieved in shorter time (Chow 

et. al., 2013).  Chow and Chow (2010) revealed that the presence of sufficient ventilation 

at high level may lead of exponential increase of heat release from a 1.8 MW fire to a 36 

MW fire.  Furthermore, the extensive use of glass cladding and partitions increases smoke 

toxicity due to the presence of insulating layer inside these materials (Wu and Chow, 2014).   

 

3.6.3 Assessing smoke toxicity in building safety 

 

Recently, the HKFS Code has incorporated some smoke toxicity parameter in assessing the 

total fire safety, such as 1,000 ppm for CO.  However, Chow and Chow (2011) reported 

that the type of toxic gases to be considered may be far from the required safety standard.  

More types of gases, e.g. HCl/HBr, HCN, CO2, etc. have to be included in the assessment. 

 

3.6.4 Change in fabrication materials 

 

Molyneux et. al. (2014) suggested that the increasing replacement of cellulosed materials by 

more flammable synthetic polymers for the past 50 years in the UK may be a contributing 

reason for increasing fire death due to inhalation of toxic fire effluent.  Although Chow et. 

al. (2004) illustrated that PMMA performed well in toxicity test conducted in accordance 

with NFPA 269, fire toxicity could still be a critical issue since domestic units in Hong 

Kong, for example, usually possess even more synthetic products than the UK (Arup 2010). 

 

3.7  Research proposals 

 

Purser (2010) suggested that FED and FEC could be applied to calculate time to escape 
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impairment, incapacitation and lethality.  The FED method was briefly described above.  

While the FEC method takes the time of exposure into account.  For example, FICO 

(fraction of an incapacitating dose of CO) can be expressed as: 

 

FICO = (conc. gas present x time) / (conc. x time for incapacitation) 

 

By using the same equation, the following equations were derived to estimate the overall 

FED equation for asphyxiants: 

 

FICO = (FICO + FICN + FINOx + FLDirr) x VCO2 + FEDIO 

 

However, it should be noted that parameters used in the above equations are independent 

from each other and heavily depend on the availability of toxicity data for the proposed 

material.  Also, as mentioned previously, the rate of toxic gas production depends on the 

amount of radiant heat and ventilation.  Bench-scale toxicity data may not be applicable to 

the ASET estimation.  In addition, the estimated ASET may be further reduced by smoke 

density and irritancy.  The overall FIC for an irritant mixture could be estimated by the 

following equation: 

 

FIC = FICHCl + FICHBr + FICHF + FICSO2 + FICNO2 + FICCH2CHO 

+ FICCH2O + ƩFICX 

 

While the FED equation for lethal effects of inhaled irritants could be estimated by the 

following equation: 

 

FLDirr = FLDHCl + FICHBr + FLDHF + FLDSO2 + FLDNO2 + FLDCH2CHO 

+ FLDCH2O + ƩFLDX 

 

In reality, most products were made by mixed materials or a system of materials which 

makes measurement of toxicity data complicated.  An accurate estimation requires a 

full-scale toxicity test to gather the required data all materials.  However, it would save a 

lot of efforts if correlations of toxicity data between materials could be drawn.  In this 

connection, research aiming at creating a systematic toxicity database which may fill up the 

regulatory gap in fire safety code of Hong Kong is proposed: 

 

1.  Measure the level of toxic effluents for materials under different heat flux and 

ventilation;  

2. Compare the level of toxic effluents measured under scaled burning test, e.g. ISO 9705, 
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with bench scale calorimetry measurements;  

3. Derive correlations between different toxic effluents production; and  

4. Formulate Codes or Guidelines on toxicity for the safety of evacuees and firefighters, 

e.g. mitigate health risks in long term exposure of low FEC. 

 

Furthermore, following research proposals in revealing the intrinsic problem inherited in 

supertall buildings are suggested in order to provide scientific backup for future 

enhancements of fire safety code: 

 

1. formulating guidelines on toxicity for firefighters, e.g. correlation between CO and 

HCN; 

2. Maximum heat release rate of different glasses under full scale burning test and high 

heat flux 

3. Validate evacuation model with actual evacuation time (Zhu, 2013-2014) and review 

the provisions of staircases and elevators in evacuation. Afterwards, an acceptance 

methodology on evacuation may be developed to facilitate building professionals in 

substantiating their evacuation strategy 
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Chapter 4 Fire load density and Supertall buildings 

 

4.1  Introduction 

 

In Section 2.2.7, it was noted that there are numerous stakeholders’ behavior affecting the 

development of fire as well as evacuation time.  It was also noted that ventilation and fire 

load are major factors that govern the speed of fire development and the generation of toxic 

gases.  While the effects of ventilation and possible further research have been discussed in 

previous Chapters, this Chapter aims would concentrate on the effect of fire load to the fire 

development.   

 

The amount of fire load dictated the design fire size (in terms of Heat Release Rate (HRR)) 

while design fire size is a crucial concept fire safety engineering for building design. Fire 

load is a good indicator of the fire size, rate of fire growth, rate of release of smoke and 

toxic gases, time available for evacuation, appropriate types of suppression systems.  

Therefore, accurate estimation of the fire load and fire size is necessary in approximating 

maximum possible fire. The design fire size would be affected by building characteristics, 

enclosure characteristics, environmental conditions, ventilation conditions, fuel 

characteristics and design fire scenario (Staffansson, 2010; Hietaniemi and Mikkola, 2010). 

There are a number of methods in estimating heat release rate for design fire in Fire 

Engineering Approach (FEA) or Performance-based Design (PBD) (Chow, 2012; Chow, 

2012-2013; Chow, 2013; Hadjisophocleous and Zalok, 2008). To estimate the heat release 

rate (in kW) quantitatively, the peak fire size should be known. Three common methods are 

adopted:  

 

 Using a steady fire, which is the easiest way to specify a fire based on the expected 

largest fire size of a certain fire scenario, in some cases, a given value is assigned in an 

arbitrary way, it is obtained from the product of the burning rate (in kg/s) and the heat 

of combustion (in kJ/kg).  

 

 Taking the average heat release rate as the peak heat release rate.  

 

 The fire curve is time-dependent, which is more realistic, one of the widely adopted 

methods is the t-square fire during growth stage. It considers the time required for the 

fire size to reach 1 MW for slow, medium, fast and ultra-fast fire, known as the fire 

growth coefficient (in kW/s2).  

 

To give a better estimate of design fire size, one can use the heat release rate curves of 
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burning local products using the principle of superposition as mentioned in Chow and Han 

(2006) and it should be justified by experiments such as oxygen consumption method, 

which assumes that burning 1 kg of oxygen would emit 13.1 MJ of heat or 

bench-scale/full-scale burning tests since superposition principle is only an approximation 

of the total heat release rate. 

 

4.2  Relationship between fire load and fire size 

 

Firstly, the design fire curve for buildings with different types of occupancies was reviewed 

(Hopkin, et. al. (2019).  For example, residential buildings, commercial buildings, hotels, 

industrial buildings, shopping malls with reference to different international standards, such 

as British Standard, EuroCode or National Fire Protection Association, etc. to see what the 

deficiencies of such design fire have if we apply such regulations to the design of modern 

buildings.   

 

Secondly, Chow (2015) stated that provisions of different active fire suppression systems, 

such as sprinkler systems, would affect the design fire size of a building premise.  

Therefore, timely evacuation of occupants is essential whenever there is a fire outbreak. To 

justify whether this is sufficient evacuation time, timeline analysis would be a quantitative 

approach (Chow, 2011).  Time for evacuation is characterized by Safety Margin (SM), 

which is the Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) less the Required Safe Egress Time 

(RSET). RSET takes into account of occupant loadings in the building premises and the 

human behaviour. ASET is determined by the design fire size and the toxicity of smoke 

released. Correct estimation of both figures is essential in determining the evacuation time 

and the safety margin available. To estimate the ASET accurately, a suitable fire size should 

be determined by considering the building occupancies and the provision of fire suppression 

systems in the buildings. In addition, toxicity of smoke and other toxic gases generated from 

the building materials should be considered carefully.  Ignoring toxicity of some 

components of smoke would give too long ASET. The results will be more accurate if the 

N-gas model is adopted (Löhnert, et. al., 2016) and hence a more reasonable ASET will be 

obtained.  

 

Thirdly, stack effect and the action of wind are driving forces of natural air movement in a 

building. For supertall buildings, these components are essential apart from fire-induced air 

flow through openings or leakages. Chow and Chow (2010) illustrated that that the 

volumetric flow rate due to stack effect and wind action varies directly with the square root 

of height of the building. Thus, the taller the building, the higher the volumetric flow rate 

and hence the heat release rate. Special attention must be paid when selecting a suitable fire 
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size for the corresponding building premises. As there are more and more supertall 

buildings (buildings of over 300 m as defined by Council on Tall Buildings and Urban 

Habitat (CTBUH)) nowadays, stack effect must be watched carefully during the design 

stage, in particular in places where there are extreme temperature differences between 

indoor and outdoor. One of the major problems in supertall buildings is the travel distance 

can exceed the maximum permitted value during evacuation. When the travel distance 

increases, a larger value of RSET would be obtained, which will lower the SM and also 

pose health effect to fire-fighters during rescue and occupants inside the buildings. 

Adequate fire safety provisions are essential. Thus, a larger design fire size is required in 

such building premises.  

 

Worst still, air movement induced by stack effect can be three times the value in a room at 

800 m height.  In the case of strong gust with high wind speed, the air intake rate can be 20 

times.  As more air intake will induce higher heat release rate, a low design fire should not 

be used for such buildings. Otherwise, serious consequences could happen.  

 

Apart from supertall buildings, there is an increasing number of green and sustainable 

buildings all over the world. On the contrary, there have been conflicts between the 

architectural features of green buildings and fire safety regulations over the past decades 

(Chow, 2015). Such features include (1) some double-skin glass facades would increase the 

vertical fire spread, particularly, when the glass panels fell down, the opening areas would 

increase and hence higher air intakes would sustain burning of all combustible items and the 

heat release rate would increase significantly to cause severe damages,  (2) natural 

ventilation with air flow induced by wind would increase the wind loading and speed up the 

spread of smoke and increased the heat release rate, (3) using good thermal insulation 

envelope materials could significantly increase the temperature of a room fire quickly so as 

the heat release rate, (4) smoke and flames would rapidly spread in tall buildings with 

internal building voids as environmentally friendly design and (5) smoke of very high 

toxicity can be emitted by burning photovoltaic panels, this can shorten the time to reach 

tenability limit and hence the ASET.  

 

At the same time, open kitchens (fire resistance door separating the kitchen and the dining 

room is removed) are common design in residential buildings.  Most open kitchens does 

not have the provisions of fire suppression systems, such as sprinklers and such flats 

resembled crowded supermarkets packed with lots of combustibles, this can lead to a much 

higher heat release rate (Chow, 2015). Special attention is needed when selecting a suitable 

design fire size.  Apart from supertall buildings and small flats in tall buildings, careful 

selection of design fire is required for the crowded shopping malls. For example, constant 
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heat release rates of 2.5 MW or 5 MW are usually used for shopping mall.  In these 

shopping malls, if connected to subway stations, there would be large amount of 

combustibles during festive period, such as a tall plastic Christmas tree of several storeys 

high in the atrium. The design fire size should be much higher than 5 MW. Water discharged 

from sprinkler systems could lead to intermediate combustion products and high 

concentration of toxic gases, like carbon monoxide can reduce the value of ASET and 

increase the RSET and hence decrease the SM when evacuating occupants. To give a 

suitable estimate of RSET, both occupant loading and human behaviour should be carefully 

considered (Babrauskas, et. al. 2010). Ignoring human behaviour or underestimating the 

occupant loading would give a too short RSET. Both the ASET and RSET can be estimated 

by performing CFD simulation. 

 

4.3  Eurocode 

 

According to EN 1991: Eurocode 1 - Actions on structures, Handbook 5 - Design of 

buildings for the fire situation (2005), fire load is one of the building characteristics which 

is relevant to the fire growth and development.  It determined the design heat curve and 

subsequently the fire risk of a building.  However, Handbook 5 also noted that there are 

differences between natural fire curves and the standard ISO-fire curve, making it difficult 

to understand the behavior of different elements in case of real fire. 

 

To discuss further, Handbook 5 introduced the concept of ‘Natural fire model’ which took a 

number of main parameters, such as the influence of fire load and ventilation, into account 

on the growth and development of fire.  The model was further classified into simplified 

fire model and advanced fire model.  In simplified fire model, fire load, the opening factor 

and the thermal properties of the surrounding walls of the compartment were taken into 

account. While in advanced fire model, gas properties, mass and energy exchanges were 

taken into account.  The advanced model allows localized fire to be simulated from the 

beginning until it grows into compartment fire via calculation.  Therefore, two-zone fire 

models and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model could be applied.   

 

Furthermore, Handbook 5 defined that “fire load ‘Q’ in a fire compartment is defined as the 

total energy able to be released in case of fire.”  While part of the energy will heat up the 

walls and air inside the compartment, the remaining heat will be brought away through 

opening by means of hot plume.  By applying this concept, Handbook 5 derived a fire load 

density table according to different occupancies: 
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 Standard 

Deviation 

Mean 80% 

fractile 

90% 

fractile 

95% 

fractile 

Dwelling 234 780 948 1085 12117 

Hospital 69 230 280 320 358 

Hotel (Room) 93 310 377 431 484 

Library 450 1500 1824 2087 2340 

Office (standard) 126 420 511 584 655 

School 85.5 285 3447 397 445 

Shopping centre 180 600 730 835 936 

Theatre (cinema) 90 300 365 417 458 

Transport (public space) 30 100 122 139 156 

Data on the characteristic fire load density for different occupancies (MJ/m2) 

 

It should be noted that fire load from building envelop such as construction elements, 

linings and finishings are not included in the classification.  It seems that the calculation is 

more detail than BS standard where everything in the occupancies is included.  However, 

Handbook 5 relied on correct estimation and calculation of the fixed fire load, which is 

sometimes impractical in nature. 

 

4.4  BS Standard 

 

It has long been agreed that the majority of fire death was due to the inhalation of toxic 

smoke (Chow et. al., 2004).  However, it is uncommon to specify the maximum acceptable 

level of toxic smoke in prescriptive building codes.  Prescriptive codes usually stipulate 

the requirements for passive fire protection provisions for evacuation, firefighters’ access, 

preventing collapse and smoke spread, and the active systems such as fire service 

installations (Hong Kong Buildings Department, 2012). 

 

Apart from validation, the relationship between fire load density and heat release rate has to 

be investigated in Phase 1. It is commonly known that more fuel will result in a bigger fire. 

However, Drysdale (2011) suggested that the ratio of floor area and area of opening in 

compartment has a determining effect to the fire growth. Suppose two identical rooms with 

the same fire load, the room with larger opening will result a fire with larger heat release 

rate. If the mandatory openable window area for domestic and office in Hong Kong is taken 

into account (i.e. 1/16), a room with fire load about 850 MJ/m2 will result a fire with heat 

release rate of 4.8 MW (Drysdale, 2011). In order to standardize the relationship between 

fire load density and heat release rate, reference is made to the fire load setting in the fire 

test adopted in Madrzykowski and Kerber (2009) and Woo (2013) as the room setting 
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resembles common domestic flats in Hong Kong. Reference can also be made to 

Madrzykowski and Kerber (2009) in which a domestic setting with detail relationship 

among fire load, heat of combustion and heat release rate are shown. However, as Woo 

(2013) conducted real fire tests regarding to domestic flat only, an office layout with fire 

load density of 1,135MJ/m2 is proposed to assess the differences of heat release rate for 

different occupancy with same fire load density. 

 

4.5  Summary 

 

Having a set of comprehensive wind data and validated CFD model, further studies related 

to supertall buildings can be continued: 

 

1. Conduct CFD simulation using a fire load density of 780 MJ/m2 (FLD for dwelling 

according to PD 7974-1:2003) to obtain fire development data at 300 m (supertall) 

level; 

2. Conduct CFD simulation using a fire load density of 1,400 MJ/m2 (FLD for dwelling 

in Hong Kong according to Arup (2010)) to obtain fire development data at 300 m 

(supertall) level; 

3. Conduct CFD simulation using a fire load density of 1,135 MJ/m2 (FLD for industrial 

building) to obtain fire development data at 30 m (high-rise) level; 

4. Compare the three simulations and conclude in which case the fire growth is faster; 

5. Investigate the possibility of implementing more stringent FS requirements to supertall 

building similar to high-rise industrial building, e.g.: 

i. Early warning 

1. Fire control centre; 

2. Fire detection system; 

ii. Suppression 

1. Fire hydrant/hose reel system (FH/HR); 

2. Sprinkler system (SPR);  

iii. Evacuation 

1. Firefighting and rescue staircase (FRS); 

2. Pressurization of staircase (P S/C); 

3. Smoke extraction system (SES). 

 

With the advance of fire engineering, engineering performance-based building codes were 

developed in recent decade.  Instead of maximum travel distance and the required fire 

resistance rating, engineering performance-based building codes determine the required 

level of protection based on the worst case scenario that may be experienced by occupants.  
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One of the commonly used criteria is the tenability limit of occupants (Chow and Chow, 

2011).  

 

Although the time to reach tenability limit could be estimated from computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD), ensuring safe evacuation under these criteria is not always an easy task.  

When designers found it difficult to achieve the tenability criteria, they may return to the 

prescriptive codes where there are fewer “restrictions” on the type and amount of 

combustibles stored.   

 

Recently, the number of commercial buildings with glass façade in big cities and 

metropolitans was increasing.  Despite the fact that difficulties in evacuation and 

firefighting increased proportionally with the building height, the use of ‘non-combustible’ 

glass façade as the external wall of these skyscraper may create additional fire safety 

problems.  Firstly, location, size and manufacturing method of glass may affect its 

breaking resistance (Xie et. al., 2005-2006).  It has been noticed that breaking of glass 

façade may induce stronger wind at high level and greater ventilation for fire (Chow et. al., 

2006-2007).  Secondly, fire glass (toughened glass) was subject to scaled test on its water 

tightness and strength only.  Full scale test on their fire performance as external wall of 

building was not required, regardless the fact that they could be easily broken by a 1.64MW 

fire in 100s (Chow et. al., 2007-2008) which encourage fire spread to upper floor. Thirdly, 

Wu and Chow (2013-2014) suggested that toxic gas may be evolved from fire glass no 

matter how ‘non-combustible’ the glass is.  
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Chapter 5 Fire Safety issues in high-rise timber buildings 

 

5.1  Introduction 

 

Contemporary buildings in the past century were commonly built by traditional materials 
such as concrete and steel. However, the recent move in extensive use of timber, including 
cross-laminated-timber (CLT) and glue-laminated timber (commonly known as glulam), in 
constructing buildings has attracted the interest of the building industry because it is a 
lightweight and environmentally-friendly material.  On the other hand, timber is a 
combustible material.  Despite its attractive properties, timber creates concerns in fire 
safety, particularly in high-rise buildings, if it is widely used in building construction. Thus 
knowing the possible fire hazards and appropriate fire safety design are a pre-requisite for 
adopting timber in building construction.  
 
High-rise timber building is uncommon in Hong Kong.  However, they are increasingly 
common worldwide.  What’s more, fire safety issues related to high-rise timber building 
are somehow different from high-rise building constructed by other materials.  For 
example, the extent/type of combustible/toxic gas produced and their effect to fire 
developments.  Therefore, it is worthwhile to provide a preliminary review on high-rise 
timber buildings and related fire statistics. 
 
After discussing the benefits and drawbacks of wood engineered products in buildings, and 
outlining the global appearance of tall timber buildings in recent years and in the near future, 
this chapter presented the research and information on fire safety issues of timber buildings, 
including fire tests and analysis on statistics of fire incidents related to timber-framed 
buildings.  Some educational resources available in the area are also introduced.  It could 
be concluded that, with proper fire safety design, timber buildings are as safe as buildings 
built of non-combustible materials, with additional bonus in other respects. Obstacles to the 
extensive construction of timber buildings, especially tall timber buildings, have been 
identified.  In particular, differences in fire behavior and rescue strategy between low-rise 
and tall timber buildings, and between tall concrete buildings and tall timber buildings, were 
pointed out for future research.  
 

5.1.1 A brief overview 
 

Timber buildings have been becoming more and more popular since the past few decades 
due to its sustainability, lightweight, lower amount of greenhouse gas emission, energy 
demand and shorter duration in the construction phase. Lower amount of greenhouse gas 
emission and energy demand are conducive to produce a green environment. Furthermore, 
even though natural timber are precious, most timber structure are built by cross-laminated 
timber (CLT) or glue-laminated-timber (GLT) which is glued and compressed from thinner 
timber.  Sometimes they are of man-grown timber too.  However, conflict exists between 
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fire safety and environmentally-friendly design. This happens in the case when buildings 
made of timber-related products, like CLT or GLT, commonly known as glulam, are used 
as building materials for high-rise buildings. The major threat of using timber that limits its 
extensive use is its combustibility. There has been increasing concern in the safety of 
timber-framed buildings after the Grenfell fire in London in 2017 as mentioned in the 
Guardian in July 2017.  Although they are as tough as natural timber, their physical 
structure and glue may create additional fire hazards. This paper mainly focuses on various 
aspects of fire safety of timber buildings as such buildings are becoming more and more 
popular. 
 
The fire behavior of timber buildings is, among other factors, dependent on the fire behavior 
of wood. In this respect, there are numerous researches about charring and pyrolysis of 
wood. Wichman and Atreya (1987) proposed a model for the pyrolysis of charring materials. 
Modeling of thermal degradation of structural wood members exposed to fire was proposed 
by Janssens (2002). Park, Atreya and Baum (2010) investigated the heat and mass transfer 
processes during wood pyrolysis both theoretically and experimentally. Atreya et. al. (2017) 
investigated the effect of size, shape and pyrolysis conditions on the thermal decomposition 
of wood particles and firebrands. Richter et. al. (2019) conducted a research on the effect of 
chemical composition on the charring of wood across scales.  
 
There are several studies about the fire behavior of timber-related structures. Bjrkman and 
Mikkola (2001) performed risk assessment of a timber frame building by using CRISP 
simulation. Hakkarainen (2002) investigated post-flashover fires in light and heavy timber 
construction compartments. Frangi and Fontana (2005) conducted a study on the fire 
performance of timber structures when natural fire occurs. Schmid et al. (2010) performed 
modelling and tests of CLT when exposed to fire. Hopkin et. al. (2012) conducted a 
research on fire design of timber structures by computational techniques. Buchanan et al. 
(2014) investigated the fire resistance of timber structures. Crielaard et. al. (2016) studied 
how fire in cross-laminated-timber could be extinguished without the use of fire suppression 
or protection systems. Regueira and Guaita (2018) performed numerical simulation on fire 
behavior of dovetailed connections made of timber. Fire safety is a major concern of timber 
buildings, in particular, for buildings over 8 stories in height. Fire tests for timber frame 
buildings were reported in a number of studies. Frangi et. al. (2008) reported a full-scale 
fire test for a XLam timber building of 3 levels and Hasemi et. al. (2014) performed a 
full-scale test on a wooden school building of 3 stories. While most of the studies cited 
above come from the western world, it is interesting to recognize the appearance of a 
monograph from Russia, by Aseeva et al. (2014), reporting their work on the fire behavior 
of timber as structural material and of low-rise timber buildings (up to 4 stories). 
 
In 2010, technical guidelines about fire safety in timber buildings in Europe were published, 
in response to the increase in popularity of timber buildings and related fire safety issues. 
Bregulla et. al. (2010) discussed fire safety issues of timber building construction sites in 
the construction phase. Calder and Senez (2016) investigated the major modes of fire spread 
in wood-framed apartment buildings in Canada and identified mitigation measures to reduce 
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the risk of fire spread. Brandon et. al. (2016) and Östman et. al. (2017) discussed fire safety 
challenges of tall timber buildings. Bartletta et. al. (2017) conducted research on 
self-extinguishment behaviour of engineered timber with application to compartment fires 
with exposed timber surfaces and the effects of exposed cross-laminated timber on 
compartment fire dynamics. Su (2018) reviewed fire safety of buildings made of CLT. 
Darmon and Suciu (2018) performed numerical simulation of smoke ventilation in a timber 
structure building. On the other hand, Connoly et. al. (2018) conducted a feasibility study of 
mass-timber cores for the UBC tall building. Salminen et. al. (2018) conducted a study on 
performance-based design of a 14-story mass-timber residential building. Brandon (2018) 
proposed engineering solutions to the design of wood buildings, with emphasis on structural 
integrity during a full natural fire. Wiesner et. al. (2019) investigated the structural capacity 
of laminated timber elements in a compartment fire when the timber surfaces were exposed to 
fire. 
 
For timber as building materials there are benefits and drawbacks as mentioned in 
https://www.thibkwood.com/news/4-thinds-to-know-about-mass-timber, which are listed in 
the next two subsections. 
 

5.1.1.1 Benefits of wood engineered products 
 
Timber is light and strong. The density of mass timber is about 1/5 that of concrete. In 
addition, the strength-to-weight ratio of timber is sufficiently high for it to perform well 
during earthquake. The strength loss of wood is less than that of steel in an ASTM E119 fire 
test (Barber 2015). 

 
For a 5-ply cross-laminated timber (CLT) panel wall, during a fire resistance test, it can last 
for 3 hours, which is longer than the 2-hour rating as stated in the code. When fire breaks out, 
chars exist on the outside of the exposed mass timber. This can form an insulating layer 
protecting the inside of wood from damage for some while.  Furthermore, when protected 
by gypsum wall board, mass timber can achieve damage-free performance in the event of a 
fire.  Also, mass timber has superior thermal resistance, resulting in lower thermal 
conductivity and lower heat loss.  Therefore, construction process can be shortened when 
compared with concrete buildings.  Finally, mass timber has less amount of greenhouse gas 
emitted in building construction, such as carbon dioxide, when compared with traditional 
materials, such as concrete and steel. 

 

5.1.1.2 Drawbacks of wood engineered products 
 

Timber is a combustible material. Timber structural elements may suffer from thermal 
degradation in the event of fire. At temperature of 2800C to 3400C, it transforms to another 
material, charred wood, gradually. When this occurs, the original strength of timber (now 
charred wood) is lost and would lead to collapse of the element.  Also, delamination may 
happen for CLT, which is caused by failure of the adhesive at the interface between the wood 
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layers. Flaming combustion or smoldering can be sustained and CLT will continue to burn.  
Furthermore, unprotected CLT may contribute to the overall fuel load in a compartment fire 
and may lead to structural instability. 

 

5.2  Use of Timbers in Building Construction over the World 
 
Timber-framed buildings appear in various countries over the world, such as Canada, the 
United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, and Europe, etc.  According to international 
building regulations, the maximum number of stories of a timber building can be only 5 for 
a building without the provision of sprinklers (NFPA 2012) and 8 with the provision of 
sprinklers (2012 Federal Building Code, Germany).  Under this code, the majority of 
buildings of 7 to 8 story-high have their construction completed in several countries in the 
past few years.  One example of such a green building was the International House in 
Sydney of height 7 stories, which is a commercial building as reported in SCMP April 2017.  
The tallest timber building nowadays is the Brock Commons in Vancouver, Canada. This 
building is of 18-story in height. The building has a podium made of concrete and two 
concrete cores, with the floors made of CLT, supported on GLT columns.  The cladding 
for the façade is largely made of wood fiber. A list of medium or tall buildings constructed 
using timber, CLT or glulam is compiled in Table 1 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tallest_wooden_buildings).  The height of such 
timber building exceeds the limit stated in the code in some countries.  The height of 
timber building is essential in terms of safety.  For low-rise buildings (up to 8 stories), life 
safety can be achieved by ensuring that all occupants have sufficient time for evacuation.   
But for taller buildings, fire rescue or complete evacuation at full burnout is much more 
difficult since there is a higher chance of fire occurring on the upper floor and people being 
trapped above the fire floor.  This is disastrous, regardless of the building materials.  For 
taller buildings, full or partial encapsulation is required in order to satisfy the fire resistance 
requirements.  
 
Table 1: List of current medium or tall timber buildings1 
 
Building Name Stories City, Country Year of Completion 
Brock Commons 18 Vancouver, Canada 2017 
Treet 14 Bergen, Norway 2015 
Leader’s Building 12 Wellington, New Zealand 2018 
Dalston Lane 10 London, United Kingdom 2008 
The Cube 10 London, United Kingdom 2015 
Forte  10 Melbourne, Australia 2012 
Murray Grove 9 Hackney, Finland 2009 

                                                      
1 Source:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tallest_wooden_buildings, 
https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2017/08/world-s-tallest-wooden-building-to-be-built-in-welli
ngton.html 
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There are proposed timber buildings in different countries made of mass timber of height 18 
stories or above.  Table 2 shows some of the tall or supertall timber buildings which are 
under construction, planned or under research2.   
 
Table 2: List of tall or supertall timber buildings proposed 
 
Building Name Stories City, Country Status 
Oakwood Tower 80 London, United Kingdom under research 
W350 project 70 Tokyo, Japan planned 
Timber Towers 60 Philadelphia, United States under research 
The Spar 48 Portland, United States proposed 
Tratoppen 40 Stockholm, Sweden proposed 
Baobab 35 Paris, France proposed 
HoHo Wien 24 Vienna, Austria proposed 
HAUT 21 Amsterdam, Netherlands proposed 
Michael Green 20 Vancouver, Canada proposed 
Terrace House 19 Vancouver, Canada under construction 
Tree Tower 18 Toronto, Canada proposed 
Wood’Up 18 Paris, France planned 

 

5.3  Full-scale fire experiments 
 
Full-scale fire experiments on large timber buildings are not common due to difficulties 
arising from resources and safety. Nevertheless there were several full-scale fire 
experiments performed over the world as cited in Brandon and Östman (2016) and Östman 
et al. (2017). In these two reviews the papers or reports cited are up to 2014. Thus in the 
following the focus is mainly on work reported after 2014, except in some special cases. 
 

5.3.1 China 
 
A series of full-scale fire tests of wood buildings were carried out to study fire spread and 
control (Peng et al. 2011). The building consisted of five rooms on one level. It was found 
that the location of fire origin would affect fire spread, and the spread would become easier 
if the fire origin is near the wooden wall. In addition, the presence of ceiling could delay the 
spread of plume and smoke to adjacent rooms. Sprinklers were found to be effective in 
preventing fire spread.  Tian et al. (2016) reported full-scale fire test in a room of 
dimensions 4 m x 3 m x 2.6 m (height) using wood cribs as fuel at the center of the room. 
The radiation flux at the floor center and temperatures at different heights on a wall were 
recorded.  
 

                                                      
2 Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tallest_wooden_buildings 
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5.3.2 Japan  
 
Fire tests on a 3-story school building in Japan were carried out by Hasemi et al. (2014). 
The building was mostly made of light timber. When the building was protected with 
gypsum plasterboard, fire damage could be minimized.  In addition, the tests had two types 
of fire resistance grading: fire resistive construction, which required structural stability of 
structural elements during and after a fire including the cooling phase, and fire preventive 
construction, which required structural stability for a certain duration. Non-combustible 
structural elements required a 3-hour cooling phase after 1-hour fire resistance test but for 
combustible elements, the duration could be as long as 24 hours. 
 

5.3.3  United States 
 
A detailed report of a series of full-scale fire experiments on a two-level mass timber 
apartment was presented by Zelinka et al. (2018). This is the most detailed scientific study 
of fire testing of timber buildings up to now. The effect of coverage of wood surface with 
gypsum wallboard in the fire test was investigated, together with the efficacy of sprinkler 
activation for fire suppression. In an another research (Hoehler et al. 2018) on full-scale fire 
test of compartments constructed of 5-ply CLT, it was found that the use of gypsum board 
is very important in protecting CLT in a fire and that the ventilation conditions also play an 
important role.  It also suggested the need of using heat-resistant adhesives in CLT to 
minimize delamination. 
 

5.3.4  Canada 
 
Tests for single rooms in a mid-rise building constructed from CLT panels were performed 
in Canada as reported by Su and Lougheed (2014). Both protected and unprotected 
structures were included. For the unprotected components, flashover occurred and in some 
tests, a second flashover occurred during the decay phase because of delamination. Ranger 
et al. (2016) conducted full-scale fire test of a mass timber vertical shaft in support to tall 
wood buildings. The results revealed that no impact was observed in the cross-laminated 
timber shaft during the fire. In addition, there was no sufficient evidence of temperature rise 
and apparent smoke leakage. It could be concluded that the effect of design fire on the 
structure of the shaft itself was not significant. Another report on real scale fire tests of 
timber buildings was presented by Li et al. (2016) in the WCTE Conference 2016. It was 
found that the heat release rate in the fire tests depended on the unprotected area of the CLT 
surface in a room. CLT delamination and charring rate and the performance of gypsum 
boards were also studied. 
 

5.3.5 Europe 
 
Room fire tests with and without encapsulated timber structures were conducted in European 
countries (Finland: Hakkarainen et al. 2002; Greece: Kolaitis et al. 2014; Switzerland: Frangi 
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et al. 2005; Italy: Frangi et al. 2008, Stein and Winter 2008). The room temperature during 
fire was similar in all cases. The important conclusion is that with adequate protection of the 
timber structure and/or installation of fast-response sprinklers, fire safety objectives for 
timber structures can be fulfilled. Another reported case was a 3-story building made of CLT 
panels exposed to natural fire (Frangi et al. 2008). The CLT panels were protected by one or 
two layers of non-combustible gypsum plasterboards. The results revealed that fire spread to 
other rooms could be reduced. Full-scale timber building fire tests were carried by 
researchers at the Technology University of Munich (Stein and Winter 2008). Two fire rooms 
with normal fire load density were used in the tests. The study by Kolaitis et al. (2014) 
showed that gypsum plasterboards offer much better fire protection than wood-based panels. 
Some of the more recent reports on these full-scale fire tests are summarized in Table 3. 

 
Table 3: Summary of some recent reports on full-scale fire tests of timber buildings 
 

 
 

Literature 

 
 

Size of 
Compartment or 

fire room 

 
 

Location 

 
 

Material/ 
Structure 

 
 

Types of Fuel/ 
Fire Source  

 
 

Provision 
of 

Sprinkler 

 
 

Major findings/Observations 

                                                                                                                             
Stein & 
Winter 
(2008) 

4.5 m   4.5 m   
2.5 m 

Munich,
Germany 

One-story timber 
building with 

cellar and attic 

Fire load density 
of 619 MJ/m2 

No Fire occurred in living roon and spread to 
roof through window with 12 min 

Peng et al. 
(2011) 

5.7 m x 3.0 m x 
4.5 m; 

Door 0.9 m x 2.0 
m’ 

With or without 
ceiling 

Lijiang, 
China 

Timber Raw wood or 
common 
furniture 

With and 
without 

Sprinkler system is important in preventing 
fire spread. 
Spread is easier if fire occurs near wooden 
wall. 
Burning of materials like foam mattress 
causes rapid spread of fire. 

Hasemi et al. 
(2014) 

3-story school 
building 

Waseda 
University

,Japan 

Timber Wood crib No Upward spread of fire through window was 
observed.  
Fire also spread through fire door of fire 
wall. 
Fire wall collapsed eventually. 
Effectiveness of fire wall and ceiling is 
important in preventing fire spread. 

Su & 
Lougheed 
(2014) 

8.5 m x 4.4 m x 
2.4 m. 

 

Quebec, 
Canada 

Cross-laminated 
timber (CLT) 

and lightweight 
(cold-formed) 

steel frame 
(LSF) 

Typical furniture 
and contents  in 

residential 
occupancies/ 

ignition of bedding 

No Different wall assemblies were tested to 
obtain the time to structural failure in case 
of fire. 

Hakkarain et 
al. (2002) 

3.5 m   4.5 m   
2.5 m, 

Opening: 2.3 m  
1.2 m 

Finland Heavy 
Laminated 

Timber 

Wood Crib No One protective layer of gypsum plasterboard 
can delay the onset of charring by 20 min. 

Kolaitis et al. 
(2014) 

2.22 m x 2.22 m x 
2.11 m; 

 
Window 

0.430 m x 0.98 m 

Greece Timber frame 
for 2 walls and 

ceiling, CLT for 
2 walls and floor 

Wood crib  
0.9 m x 1.2 m x 

0.66 m is placed at 
the NE 

corner of the 
room 

No Gypsum plasterboards offer better fire 
protection than wood based panels. 

Tian et al. 
(2016) 

4 m x 3 m x 2.6 m 
(height)  

Kunming, 
China 

Timber Wood crib, each 
bar of 0.6 m x 

0.035 m x0.025 m, 
with a clearance 

No Max. heat release rate =9 W. Max. 
temperature of fully developed fire  
700 0C 
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ratio of 1:2, in 10 
layers. 

Li et al. 
(2016) 

3.5 m   4.5 m   

2 m, Door: 1.1 m 
2 m 

Canada CLT 
unprotected, 

CLT protected, 
CLT partially 

protected, 
Light Timber 
/steel frame 

Furniture 
 

No 
 

Unprotected CLT became part of the 
combustible contents, responsible for over 
60% of the total heat release. For Protected 
CLT, the HRR was half that for unprotected 
CLT.  

Hoehler et al. 
(2018) 
 

9.1 m   4.6 m   
2.7 m,  

 
 

 
 

USA CLT, fully or 
partially lined with 

gypsum board 

Residential 
contents and 

furnishings, fuel 
load density of 550 

MJ/m2 

No Ventilation conditions had significant effect 
on fire development. 
The exposed area of CLT contributed to fire 
intensity. 
To minimize delamination heat-resistant 
adhesives in CLT should be used. 

Zelinka  et. 
al (2018) 

 
 

Two-story timber 
building.  
 
Dimensions of 
each apartment : 

9.14 m   9.14 m 

  2.74 m, 
 

Maryland, 
USA 

CLT, with surface 
area protected by 

gypsum wallboard 
ranging from 
100% to no 
protection 

Furniture and wood 
cribs 

Yes/No Three variables were studied: amount and 
location of exposed mass timber surface, 
opening in wall, and effect of sprinkler 
system 

 
 
Based on the above tests, more tests are required to provide more complete information on 
fire severity and safety as there is a tendency of having high-rise timber buildings. 
Examples of further work include (i) the determination of the contribution of CLT to the 
fire severity for non-standard fire exposure, (ii) fall-off time of claddings under 
non-standard fire exposure, (iii) charring rates of CLT by considering the effects of different 
adhesives, (iv) effect of wooden façade claddings on the exterior fire spread of multi-story 
buildings with flame coming out from a broken window after flashover and (v) the 
influence of active fire protection system in structural fire performance and external spread 
of flame in a timber building.  
 

5.4  Computer Modelling 
 
Compared with full-scale burning tests, computer modelling is an inexpensive way to 
investigate fire behavior in a compartment. To predict the structural performance of a timber 
building in fire, one needs to construct three models and their interactions: (i) the fire model 
(Hietaniemi and Mikkola 2010, McGrattan et al. 2014), (ii) the thermal model (Buchanan et 
al. (2014), EN 1995-1-2, Eurocode 5), and (iii) the structural model (Buchanan et al. (2014), 
White et al. (1981), König and Walleij (1999)). The important inputs and outputs for these 
models and the flow chart relating these models were proposed by Buchanan et al. (2014).  
 
There are numerous reports on computer modeling in relation to fire of timber members and 
wood buildings as reviewed by Östman et al. (2017).  In addition to these reports, Ek and 
Andersson (2017) of the Luleå University of Technology used a computer program TASEF 
(Temperature Analysis of Structures Exposed to Fire) to study the temperature distribution 
and charring penetrations in timber assemblies exposed to parametric fire curves. Fire 
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modeling for the effect of sprinklers on fire of timber structures was presented in a report by 
Dembsey et al. (2018). It is interesting to note that in structural modeling of timbers in fire, 
Werther et al. (2014) examined and compared the efficacy of different finite-element 
software, including ANSYS, SAFIR and ABAQUS. Kmiecik (2018) used the Fire 
Dynamics Simulator (FDS) to determine the time-varying spatial map of temperature of a 
timber beam exposed to fire. The FDS results were then used to determine the load-bearing 
capacity of timber beam employing the SAFIR software. Thi et al. (2018) reported 
simulation of the fire integrity resistance of gypsum-faced CLT wall using ABAQUS 
together with a self-developed subroutine UMATHI. Tian et al. (2016) combined FDS and 
statistical technique, claiming that the results can be used to study fire pyrolysis of timber 
buildings. Damon and Suciu (2018) reported simulation of smoke ventilation and strategy 
of a timber building on fire using FDS.   
 
The simulation discussed above deals with fire safety aspects of timber members and timber 
structures. It is interesting to note that timber buildings usually exist in as a group, 
especially in densely populated areas, in less developed countries, and in regions of high 
seismic activity. Fire spread among timber buildings in an area is another important 
direction of research. In view of feasibility, it is obvious that computer simulation is an 
ideal tool for studying fire spread in groups of timber buildings. Using digital residential 
maps Tsujihara et al. (2004) developed a simulation system to study fire spread in an 
earthquake for different types of houses, including wooden houses. Himoto and Tanaka 
(2010) reported using Monte Carlo Method to simulate fire spread in a densely populated 
urban area involving mostly wood-frame structures.  Wang and Qiu (2014) used a CFD 
based software FDS to simulate fire spread in an ancient timber building group in China. 
The effect of spacing between buildings, wind speed, ambient temperature, and moisture 
content of timber on fire spreading speed was investigated. They concluded that 
inter-building spacing and wind speed are the main factors determining fire spreading speed. 
Fire spread simulation using GIS for urban areas in China with wooden structures was 
reported by Cheng et al. (2015). Simulation with visualization based on OSG (open scene 
graph) of fire spread in rural areas which were mostly wooden buildings was reported by 
Zeng et al. (2017). The authors claimed that the simulation method could be used to assist 
fire investigation.  
 
A summary of computer simulation studies on fire and fire spread in timber buildings is 
given in Table 4. 
 
In the fire safety study of timber buildings, the structural performance of the building is of 
great importance. The flow chart presented in Buchanan et al. (2014) suggests a sequential 
or piecewise approach in the modelling. It is perhaps a bit ambitious but might yield more 
realistic results if the approach is an integrated one, where the time evolution of the 
structural performance of the timber building can be predicted in one program, given the 
location and size of fire, and details (material and geometric) of the timber building.  
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Table 4: Summary of computer simulation studies on fire and fire spread in timber 
buildings 
 

Reported 
studies  

Material/Structure Software/Modelling 
method 

 

Objectives 

Hietaniemi and 
Mikkola  (2010) 

wooden cribs FDS HRR and growth of fire in 
room fire 

Werthel et al. 
(2014) 

timber column/strip ANSYS, SAFIR, 
ABAQUS 

Comparison of different 
finite element software 

Tian et al. (2016) wooden cribs  Statistics, Monte Carlo 
method, FDS, finite 

element method 

Pyrolysis temperature and 
reaction heat of timber 

Ek and Anderson 
(2017) 

timber assemblies TASEF Temperature distribution 
and charring depth 

Damon and Suciu 
(2018) 

timber building FDS Smoke ventilation  

Dembsey et al. 
(2018) 

timber building FDS, RISA, 
PATHFINDER 

Effect of sprinklers 

Kmiecik (2018) glue-laminated timber 
beam 

FDS, SAFIR Time varying spatial map of 
temperature 

Thi et al. (2018) gypsum plaster board, 
gypsum-faced CLT 

ABAQUS, UMATHI Fire integrity resistance 

Tsujihara et al. 
(2004) 

Building group with 
wooden houses 

Self-developed 
simulation system 

Fire spread after earthquake 

Himoto and 
Tanaka (2010) 

Area consisting mostly 
of wood-frame structures 

Monte Carlo Method Fire spread in densely 
populated urban area 

Wang and Qiu 
(2014) 

Ancient timber building 
group 

FDS Effect of spacing, wind 
speed etc. on fire spread 

Cheng et al. 
(2015). 

Timber building group Self-developed 
simulation system and 

GIS 

Fire spread due to leakage 
of gas pipeline 

Zeng et al. (2017). Rural areas which were 
mostly wooden buildings 

Simulation with 
visualization based on 

OSG 

Fire spread in rural areas in 
South-western China 

 
 

5.5  Fire Statistics Involving Timber Buildings: Some observations 
 
A review of fire statistics from the UK and the USA is provided by the Fire Protection 
Association, UK (2011), and by Gerald, Barber and Wolski (2013). The statistics in the 
review illustrates that the fire risk of timber frame is higher during the construction phase 
than that of a building having its construction completed. Firstly, there are different ignition 
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sources in the construction sites, including welding, electricity, careless disposal of smoking 
materials, etc. In addition, the construction sites would store different types of materials, 
some of which may be combustible, including unclad timber members, and hence higher 
risk of catching fire. Poor housekeeping could increase the risk of catching a fire. 
Furthermore, construction sites without passive fire protection, such as fire resistant walls or 
other fire protection systems could be a source of fire risk. 
 

5.5.1 United States 
 
Statistics in the United States reveals that for buildings which utilized steel and concrete for 
walls, floors and structural framework (protected or unprotected), the number of fatalities 
was lower in residential buildings than in non-residential buildings. On the contrary, when 
the building had masonry walls, but the floors, roof and structural framework were made of 
timber or other combustible materials, more fatalities occurred in residential buildings than 
in non-residential buildings. If the materials were unprotected, the effect was much more 
evident. The same happened if the building was made of light timber frame. In addition, if 
the building was made of heavy timber, for example, cross-laminated timber CLT, the walls 
were made of masonry but the interior wood consisted of large timber, no fatalities were 
recorded. This indicates that the use of heavy timber is effective in reducing injuries in the 
event of fire. 
 

5.5.2 United Kingdom 
 
According to the statistics in England, buildings made of light timber frame had 
significantly less fire risk, compared with those without constructed using traditional 
building materials and construction techniques. This applies to buildings having 
construction completed and those under construction. Similar to the case in the United 
States, buildings under construction had a significant higher fire risk than those had their 
construction completed. An often-cited example is the complete burnout of a light timber 
building under construction in Salford, UK in 2013 reported in Manchester Evening News. 
For all residential buildings in England, when there is a fire, only an area of 5 m2 or less 
was damaged by fire in most timber frame residential buildings. This means the severity of 
fire in timber frame buildings is not as serious as expected. For non-residential buildings in 
England, similar results were observed as in residential buildings. 
 

5.5.3 Sweden 
 
Record of fire incidents in timber buildings in Sweden from 1998-2104 was extracted by 
Östman (2016) from a report of the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB 2015). 
Based the statistics, it is found that the fire incidence rate in modern multi-story timber 
buildings is less than the overall average of all kinds of buildings. The reasons could be that 
these timber buildings are relatively new and have been designed according to modern fire 
safety regulations. 
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5.5.4 New Zealand 
 
Statistics of fire incidents of timber buildings (three stories or higher) in New Zealand in the 
period 2000 to 2016 was compiled by Brandon et al. (2018) based on the data from the New 
Zealand Fire Service.  Using 1991 as the demarcation year, Brandon et al. (2018) found 
that for buildings constructed before 1991, there is a higher frequency of large fire damage 
in timber buildings compared with other types of buildings, but this difference disappears 
for buildings constructed after 1991. The authors attributed this to better fire safety design 
for the newer timber buildings. This observation seems to assert that when proper fire safety 
design is implemented, timber buildings are as safe as other types of buildings with respect 
to fire. Another interesting observation from the New Zealand data is related to water 
damage in firefighting. It is found that the frequency of water damage that extended beyond 
the fire cell of origin was lower in modern timber buildings (>1991) than in other types of 
buildings.  
 

5.5.5 Serbia 
 
Analysis of fire incidents in wooden buildings in Serbia from 2010 to 2014 was performed 
by a group of Serbian researchers (Laban et al. 2017). Their study reveals that fire incidents 
and risk in wooden buildings depend on the months of the year, day of the week, time of the 
day and location (rural or urban). It is interesting to note that in Serbia most of the fire 
incidents in wooden buildings occurred in the winter months of December, January and 
February. 
 

5.5.6 Hong Kong 
 
Due to influx of a large number of Mainland Chinese into Hong Kong since 1920’s, there had 
been a serious shortage of housing.  Although the government exerted great efforts to deal 
with the housing problem, there were still a large number of illegal structures erected by the 
people themselves from 1920’s to 1970’s.  These structures were built of wooden and 
tin-sheeted materials ranging from single story to 2 stories.  Following the clearance of 
illegal wooden and tin-sheeted structures for urbanization and development of satellite towns 
from 1970’s onwards, the government provided temporary housing areas to serve the 
displaced people while the city was being planned or if their house was being remodeled or 
relocation from disasters like fire or typhoons (Wikipedia, 8th April, 2019).  The structures 
in the temporary housing areas were also built of wooden materials ranging from single story 
to 2 stories.  In fact, from 1950’s to 1990’s, there were many big fires involving wooden and 
tin-sheeted structures, including the structures in the temporary housing areas.  Such big 
fires claimed dozens of lives and resulted in thousands of families losing their homes (Chow 
et al., 2018a, 2018b), namely Shek Kip Mei squatter fire in 1953, Fuk Wah Village squatter 
fire in 1963, Lei Yue Mun squatter fire in 1979, Lam Tin squatter fire in 1981, etc. (Hong 
Kong Memory).  Subsequent to the government implementing the policy of clearing all 
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temporary housing areas, the last temporary housing area was demolished in 2001. At present, 
due to government’s stringent control to curb illegal squatting on government land (Hong 
Kong Housing Authority), the numbers of the existing wooden structures are few.  Since 
1955, the building authority of Hong Kong has imposed the fire resisting construction (FRC) 
requirements on new buildings.  The FRC requirements stipulate that every building shall be 
constructed of non-combustible materials and compartmented by walls and floors to inhibit 
the spread of fire (Buildings Department, 2012).  Therefore, buildings which are not 
constructed of non-combustible materials will not be approved by the building authority 
(Chow et al., 2018a, 2018b).  Although ignitability of timber depends on moisture content 
and in humid areas, moisture content of timber (Chow 1990) would be quite high. However, 
fire behavior for timber with and without fire retardants (Koo et al., 2001; Chow et al. 
2002-2003, 2003-2004, 2005; Shen et al., 2006; Chow and Guo 2012) indicated that smoke 
emitted should give very hazardous environment. As such, there is no current or recent 
statistical information on wooden structure fires released by the authority in Hong Kong.  
 

5.6  Concerns on the Development of Timber Buildings 
 
In the comprehensive search and review of fire safety issues related to timber buildings 
carried out in this study, the following concerns on the development of timber buildings, 
especially tall timber buildings, can be identified. 
 
(i) Public perception. Fire safety of timber buildings, even up to very recently, has been a 

major concern and hence an obstacle to the development of timber buildings 
according to a survey in China (Hu et al. 2015) and a survey in Australia (Xia et al. 
2014). Compared with conventional concrete buildings, the knowledge of fire safety 
of timber buildings may not be adequately digested by professionals even in 
developed countries (Barber 2018). David Barber (2015) wrote: “Through increased 
education to improve the understanding of how timber performs in fire and targeted 
research to assist with the implementation of innovative timber elements, we should 
expect to see more tall timber buildings being safely constructed”.  

 
(ii) Training for professionals. Besides the perception of fire safety of timber buildings, 

another obstacle is the lack of provision of training for professionals in this area. As 
tall timber buildings are becoming more popular, training of professionals in fire 
safety of timber buildings is an important area in the development of the building 
industry.  

 
A continuing-education article on wood and evolving codes for timber buildings was 
delivered by Hunt (2018). A presentation on the knowledge related fire safety of tall 
wood buildings was delivered by the Wood Products Council (Gerald 2014).  In 
response to higher occurrence rate of fire incidents during the construction phase of 
timber buildings, the Structural Timber Association has published a design guide to 
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the separating distances during construction (Structural Timber Association 2017).  
 
An overview of standard and non-standard fire tests in relation to tall timber buildings 
is given in a course delivered by Francis and Smart, organized by the American Wood 
Council (2018). This is a very comprehensive exposition of various fire tests related 
to timber buildings for educating professionals in the building industry.  
 
Apart from these technical presentations specifically on fire safety issues of timber 
buildings, educational and information resources for timber buildings in general are 
available in the Think Wood Research Library, launched in 2017 by Think Wood, 
which  is a leading education provider on the advantages of using softwood lumber 
in commercial, community, and multifamily building applications. This Library aims 
at collecting and documenting knowledge and information to aid the professionals in 
building safe and high-performance timber buildings.  
 

(iii) Targeted research. Last but not least, inadequate research has been carried out to 
identify the difference in fire characteristics, related safety issues, and rescue strategy 
between low-rise timber buildings and tall timber buildings, and between tall concrete 
buildings and tall timber buildings. Without extensive research work to identify the 
difference it is very difficult and also unreliable to translate current knowledge of fire 
safety for conventional buildings to timber buildings, especially tall timber buildings. 

 
 

5.7  Conclusions 
 

Up to now fire safety researches on timber buildings are mainly focused on timber building 
materials, low-rise timber buildings, and timber building groups (in rural areas in Japan and 
in some Asian countries because of earthquake threat or economic problems), as delineated 
in this overview.  
 
Fire safety is a great concern when using timber as construction materials, in particular, 
construction of high-rise buildings.  Nowadays, there is a greater demand for high-rise 
buildings.  This demand coupled with the increasing popularity of using timber as building 
materials raises an urgent problem on fire safety of tall timber buildings, and research of 
such a topic is almost absent or only in its infancy as reviewed above.  It is obvious that 
the fire behavior and rescue strategy are expected to be very different for tall timber 
buildings as compared with low-rise timber buildings.  This means that the transfer of 
research results for low-rise timber buildings to high-rise ones should be scrutinized with 
care.  Also, more experimental work or fire models are required to verify the performance 
and preventive measures of timber buildings under standard or non-standard fire exposure, 
thereby making tall timber buildings safer and more attractive. 
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With respect to fire safety of tall timber buildings, the following aspects deserve further 
research: 
 
1. In the development of new coating and bonding materials for timber products to be 

used in constructing timber buildings, the possible toxic gas that they might be 
emitted need careful evaluation in addition to fire resistance. 

 
2. In evaluating the danger of fire event in a tall timber building, the location in height of 

the fire is an important factor to consider with respect to the possibility of structural 
collapse. 

 
3. For fire event that does not lead to collapse or severe damage, there should be an 

objective guide to judge the reparability of the structure. 

 
4. The probable difference in firefighting, rescue and evacuation between conventional 

tall buildings and tall timber buildings should be identified. 

 
5. While the behavior and performance of timber products like CLT and glulam have 

been quite extensively studied, the structural integrity of a tall timber building has not 
been adequately investigated.  

 
6. It is interesting if a computer program is available which combines the fire model, the 

thermal model and the structural model so as to be able to predict the time evolution 
of the structural performance of the timber building given the location and size of fire 
and details (material and geometric) of the timber building. 

 
7. Education of the related professionals and the general public in the fire safety issue of 

timber buildings is important for a healthy development and advancement of the 
timber building industry. 
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Chapter 6  Explosion Hazards of Flammable Clean Refrigerants in supertall 

buildings 
 

6.1  Introduction 

 

Flammable clean refrigerants leaked from air-conditioning and refrigeration (ACR) systems 

and equipment would lead to explosions.  It is not known how much flammable ultralow 

clean refrigerants has already been used, since implementing environmental protection 

regulations over a decade ago. 

 

Explosion of flammable gases can occur when the fuel-to-air mixing ratio at a certain position 

inside a room exceeds the lower explosion limit due to the presence of obstacles.  In addition, 

pressure generation would be affected by obstacles and intensified.  Note that 

air-conditioning units or refrigerators might even be installed in boxes or cabinets for having 

better interior design in terms of space saving or better appearance.  The explosion hazards 

of installing window-type AC units with flammable clean refrigerants at positions 

surrounded by walls or buildings at close distance with inadequate natural ventilation were 

studied.  

 

It would need more time to fundamentally address the safety hazard arising from the 

extensive use of flammable clean refrigerants.  However, appropriate fire safety 

management on handling flammable clean refrigerants should be worked out as intermediate 

measure. 

 

In this Chapter, a model chamber with common mechanical ventilation designs was studied 

numerically on explosion hazard of clean flammable refrigerant by Computational Fluid 

Dynamics.  Explosion of leaked gas was triggered by ignition. 

 

6.2  Literature review 

 

Kujak (2017) pointed out that the flammability risk of clean refrigerants should be watched. 

While Chow et. al. (2017), the Standard (2013) and Chow and Ng (2016) asserted that 

guidance should be provided to solve problems associated with explosions involving leaked 

clean refrigerant from air-conditioning and refrigeration (ACR) systems and equipment.  

 

It is unknown on the extent of flammable ultralow clean refrigerants being used worldwide 

since implementing environmental protection regulations over a decade ago.  In the absence 

of explicit guidelines stipulating the paramount importance on fire safety issues in the 

selection of refrigerants and the design of ACR system and equipment, cost and 
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performance, rather than flammability, of refrigerants had preamble the choice.  Also, it is 

not so easy in expanding the use of Class 3 refrigerants in the Asia-Oceania areas as in USA. 

On the other hand, there are many reported cases of explosion of leaked clean refrigerants.  

Chow and Ng (2016) reported that a gas explosion incident occurred in a Chinese restaurant 

in Hong Kong in 2013.  The affected area was an empty space volume of about 200 m3 

located on the first floor of a two-storey commercial complex.  Hydrocarbon clean 

refrigerant was suspected to be involved in that explosion incident with 21 people injured 

and 4 of them were in serious condition. 

 

Explosion of flammable gases can occur when the fuel-to-air mixing ratio at a certain position 

inside a room exceeds the lower explosion limit due to the presence of obstacles. Obstacles 

would block the mixing of leakage flammable refrigerants with air to result in concentrations 

higher than the lower explosion limit at some positions. The presence of a small ignition 

source can then start the explosion of leaked flammable clean refrigerants. In addition, 

pressure generation would be affected by obstacles and intensified from deflagration to 

detonation as demonstrated by numerical studies and full-scale explosion experiments [Huo, 

et. al., 2017; Ng, et. al., 2017].  

 

Fig. 6-1 Refrigerator in enclosed cabinet of High-rise hotel 

 

Note that air-conditioning units or refrigerators might even be installed in boxes or cabinets 

for having better interior design in terms of space saving or better appearance as in Fig. 6-1. 

The explosion hazards of installing window-type AC units with flammable clean 
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refrigerants at positions surrounded by walls or buildings at close distance with inadequate 

natural ventilation should be watched carefully. Leakage of flammable clean refrigerants 

from AC units in small boxes can give big disasters. 

 

6.3  An example Case  

 

An experimental model room studying explosion hazards of leaked propane refrigerant as 

shown in Fig. 6-2(a) is used. The model was of 1m length, 0.6 m width and 1m height, giving 

a floor area of 0.6 m2 and space volume of 0.6 m3 representing a 3m*1.8m*3m room. The 

mass of refrigerant discharged is about 31.5 g, corresponding to 850 g in an air-conditioning 

unit in a normal room to give 3% concentration. Experimental details were discussed in the 

literature (Gao, et. al., 2017).  

 

An opening of area 0.04 m by 0.04 m was provided on the ceiling (12cm to the shorter edge 

and 28cm to the longer edge) and another on the side wall (12cm to the shorter edge and 

28cm to the longer edge) of the room, for providing mechanical ventilation. The positions of 

the openings are shown in Fig. 6-2(a). 

 

Propane refrigerant was discharged from two copper tubes of diameter 6 mm, which were 

located near the center of the bottom of the room (Fig. 6-2(b)). The copper tube penetrated 

the floor of the model room, and then bent with outlets towards the floor. The distance of the 

two discharging points was 5 cm, and the height from the bottom was 10 cm. There is no 

other sealing with pressure relief from the vent. 

 

A 200-g refrigerant bottle was used to inject 31.5 g of propane at a mass flow rate 2.69 g/min 

or a volumetric flow rate 1.5 litre/min. The filling up time was 720 s, giving an average 

concentration of propane of 3%. The exhaust vent area was 0.2826  10-4 m2 or 28.26 mm2. 

The average exhaust speed was 0.44 ms-1. Clean refrigerant R290 was used directly instead of 

tracer gas, because of the small chamber size. R290 is the common name for high purity 

(higher than 97.5%) propane (C3H8) suitable for use in the refrigeration and air conditioning 

industry. The concentration of propane discharged into the chamber was adjusted to be 

common design figures calculated from ‘well-mix’ models (Chow, 1995). The concentrations 

of the discharged propane at different positions were measured. 

 

Two fans of identical models were mounted respectively on the top and side vents to provide 

different ventilation modes. According to the ventilation design standards, typical ventilation 

rates for restaurants are from 6 to 10 air changes per hour (ACH). The air volume required for 

the fan was 6 to 10 m3 / h. The exhaust fans used were capable of providing such a flow rate.  
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A total of 12 0.2mm K-type thermocouples were divided into 3 trees (T1 to T3) and placed at 

positions shown in Fig. 6-4(a). Each tree had 4 thermocouples TN1 to TN4 (N=1,2,3) placed 

at distances 5 cm, 20 cm, 50 cm, and 95 cm, respectively, above the ground.  

 

Concentrations of propane were measured at a total of 13 points arranged in three levels 

shown in Fig. 6-4(b). The manufacturer of sensor MD61 only calibrated the sensor against 

H2, CH4 and LPG and LPG composed of 75% of propane.  Therefore, Fig. 6-3 could 

provide a general indication on the mV and therefore the concentration of propane inside the 

chamber.  The first level had 5 points C11, C12, C13, C14 and C15, at 5 cm above the floor. 

The second level had 2 points C21 and C22, at 15 cm above the floor. The third level had 3 

points C31, C32 and C33, at 30 cm above the floor. Combustible gas concentration sensors of 

the heat conduction type were placed at the concentration measurement points. These 

concentration sensors could not stand high temperatures and had a long response time of 10 s 

to 30 s. Therefore, rapid concentration changes after combustion could not be detected. Two 

ventilating methods with different sealing were studied. Concentration distribution 

measurement was then carried out first. The gas was then ignited to study explosion. 

 

There are three pressure measurement points labelled as P1 to P3 as shown in Fig. 6-4(c). 

Pressure sensor CYB41 was chosen for measuring the pressure generated by explosion 

because of its fast response, high precision, and resistance to high temperature and pressure. 

This type of pressure sensor was suitable for installation on the walls of the model room only, 

but not within the room. The data acquisition system in conjunction with the pressure sensor 

was capable of simultaneous collection of up to 200 channels, with a maximum acquisition 

frequency of 100 Hz for a single channel. 

 

Ignition was achieved using spark-ignition device located at the center of the room 20 cm 

above the floor (Fig. 6-4(d)). 

 

Four tests with different ventilation conditions were carried out as shown in in Fig. 6-5. 

 

 Test 1. Partially closed chamber without mechanical ventilation: 

Upper and lower vents having well defined small openings to simulate a plant room 

above the ground. Lower vent sealed when ignition. 

 Test 2. Completely closed chamber without mechanical ventilation: 

Upper and lower vents closed, model sealed across boundaries of glass and metal frame 

by adhesives. This model arrangement is similar to an underground plant room without 

ventilation.  
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 Test 3. Mechanically ventilated chamber, mode 1:  

Extraction at upper vent, lower vent opened. 

 Test 4. Mechanically ventilated chamber, mode 2:  

Upper vent opened, extraction at lower vent. 

 
After propane refrigerant had been injected into the chamber for 720 s, ignition was 

initiated. The pressure and gas temperature at the measuring points were recorded. Flame 

spread patterns were also captured using the camera installed above the chamber. A 

summary of measurements taken in the tests is given in Table 2. 

 

6.4  Concentration Distribution of Propane Refrigerant  

 

After injecting propane in Test 1, gas concentrations at the measurement points increased 

steadily with time as shown in Fig. 6-6(a). The 5 measuring points (C11, C12, C13, C14 and 

C15) on the first level at height 5 cm above the model room floor had the highest 

concentrations, with values up to 27%. At measurement point C15, the nearest to the injection 

point, the concentration increased very rapidly upon injecting propane. The rate of change 

decreased at the other measurement points on this level. The concentration at 700 s on the 

second level (C21 and C22) was about 15%. The concentration on the third level (C31, C32 

and C33), which was 30 cm above the floor, was almost unchanged. As propane has a higher 

density than air, the gas stayed at the lower part (within 30 cm above the floor) of the 

chamber upon injection to the partially closed environment of Test 1.  

 

Test 2 was carried out with the model room sealed completely. Thermocouple wires 

connection could not be put in. Transient gas temperatures and concentrations were not 

measured in this test. 

 

In Test 3, owing to the exhaust fan at the ceiling to pull air out of the model room, the 

transient concentrations increased with slight fluctuation as shown in Fig. 6-6(b). Propane 

concentrations near to exhaust ports C11 and C14 were significantly lower than those at the 

other three points on the same level. The concentration at C22 (near the exhaust port) was 

also lower than that at C21. Propane concentrations near the floor (C11, C12, C13, C14) 

under this mode of ventilation were lower than the corresponding concentrations under the 

unventilated and partially closed condition in Test 1.  

 

For Test 4 with extraction fan operated at lower level, the measured transient propane 

concentration (Fig. 6-6(c)) on the lowest level was slightly lower than the corresponding 

values of Test 3 (upper exhaust ventilation). The maximum concentration was 19%, but the 
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concentration on the second and third level was almost zero. The flammable propane stayed 

at regions below a height 15 cm above the floor under this ventilation condition with 

extraction fan operating. The gas concentration was less than the value of Test 3 with 

ventilation at the upper exhaust. 

 

6.5  Gas Temperature and Pressure Distributions 

 

Transient temperature distributions for Tests 1, 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 6-7. As observed, 

measurement points in Test 1 had both the highest temperature and the lowest temperature. 

Higher temperatures were recorded in Test 1 with more vigorous combustion. As the exhaust 

fan was operating at the upper vent in Test 3, the flammable gas stayed near to the floor of the 

model room. Large amount of flammable gas could not be discharged. Furthermore, 

flammable gas and air mixed better due to the fan-induced aerodynamics.  

 

Air temperatures measured in Test 4 decreased faster than in the other two cases. The 

maximum temperature was about 250 ℃ , with many measuring points having the 

temperatures close to this value. Judging from the temperature measured during combustion, 

drawing flammable gas near the room floor would give weaker burning. With reference to 

Fig 6-6, the concentration of propane at 7 measuring points of test 1 reach LEL. While most 

measuring points of test 3 reach LEL (due to mixing effect by ventilation). However, only 5 

measuring points (the lowest level) of test 4 reach LEL. It is therefore expected that the 

explosion could not be propagated to higher level and so resulting lower temperature. 

 

From the temperature profile of each thermocouple tree for Test 1 in Fig. 6-8, points at 50 cm 

above the floor experienced the highest temperature, followed by the measuring points at 20 

cm above the floor. The measuring point at the lower part of the model room had the highest 

concentrations but the lowest temperature. In comparing the temperature along the horizontal 

direction, position close to the vent on the T1 tree had the lowest temperature. Furthest away 

from the vent T3 tree recorded the highest temperature. 

 

Transient pressures for Tests 1 and 2 are plotted in Fig. 6-9. Pressure changes in Tests 3 and 4 

were very small and not plotted. 

 

As the chamber in Test 1 was not completely closed, pressure would be partially released on 

explosion. Only a small pressure change was recorded during the burning process as in Fig. 

6-9(a). The pressure at measuring points P1 and P3 were slightly higher than that of P2. The 

period of pressure change lasted for about 7 s.  
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Sealing the two vents would give a completely enclosed chamber. Upon ignition of propane 

the pressure changed significantly within a very short period of time. The pressure rose to a 

maximum of 3 kPa for Test 2 (Fig. 6-9(b)), which was much higher than the pressure due to 

ignition with vents unsealed. Combustion lasted for about 3 s. Similar to Test 1, pressures 

recorded at P1 and P3 were slightly higher than that at P2. 

 

6.6  Discussion 

 

Preventing secondary building fires on existing air-conditioning and refrigeration systems is 

very important. The Fire Services Department is altered in fighting against such fires which 

have started from leaked flammable refrigerants. They are worrying about problems on 

explosion, especially when they are breaking into a locked enclosed space or carrying out 

rescue operation inside the enclosed space filled with flammable gases, as experienced 

before (Apple Daily, 2002; Chow, et. al., 2006; Ip and Chow, 2008). Leaked flammable 

refrigerant from ACR systems and equipment in small units with unknown concentration 

and probable source of ignition inside an enclosed space is not only a hidden and potential 

hazard to the safety of the occupants, but also to the firefighters. In fact, in many occasions, 

when the leakage of gas incident is reported to the fire department, there are no signs of fire 

at the reported location  (Apple Daily, 2002; Chow, et. al., 2006), including the explosion 

of clean refrigerants incidents (The Standard, 2013, Chow and Ng, 2016). 

 

Therefore, the following points should be watched : 

 

1.  Adopting overseas standards for clean refrigerants in Asia-Oceania areas should be 

justified carefully. Local guidelines must be developed to suit the local demands related 

to building environments, economy, education and social awareness on safety issues. 

2.  Control on reducing leaked rate of flammable refrigerants and avoidance of having 

ignition sources cannot be achieved easily, particularly in areas where it takes a long time 

to develop regulation. More importantly, officers have difficulties to implement the 

regulation and control the use of flammable refrigerants, as the market is so huge! 

3.  Flammability of refrigerant is only one of the factors related to the risk of explosion. 

Research should be extended to work out some explosion risk index with the inclusion of 

building geometry, obstacles arrangement (Orana and Gamezo, 2017) and leakage 

amount of refrigerant relative to empty space volume. 
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6.7   Conclusion 

 

This is a big problem requiring time to solve. However, an immediate action is to work out 

appropriate fire safety management (Chow, 2000) on handling flammable clean refrigerants. 

 

 
Table 6-2. Summary of measurements in tests 
 

 

                   

 

           (a) The model room               (b) Layout of the fuel leaking points       

 Fig. 6-2. Experimental setup 

 

            

        Sensitivity    Response and Recovery Time 

Fig. 6-3. Performance characteristics of gas concentration sensor MD61 

 

 Propane conc. Gas temperature Pressure Flame pattern 
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     (a) Gas temperature                    (b) Refrigerant concentration 

 

    

            (c) Pressure                              (d) Ignition position 

 

Fig. 6-4. Measurement points layout 
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Fig. 6-5. Four tests with different ventilation conditions 

Test 1 
All gaps sealed 

Test 2 

Test 3 Test 4 
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(a) Test 1 
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(b) Test 3 
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(c) Test 4 

Fig. 6-6. Transient refrigerant concentration  
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(a) Test 1 
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(b) Test 3  
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(c) Test 4  

 

Fig. 6-7. Transient gas temperature  
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(a) T1  
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(b) T2  
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(c) T3  

Fig. 6-8. Gas temperature measured at each thermocouple tree for Test 1 
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(a) Test 1 
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(b) Test 2  

 

Fig. 6-9. Transient gas pressure in Tests 1 and 2 
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Chapter 7 Fire Safety of Refuge Floors in Tall Buildings 

 
7.1  Introduction 

 

Safe escape of the occupants in case of fire and other emergency has become a great concern 

in tall buildings.  For example, Chow (2004) presented the fire concern in ultra high-rise 

buildings.  Also, Chow (2004-2005) pointed out issues related to evacuation in supertall 

residential complex.  While Cheng et. al. (2007) studied the effect of natural ventilation on 

refuge floor, a feature that is increasingly common in supertall buildings worldwide.  Chow 

(2015) further explored on the use of performance-based approach in determining fire safety 

provisions for tall buildings.  Apart from that, Chow et. al. (2013) explored alternative 

measures in facilitating tall buildings evacuation.   

 

The recent inferno at the 67 m tall Grenfell Tower in London was reported to have engulfed 

the entire building and claimed more than 80 lives in 2017.  The blazes at the 337 m tall 

Torch Tower and the 302 m tall Address Downtown Hotel in Dubai in 2015 also raised grave 

concern on the fire safety of these skyscrapers.  On the other hand, Bartlett et. al. (2019) 

suggested that the increasing use of timber, a combustible material, for constructing tall 

buildings might bring additional hazard to evacuation.  Chow (2018) also pointed out the 

design concerns on firefighting and rescue for tall buildings with the use of new techniques. 

 

Refuge floors are provided in tall buildings of many Asia-Oceanian cities with functions 

reviewed thoroughly by Chow and Chow (2009).  Seven functions have been identified in 

the review. One of the seven functions of refuge floor, as stated in the HKFS Code (2011), is 

to provide a safe place for occupants to take short rest before continuing their escape since 

very few people are able to walk from a high level of a tall building to ground level without 

break.  On the other hand, the fire safety of refuge floor depends on the effectiveness of 

inducing cross-ventilation (Lo, 1998; Lo et. al., 2002; Lu et. al., 2001; Yue et. al., 2016) and 

the actuation of drencher system (Chow and Ma, 2004-2005; Lau, 2014; Tam et. al., 2013). 

Although relevant building codes in Hong Kong have prescribed general fire safety 

requirements for refuge floors, further study is required to improve firefighting for tall 

buildings by providing a safer refuge floor as the next step (Chow, 2018).  Also, natural 

ventilation through the refuge floor and its effect on fire safety in tall buildings should be 

explored. 

  

As the first step of this study, a sample of 51 tall residential and non-residential buildings 

from 44 building developments in Hong Kong were surveyed to understand the current 

situation. A new fire safety parameter, i.e. ratio of external wall opening areas to nominal 
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total wall areas of refuge floors, or WOAR, was introduced. On the other hand, key 

parameters in cross-ventilation and the provision of major fire protection systems on refuge 

floors have been reviewed in previous studies (Chow, 2004; Chow and Ma, 2004-2005; Yuen 

et. al., 1999). 

 

With quantitative figures collected in the survey, the relationship between WOAR and the 

corresponding smoke ventilation effectiveness can be established.  To visualize the extent of 

ventilation which WOAR represented, it would be proposed that numerical simulations of the 

effect of natural ventilation on fire growth in tall buildings with different WOAR could be 

conducted in Chapter 7.  Also, discussion on the fire safety situation of refuge floor in tall 

buildings of Hong Kong would be presented in Chapter 8.  Finally, suggestions in 

improving the fire safety design of tall buildings would be presented in Chapter 9. 

 
7.2   Requirements for refuge floors 

 

There is an increasing number of supertall buildings constructed in Asia-Oceanian cities 

(Emprois, 2017). The Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat (CTBUH Height Criteria) 

defines supertall building as a building over 300 meters in height while megatall building as a 

building over 600 meters in height (CTBUH 2018).  As of August 2018, there are 130 

supertall buildings and 3 megatall buildings in the world. 

 

In Hong Kong, the HKFS Code 2015 defines refuge floor as ‘a protected floor that serves as a 

refuge for the occupants of the building to assemble in case of fire, for a short period of time, 

before reaching an ultimate place of safety’.  Refuge floors should be provided for all 

buildings which are more than 25 storeys in height above the lowest ground storey, and at 

less than 20-storey interval for industrial, warehouse and storage buildings, or less than 

25-storey interval for other uses, respectively (Figure 7-1). 
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Figure 7-1. Locations of the refuge floors in tall residential buildings 

 

There are other specifications for refuge floors. For example, the height of refuge floor 

should not be less than 2.3 m. At least two opposite sides of the refuge floors should be 

opened above safe parapet (1.1 m in Hong Kong). At least 50% of the total gross floor area of 

the refuge floor should be unoccupied and designated as means of escape. The external wall 

openings should be protected by drencher system with discharge rate of 10 mm3/m2/min 

(Drencher is a water-based suppression system which protects a vertical area (Hong Kong 

Fire Services Department, 2012; Hong Kong Architectural Services Department, 2012).  It 

consists of sprinkler heads which discharge water to cover vertical openings against the entry 

of flame and smoke). While fireman lift should serve the refuge floor, they should be locked 

in normal situation but opened when the fireman’s switch is actuated.  Adequate emergency 

lighting and exit signs with emergency power supply should be provided.  

 

In terms of building fire safety, the evacuation of all occupants from the building to street 

level in fire situation is one of the prime objectives and fundamental goals in building design 

(Lui et. al., 2012).  In Hong Kong, the HKFS Code 2015 stipulates that two staircases/two 

exit routes and alternative routes should be provided for occupants on every floor of the 

building. Therefore, occupants may always be able to escape to the ultimate place of safety 

via primary or stand-by routes.  However, in case the escape staircases are smoke-logged or 

blocked up by obstructions, provision of refuge floors may be crucial in providing an 

alternative venue for assembly and escape. In the code, refuge floor is considered as part of 

  

  

Refuge floor 

 

Sky garden 

cum refuge 

floor 
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the exit route in buildings with more than 40 storeys.  

 

In the Code of Practice for the Provision of Means of Escape in case of Fire of Hong Kong 

(Hong Kong Buildings Department, 1996), which is an earlier version of the Code of Practice 

for Fire Safety in Buildings, refuge floor is a safe place for occupants to have a short stay 

before continuing their escape.  Also, refuge floor may act as an alternative exit route for 

those using a staircase but encountering smoke, fire, or obstruction in that staircase, which 

enables them to proceed to another staircase.  In addition, people may assemble on refuge 

floors and wait for rescue in case all alternative means of escape are exhausted.  It may 

serve as an intermediate floor for evacuees to make their decision on whether to take a rest, 

wait for rescue, or continue their escape to an ultimate place of safety.  Lo et. al. (2002) 

suggested that refuge floor reduces stress of evacuees psychologically during evacuation.  In 

particular, when they reach the refuge floor and meet rescuers, their anxiety and stress will 

normally be relieved as they might feel that their lives would be protected. Besides, refuge 

floor can serve as a staging point for firefighters to plan for the fire-fighting and rescue 

operations, handling of casualties and taking care of evacuees who find themselves difficult 

to proceed further in the evacuation process.  In summary, the refuge floor is a temporary 

safe place to stay in the course of evacuation.   

 
7.3   Survey of Refuge Floor 

 

In this survey, building plans of 44 non-residential and residential developments and a total 

of 51 building were inspected (Table 7-1 refers). In Hong Kong, due to the restriction in land 

lease, several buildings are usually built on top of a low-rise retail and carpark podium to 

form a development.  Amongst these buildings, 15 are non-residential and 36 are residential. 

For the non-residential buildings, 11 of them are office buildings. The others are hotel, 

apartment and residential & hotel mix. Since most refuge floors of residential buildings are 

not equipped with sprinkler and drencher system, they were surveyed separately. Special 

differences between non-residential and residential buildings were noted and would be 

discussed in the following. 

 
       Table 7-1. Number of building developments and building blocks inspected 
 

Type No. of Building Developments No. of Building Blocks 

Residential 30 36 

Hotel 1 1 

Office 11 11 

Residential &Hotel 2 3 

Total 44 51 
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Fifteen blocks of non-residential buildings were selected from 14 different building 

developments. The shortest building is 166 meters and the tallest is 484 meters in height. The 

number of refuge floors in these buildings ranges from 1 for the shortest to 4 for the tallest 

building (Figure 7-2a).  Apart from residential buildings where refuge floors also serve as 

sky garden (Sky garden is a covered garden on higher floors for the sake of providing green 

features to residents.  It used to exist together with refuge floor but was banned since 1996 

because combustibles were usually stored in the sky garden which affected the safety of 

refuge floors), the other 14 non-residential buildings are installed with drencher systems (for 

protection of the external fire spread through wall openings of the refuge floor).   

 

 
(a) 15 non-residential building blocks 

 
(b) 36 residential building blocks  

Fig. 7-2 Distribution of building heights and locations of refuge floors  
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In Hong Kong, the HKFS Code 2015 stipulates that adequate cross-ventilation on refuge floor 

is required. The rationale is to ensure that occupants and firefighters would not be affected by 

smoke during evacuation or temporary stay on refuge floors. However, the code does not 

specifically state or quantify the amount of cross-ventilation or the way to substantiate the 

adequacy of ventilation. Therefore, in an additional survey, the area of external wall openings 

and the wall areas of refuge floors were collected from 27 tall buildings and a total of 41 

refuge floors were involved in the study.  The collected data were re-organized to form a 

database for WOAR. 

 

The survey reveals that external wall opening on the refuge floors with sky garden had a 

WOAR greater than 0.6. For non-residential buildings with drencher systems installed, 

WOAR was not more than 0.3 (Table 2 refers). Besides, it is noted that sky garden floors 

have higher headroom, of about 6 m, whereas for normal refuge floor, the headroom does not 

exceed 2.3 metres in height, just meeting the minimum requirement (Hong Kong Buildings 

Department, 1996; 2015).  

 

Table 7-2 Ratio of external wall opening area to nominal total wall area on refuge floors of 
the 15 non-residential building blocks 
 

Type\Area Ratio 0-0.15 0.15-0.3 0.3-0.45 0.45-0.6 >0.6 Total 

Residential 
Drencher Provided 7 7 - - - 14 

Drencher Not Provided 9 20 13 3 1 46 

Hotel - - 1 - - 1 

Office 8 10 1 - 1 20 

Residential &Hotel - 6 - 1 1 8 

No. of Refuge Floor 24 43 15 4 3 89 

 

On the other hand, 36 residential building blocks were selected from 30 different 

developments. The shortest building is 130 meters and the tallest is 243.5 meters in height 

(Figure 7-2b). 22 buildings have 2 refuge floors and 13 buildings have 1. The remaining one 

has 3 refuge floors. Among the 13 buildings with 1 refuge floor, 3 of them are sky 

garden-cum-refuge floor.  While for the 22 buildings with 2 refuge floors, 5 of them have 

sky garden-cum-refuge floor. Finally, only 7 out of the 36 buildings are installed with 

drencher system on refuge floors and none of them is sky garden-cum-refuge floor.  Also, 

refuge floors with drencher systems usually have a smaller WOAR (below 0.3). Those 

without drencher system protection have a larger WOAR (above 0.6) (Table 7-2 refers). 
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In summary, a higher percentage of drencher protection at refuge floor is found in 

non-residential buildings (over 80%) than residential buildings (around 20%).  In fact, 

drencher system was commonly absent in non-residential buildings before 2010 and in 

residential buildings before 2013 provided that such omission was supported by a 

“performance-based fire engineering study” which could demonstrate that the fire safety of 

the refuge floor would not be affected by the omission.  However, such omission is now 

banned since these “performance-based fire engineering studies” were not actually supported 

by empirical fire tests.   

 

It is also noted that, in both building types, refuge floors without drencher protection usually 

have a larger WOAR than those with drencher protection. This finding may reflect that it 

would be easier for “performance-based fire engineering study” to claim for omission of 

drencher in the old days if better cross-ventilation (i.e. larger WOAR) was provided on refuge 

floors.  Another possibility would be that developers intended to squeeze the area of 

opening (i.e. smaller WOAR) so that less extensive drencher system and smaller drencher 

tank would be required. 

 
7.4  External wall opening area ratio 

 

Analysis of the 41 refuge floors in the survey reveals that the minimum and maximum 

heights of refuge floor for non-residential buildings are 3.3 m and 6.7 m and the average is 

3.60 m. For residential buildings, the minimum and maximum heights are 2.75 m. and 5.5 m 

and the average is 3.18 m.  Besides, the minimum and maximum external wall openings 

areas of refuge floors are 22.4 m2 and 246.4 m2 while the minimum and maximum external 

wall areas of refuge floors are 117.9 m2 and 868 m2 respectively.  Finally, averaged external 

wall openings areas and the external wall area of the 41 buildings are 83 m2 and 405.2 m2. 

 

The minimum and maximum WOAR are 0.06 and 0.62 (see Figure 7-3) and the average 

value is 0.24.  This value generally means that, on average, only 24% of the nominal 

external wall area of the refuge floor is opened for air exchange.  WOAR of 16 refuge floors 

(39%) are within 0.15 – 0.3 and WOAR of 13 refuge floors (31.7%) are within 0.06 – 0.15.  

It means that 70.7% of the refuge floors have an opening area of about 6% – 30% of the 

nominal external wall areas. WOAR of the remaining 12 refuge floors (29.3%) are within the 

range between 0.3 – 0.62 and only 4.88% of refuge floors have WOAR more than 0.62.   
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Figure 7-3.  Distribution of WOAR on refuge floor 

 

It is also interesting to note that for buildings with large external wall area (500 – 900 m2), 

their WOAR could be as low as 0.15 (Table 7-3 refers).  4.88% of refuge floors even have 

WOAR as low as 0.06 (Table 3). On the other hand, some buildings with small external wall 

areas (150 – 300 m2) have WOAR as high as 0.3. 

 
Table 7-3. WOAR on refuge floor in residential building blocks 

 

External Wall Area 

(m2) 

Area Ratio 
Sub-total 

0-0.15 0.15-0.3 0.3-0.45 0.45-0.6 0.6-0.75 

100-200 - 2 
 

3 2 7 

200-300 3 5 2 - - 10 

300-400 2 1 2 - - 5 

400-500 - 3 1 - - 4 

500-600 2 4 1 - - 7 

600-700 2 1 1 - - 4 

>700 4 - - - - 4 

No. of Refuge Floor 13 16 7 3 2 41 
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In summary, the majority (~70%) of WOAR are between 0.06 – 0.3.  While 4.88% (i.e. 2 

refuge floors) have the minimum or maximum ratio of 0.06 and 0.62, the average WOAR is 

0.24. Buildings with larger external wall area might not have larger WOAR, but buildings 

with smaller external wall areas might have larger WOAR.  This is particularly common in 

building with refuge floor nominal external wall areas between 100 and 200 m2.  Such 

findings echo with the prescriptive codes in which there is a minimum wall opening 

requirement, making the openings not too small for buildings with small perimeter (smaller 

external wall opening area).  However, for buildings with large perimeter, the requirement 

prescriptive code does not result in a high WOAR, rendering a giant building with massive 

external area but small opening area only. 
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Chapter 8 Numerical Studies of the Effect of External Opening on Fire Safety of 

Refuge Floors in Tall Buildings 

 
8.1  Introduction 

 

It was revealed in Chapter 6 that refuge floors are fire safety requirements for tall buildings in 

many Asia-Oceania cities. However, there were concerns on the adequate provision of 

cross-ventilation and drencher system to openings on refuge floors. To review the existing 

situation, a new fire safety parameter, i.e. the ratio of external wall openings areas to the 

nominal total wall areas of refuge floors (wall opening area ratio, or WOAR), is introduced to 

provide a quantitative measure in analysing fire safety level of tall buildings. To study how 

ventilation provision is affected by WOAR, numerical simulations on the effect of natural 

ventilation to fire growth on the refuge floor would be conducted in this Chapter by using the 

wind data collected from the tallest building of Hong Kong.  In the simulations, an office 

layout was adopted on both upper and lower floors for the sake of illustrating the possible 

smoke and heat spread from lower floor to upper floor.  
 
8.2  Research proposals 

 

Fast-growing fire on supertall buildings may pose a detrimental effect to occupants’ safety 

and structural stability. To put the interactions into a more concrete framework, empirical 

analysis to the effect of fire at supertall level is necessary. Investigation may be conducted 

in the following aspects: 

 

1. Effect of fire growth and radiation in supertall buildings to evacuation; 

2. Toxicity assessment in supertall building fires; 

3. Fire and smoke spread in supertall building; and 

4. Firefighting and rescue safety in supertall building. 

 

One of the important data required for these tests is the ambient wind speed at supertall 

level. The fire growth at altitude higher than 300 m would be much different from that at 

sea level. To find out the effect of natural ventilation to fire growth, it is essential to collect 

data from field measurement, scale model, numerical simulation and analytical comparison 

in order to quantify fire safety concerns in supertall buildings.  Therefore, wind speeds at 

high and low levels have to be obtained and incorporated into the fire model. A number of 

wind speed data collection points operated by the Hong Kong Observatory at high level are 

shown in the following: 
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Elevation of Ngong Ping Station: 593 m 

Elevation of Anemometer:  603 m 

Elevation of Tate’s Cairn Station: 575 m 

Elevation of Anemometer:  587 m 

 

Although data from the Observatory was obtained, they had different wind profile and 

boundary conditions as compared with supertall buildings which were situated in dense 

urban area.  Therefore, data from real supertall building should be obtained as there is less 

obscuration adjacent to the building.   

 

To achieve the objective, wind speed collection at International Commerce Centre (ICC) in 

Hong Kong is proposed to be collected since it is 484m in height and the 4 unenclosed 

refuge floors is suitable for wind speed measurement.   
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Figure 8-1 External layout of ICC 

 

8.3  Numerical Simulations 

 
8.3.1 Methodology 

 

To investigate the practical implication of WOAR, a series of numerical simulations was 

conducted to compare the fire growth in buildings with different values of WOAR.  As 

different buildings have different geometries, they are difficult to be compared directly.  

Therefore, simulations in this study adopted office geometry with a refuge floor above and 

investigated the extent of fire spread to refuge floor through spill plume.   

 

Refuge floor should be free from obstruction and combustibles.  However, effect of heat 

flux from spill plume could not be observed if there are no combustibles.  To visualize the 
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effect of spill plume to the refuge floor, the office configuration is replicated to the upper 

refuge floor.  By doing so, the effect of smoke and radiant heat from the lower floor could 

be visually expressed.  For example, if radiant heat of the plume from lower floor is strong 

enough, upholstered chair and wooden table on upper floor (refuge floor) would be ignited.   

 
8.3.2 Collection of wind data 

 

To visualize the effect of natural ventilation on fire growth, wind speeds measured at R3/F 

(+299.42 m above sea level) of the tallest building in Hong Kong (Yue et. al., 2016) were 

incorporated into the model. By using actual wind speeds, more realistic fire scenarios at 

high levels of supertall buildings could be simulated even though they did not include all 

ventilation scenarios.  

 
Figure 8-2 shows the proposed location of anemometers which are marked by stars.  

Anemometers will be placed on R1/F (+69.69 m) and R4/F (+404.61 m) so that wind speeds 

at high and low levels of the same location could be obtained.  In addition, discrepancy in 

measurement due to boundary effect could be detected and eliminated when the data is 

applied.  Therefore, 8 anemometers shall take readings at the same time.  It is also 

proposed that readings should be taken 4 times a day and hopefully data for one week could 

be obtained.  If possible, the exercises could preferably be conducted in the four seasons so 

that consistent and comprehensive measurements could be taken. 
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Figure 8-2 Typical floor plan of refuge floor for ICC 

 

 

N 

 Location of Anemometers 
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8.3.3 Models and boundary conditions 

 

The open-source CFD package Fire Dynamics Simulator 6.6.0 (FDS6) developed by NIST 

for simulating fire and smoke movement was used in this study.  Due to computing 

resources limitation, large-eddy simulation was adopted in the simulation. The sub-grid-scale 

model for simulating transient combustion has been well described in the literature (Di Sarli 

et. al., 2012; Di Sarli et. al., 2012).  Simulations were carried out on a HP Pavilion Power 

Laptop (CPU: Intel i7-7700HQ; RAM: 8G).  

 

The simulation model was shown in Figure 8-4.  The computing domain was set to be 5.2 m 

(L) x 6.4 m (W) x 8.1 m (H), resembling a 2-storey office layout in supertall building (see 

Figure 8-4(a) for reference).  The domain consists of two spaces (i.e. office floor and refuge 

floor) separated by concrete floor and connected only via external window façade.  Cubic 

cells of grid dimension 10 cm all over the computational domain in this work.  The domain 

geometry was divided up to 269,568 parts, i.e. 52, 64 and 81 along the x-, y- and z- direction 

as in Figure 8-4e.  Ma and Quintiere (2003) suggested that good results could be obtained 

for flame height if the simulation grid dimension is approximately 1/20 of the characteristic 

plume length scale. Ma and Quintiere (2003) also deduced that the characteristic plume 

length scale can be obtained from the following equation: 
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Figure 8-4(a). 3-D layout of an office 

for simulation (X-axis elevation) 

 

Figure 8-4(b). 3-D layout of an office 

for simulation (Y-axis elevation) 
(The dark grey rectangle at the lower right 
corner is the internal door while the “green 

wall” is the glass façade). 
 

  

Figure 8-4(c). 3-D layout of an office 

for simulation (Lower floor with 

spandrel and false ceiling) 

 

Figure 8-4(d). 3-D layout of an office 

for simulation (Lower floor without 

spandrel) 
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Figure 8-4e. 3-D layout of an office for simulation  

(Lower floor with spandrel)  

(The dark grey rectangle at the lower rear corner is the internal door  

while the “green wall” is the glass façade). 

 

 

5.2 m 
52 cells 

4.7 m 
1.5 m 

0.2 m 

8.1 m 
81 cells 

0.1 m 

4 m 

4 m 

1.5 m 

1.5 m 

1.5 m 6.4 m 
64 cells 
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Figure 8-4f. 3-D elevation from Y-axis 

  

32 cells 

32 cells 

13 cells 

1 cell 

2 cells 

2 cells 46 cells 
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Figure 8-4g. 2-D elevation from Y-axis 
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Figure 8-4h. 2-D view from X-axis 

 

Furthermore, the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) criterion was adopted to determine 

convergence of the output (McGrattan et. al., 2013).  In every time step, the CFL number 

would be computed and if the maximum value of the CFL number is larger than 1.0, the time 

step would be adjusted. 

 
8.3.4 Simulation conditions 

 

Combustibles with fire load density of about 1,135 MJ/m2 (which is the maximum allowable 

fire load in office in Hong Kong) were input to the model as fuel.  Fire load of same amount 

were also put on the upper floor to demonstrate whether the plume from the lower floor was 

strong enough to ignite the combustibles on upper floors (i.e. refuge floor).  

 

The computing domain was extended 1.5 m horizontally outside the glass facades so that 

natural ventilation induced by crosswind could be captured in the model as shown in Figure 

8-5 (Chow and Yin, 2004).  Also, the extended domain allowed the model to capture the 

32 cells 

32 cells 

1 cell 

1 cell (False ceiling) 

7 cells (Spandrel) 

8 cells (Spandrel) 
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boundary layer of the external air flow as well as the transfer of energy and mass between the 

indoor and outdoor.  In addition, free boundary conditions were specified at all extended 

free boundaries so that hot plume might flow away as in real situation (Chow 1995).  

Although a small volume of heat and mass from the lower floor office to outdoor could not 

be captured, all simulations showed that the amount of uncaptured heat and mass are minimal 

and would not affect the result of the simulation (Chow et. al., 1996).  After deducting the 

extended domain, the area of the office becomes 5.2m x 4.7m.  It resembles a manager room 

rather than an open plan office.  Due to the corner effect, smaller rooms should be more 

hazardous to open plan even though there may be other hazards associated (toxicity).  To 

illustrate the worst-case scenario, this study adopts a manager room to demonstrate the 

possible fire hazard commonly found in real day life. 

 

For the sake of simplicity, eddies in wind flow induced by façade boundary layer as well as 

surrounding building were not simulated.  Also, pre-fire pressure difference between inside 

and outside of the building was omitted.  Furthermore, the internal door was set to be open 

(see Figure 8-4b for reference).  Finally, a total of 10 simulations of different wind speeds 

and different ceiling geometries as tabulated in Table 8-4 were conducted.  Simulation 1 to 9 

had a WOAR of 0.58 while Simulation 10 had a WOAR of 0.14 (Simulation 10 had the same 

geometry as Simulations 1-9 but the WOAR is only 0.14 because only the centre window out 

of the three window wall can be broken by fire (see Figure 8-5c for reference). 

 
Table 8-4. Simulation scenarios 

 

Crosswind 

wind 

speed 

Simulation scenarios (WOAR = 0.58) 

Lower floor 

without spandrel 

(see Figure 8-4(d) 

for reference) 

Lower floor 

with spandrel  

(see Figure 8-4(b) 

for reference) 

Lower floor with spandrel 

and false ceiling 

(see Figure 8-4(c) for 

reference) 

0 ms-1 Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Simulation 3 

1.5 ms-1 Simulation 4 Simulation 5 Simulation 6 

3 ms-1 Simulation 7 Simulation 8 Simulation 9 

 Simulation scenarios (WOAR = 0.14) 

0 ms-1  Simulation 10  
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To simulate “natural” source of ignition, heat released by cigarette lighter was adopted. The 

simulations were run for 600 s and external glass façades (1.5 m (W) x 3.1 m (H) each, 3 

pieces in total) were set to be broken when the temperature difference of the façade reached 

80 K (soda glass breaking temperature as predicted by Chow et. al. (2006-2007).   

 

 
Figure 8-5(a). Elevation from Y-axis with temperature slice. 

 
Figure 8-5(b). Elevation from X-axis with velocity vector. 

(Red arrows indicate strong air flow coming into the room and blue arrows indicate 
area with less air movement). 
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Figure 8-5c. Isometric view of Simulation 10 

(only 1 glass façade on upper floor is breakable). 

 

 
Figure 8-5d. Isometric view of Simulation 10 with temperature vector. 

(Red arrows indicate hot gas coming out from the room at high level and blue arrows 
indicate cool air coming into the room at low level). 
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Chapter 9  Analysis on the simulations and discussions 

 
9.1  Simulation results 

 

Table 5 presents the results of the 10 simulations. The highest heat release rate was recorded 

in Simulation 10 without wind (see Figure 8-5 for reference).  In addition, it is noted that 

glass facades on the upper floors broke earlier in cases there were no spandrel on lower 

floors.  It is also interesting to note that if spandrels were built on lower floors, the 

maximum HRR of the fire would be lowest among the 3 simulation scenarios. Moreover, 

the time to reach maximum temperature on facades of both upper and lower floors would be 

the longest if spandrels were built on lower floors. Finally, although there is no obvious 

relationship between the number of glass façades broken and the maximum temperature on 

facades of upper floors, more glass façades were broken in cases where there was no 

spandrel on lower floors. 

 
Table 5. Brief results of the 10 numerical simulations 
 

Simulation 
Max. heat 

release rate 
Time reaching 

max. HRR 
Max. temp. at 
lower façade 

Time reaching 
max. temp. at 
lower façade 

Max. Temp. at 
upper façade 

Time reaching 
max. temp. at 
upper façade 

No. of glass façade 
on upper floor 

broken / time of first 
glass breaking 

1 8.5 MW 530 s 650 ℃ 560 s 100 ℃ 200 s 2 / 156 s 

2 7.3 MW 480 s 550 ℃ 600 s 175 ℃ 600 s 2 / 145 s 

3 8 MW 480 s 480 ℃ 550 s 175 ℃ 580 s 2 / 120 s 

4 8.5 MW 500 s 700 ℃ 520 s 110 ℃ 500 s 3 / 167 s 

5 5.2 MW 550 s 450 ℃ 570 s 120 ℃ 600 s 2 / 177 s 

6 9 MW 400 s 920 ℃ 500 s 100 ℃ 225 s 1 / 223 s 

7 10 MW 310 s 750 ℃ 400 s 600 ℃ 400 s 3 / 139 s 

8 8.8 MW 320 s 850 ℃ 450 s 400 ℃ 420 s 2 / 140 s 

9 9.8 MW 320 s 1000 ℃ 340 s 270 ℃ 350 s 2 / 146 s 

10 25 MW 370 s 1200 ℃ 430 s 720 ℃ 360 s 1 / 164 s 

 

Spandrel is a fire rated partition installed between floors so as to make fire plume on lower 

floors more difficult to reach upper floors. In Hong Kong, it has been a mandatory 

requirement since 1996 and the minimum height is 900 mm.  Although spandrel is not the 

focus of this numerical study, its ability in limiting fire spread as well as delaying fire growth 

is obvious. 

 

Going back to the relationship between WOAR and fire size, it was noted that geometry with 

lower WOAR created higher fire size than geometries with higher WOAR. Also, for 
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geometry with lower WOAR, fire from the lower floor was strong enough to ignite the sofa 

on upper floor (supposed to be the refuge floor) even though the sofa could not ignite the 

entire upper floor.  However, the scenario illustrated how untenable the upper floor would 

be.  Although there was only one simulation with low WOAR, it showed that the fire safety 

on refuge floor with lower WOAR should receive more attention in future. 

 

Apart from the spandrels and WOAR, it is noted that natural ventilation could bring an 

accelerating effect to fire development at higher levels of tall buildings.  This is evidenced 

by the higher maximum HRR in Simulation 7, 8 and 9.  Indeed, Chow and Chow (2010) 

predicted that there may be a linear relationship between wind speed and acceleration of fire 

development at supertall level.  Although simulations in this study are not extensive enough 

to support the prediction, it shows that fire spread from lower floors to upper floors 

(including refuge floors) through external wall is always possible.  Fire may spread in the 

form of radiation through window plume, or convection of heat from the plume to 

combustible articles near the building perimeter.  If combustible materials are used in 

building façade just like the case in Grenfell Tower, Torch Tower and Address Downtown 

Hotel, fire may spread even faster. 

 
9.2  Grid system analysis 

 

Different from other window plume studies (Miao and Chow, 2018) where different grid 

sizes were used in the same model, only one grid size was used for all simulations in this 

study.  Since the key objective of the simulation is to demonstrate the possible plume and 

fire development in an office layout below refuge floor, grid system with up to 269,568 cells, 

divided into 52 by 64 by 81 parts along the x-, y- and z- direction was adopted (see Figure 

8-4 for reference). However, to ensure the predicted results was reliable, simulation on the 

plume and fire development using the same geometry with finer grids, i.e. grid dependency 

analysis, was conducted.   

 

In the analysis, the grid dimension along the x-, y- and z-directions were halved to give 

2,156,544 cells, divided into 104, 128 and 162 parts along the three directions (see Figure 8-6 

for reference). The number of cells is eight times that of the original one.  The analysis was 

performed by comparing temperature profiles at x = 0.8 m, x = 2.3 m and x = 3.8 m on the 

internal surface of the glass façade (y = 1.5 m) at various heights (z). 
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Figure 8-6. 3-D elevation of grid dependency analysis 

 

Figure 8-7 shows the results of grid dependency analysis. It shows that grid dimension of 10 

cm can give predictions with sufficient accuracy.   The plume and fire development in the 

grid systems with 269,568 cells and 2,156,544 cells are similar.  Therefore, the grid system 

used in Simulation 1-10 was adequate to demonstrate to fire spread due to spill plume.  

Indeed, Chow (2011) reported that simulation using cell of grid dimension 10 cm agreed 

reasonably well with experimental studies. 
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Figure 8-7.  Grid dependency analysis on the internal surface of the glass façade  
(y = 1.5 m) at various heights (z) 

 
9.3  Discussions 

 

In Hong Kong, the HKFS Code 2015 stipulates that ‘the area of refuge should be open-sided 

above safe parapet height on at least two opposite sides to provide adequate cross ventilation’. 

Besides, 50% of the floor area must be designed for refuge purposes.  However, the code 

does not require detailed calculation on how cross ventilation is quantified in terms of area or 

cubic meter per unit of time and area, or referring to the human breathing rate under normal 

situation and physiological stress.  Therefore, it is not uncommon to observe that some 

external wall openings at refuge floor being blocked up.  In these buildings with low WOAR, 

the openings are randomly arranged with irregular shape on refuge floor walls (Figure 8-1).   

 

In some “performance-based fire engineering studies”, they even attempt to justify the 

omission of drencher by arguing that if more openings are blocked up, the possibility of fire 

spread from lower floors to upper floors (including refuge floors) would be reduced.  

However, such argument apparently contradicts the initial finding of this study in which 

buildings with lower WOAR would induce fire with higher heat release rate.  Also, it 
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deviates from the intention in providing refuge floors in Hong Kong, i.e.  ‘serves as a refuge 

for the occupants of the building to assemble in case of fire, for a short period of time, before 

reaching an ultimate place of safety’ (Hong Kong Buildings Department, 1996).  Smoke 

could easily accumulate in the semi-confined area which would be hardly dispersed due to 

lack of cross ventilation. 

 

Also, as discussed previously, smaller and fewer openings may mean a drencher system with 

less coverage, and therefore smaller water tank and supply network.  Taking the above 

consideration into account, it is important to note that omission of drencher system is not 

allowed nowadays in Hong Kong by local authority.  

 

Apart from the drencher system, large window pane design of tall residential buildings may 

also induce hazards. When the window pane is broken by high temperature from fire or fire 

brigade intervention, ambient wind may enter the fire seat and accelerate fire growth.  

Subsequently, flashover time would be shortened and the trajectory of flame may light up 

combustibles on upper floors (Babrauskas, 1980).  Furthermore, high-temperature fire 

plume from large window openings may break the window pane on uppers floors and in turn 

accelerate external fire spread.  If the refuge floor is immediately above the fire floor, safety 

of the evacuees on refuge floor would be adversely affected under such circumstance. 

 
To show the possibility of fire spread, simulation was conducted in the present study.    

However, combustibles on upper floors were put nearer to the glass façade (Figure 8-8).  

From the simulation, combustible materials on upper floor were ignited by the radiant heat 

of the flame and smoke from lower floors, making another flashover on upper floors. 

 

The presence of metallic louvre and architectural features on the building façade may also 

influence, or sometimes accelerate, fire growth.  Nowadays, metallic louvre and 

architectural features are commonly found in modern buildings. However, tilted features may 

direct the smoke to the refuge floor when large-volume fire plume move upward from the 

lower floor due to buoyancy. Therefore, it may be undesirable in terms of fire safety.  

 

Finally, it was reported that occupants on the higher level in tall buildings may encounter 

difficulty in opening the protected lobby doors on refuge floors due to wind pressure acting 

on doors leading from the protected lobby to refuge floor.  Also, stack effect at high altitude 

of high latitude countries such as Canada, Northern China and South Korea, could be strong 

enough to hold the lobby door tightly against the door frame (Tam et. al., 2013).  However, 

they should not be perceived as obstacles in providing refuge floor in view of the proven 

smoke ventilation ability and temporary resting place for evacuees.  Indeed, this survey has 
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revealed several means to relieve the situations.  For example, a metallic hoarding may be 

erected in front of the lobby door to resist the wind load (Figure 8-9). On the other hand, 

stack effect may be minimized by reducing the temperature gradient across the door or by 

adjusting the pressure gradient on both sides of the door. 

 

  
Figure 8-8(a). Simulation of fire growth 

stage at 160 s. 
 

Figure 8-8(b). Simulation of fully 
developed fire stage at 210 s. 

 

  
Figure 8-8(c). Simulation of fire spread 

stage at 330 s 
 

Figure 8-8(d). Flashover occurred on 

upper floor at 550 s 
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Figure 8-9.  Addition of metal hoarding to reduce the wind pressure acting on the 
protected lobby door opening to the refuge floor 
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Chapter 10  Conclusions 

 
10.1  Summary and conclusions 

 

This thesis has investigated the effect of ambient on the possible fire spread in supertall 

buildings.  To start with, literature on fire safety strategies and fire safety codes for 

supertall buildings in various countries and regions were reviewed.  Definitions of 

supertall building in various codes were presented.  Moreover, potential problems in 

rescue and evacuation in supertall buildings in densely populated cities such as Hong Kong 

are researched and discussed.  In addition, Hong Kong local codes in relation to the 

provision of refuge floor are analyzed in depth.  Brief information on supertall buildings in 

various places and countries are also listed.  Issues related to the fire safety of supertall 

buildings in Hong Kong are highlighted and practical solutions to enhance fire safety are 

then presented.   

 

To make the study more comprehensive, a number of issues related to the safe use of 

supertall buildings were also discussed. Firstly, to reveal the effect of toxic gases generated 

from combustible contents and insulating materials on the façade of supertall buildings, fire 

safety of supertall building from toxicity perspective was discussed.  The problem of high 

fire load density in supertall buildings and its implications were then reviewed.  The use of 

timber of high-rise building construction and its associated fire risk were discussed.  

Possible explosion hazard due to the use of clean refrigerant in supertall buildings was also 

explored.   

 

Moreover, the rationale in providing refuge floors on tall buildings in Hong Kong and active 

fire protection for external wall openings at refuge floors were discussed. The  differences 

in the fire safety provisions of refuge floor in non-residential and residential buildings were 

pointed out.  As it is agreed that the function of refuge floor in evacuation and fire 

intervention would not have much variations in different building types or occupancies, this 

study suggests that an objective benchmark on refuge floor could be set.   

 

In the benchmarking process, it is found that the area of external wall opening and the 

provision of drencher may be a key attribute to the safe use and tenability of refuge floor.  

Therefore, key parameters in cross-ventilation and the provision of major fire protection 

systems on refuge floors were collected from 51 tall residential and non-residential 

buildings in Hong Kong.  To utilize the information in an objective manner, a new fire 

safety benchmark, i.e. ratio of external wall opening areas to wall areas of refuge floors 

(WOAR), has been introduced and the distribution of these ratios in this survey were 
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analysed. 

 

10.2  Application of WOAR 

 

After the new ratio was derived, a survey on the WOAR of refuge floors of high-rise 

buildings in Hong Kong was conducted.  It was noted that external wall opening on the 

refuge floors with sky garden had a WOAR greater than 0.6. For non-residential buildings 

with drencher systems installed, WOAR was not more than 0.3. Besides, it is noted that sky 

garden floors have a higher headroom, of about 6 m, whereas for normal refuge floor, the 

headroom does not exceed 2.3 metres in height, just meeting the minimum requirement 

(Hong Kong Buildings Department, 1996; 2015).  

 

It is also noted that in both building types, refuge floors without drencher protection usually 

have a larger WOAR than those with drencher protection. This finding may reflect that it 

would be easier for “performance-based fire engineering study” to claim for omission of 

drencher in the old days if better cross-ventilation (i.e. larger WOAR) was provided on refuge 

floors.  This finding seems to echo the hypothesis of this thesis that tenability of refuge floor 

could be increased by better cross-ventilation (i.e. larger WOAR). 
 

10.3  Result of numerical simulations 

 

To study how ventilation provision is affected by WOAR, numerical simulations on the effect 

of natural ventilation on fire growth on the refuge floor were conducted using the wind data 

collected from the tallest building in Hong Kong.  In the simulations, an office layout was 

adopted on both the upper and lower floors for the sake of illustrating the possible smoke and 

heat spread from the lower floor to the upper floor.  Open-source CFD package Fire 

Dynamics Simulator 6.6.0 (FDS6) developed by NIST for simulating fire and smoke 

movement was used in this study.  The computing domain was set to be 5.2 m (L) x 6.4 m 

(W) x 8.1 m (H), resembling a 2-storey office layout in a supertall building.  The domain 

consists of two spaces (i.e. office floor and refuge floor) separated by concrete floor and 

connected only via an external window façade.  Cubic cells are of grid dimension 10 cm all 

over the computational domain in this work.  The domain geometry was divided up to 

269,568 parts, i.e. 52, 64 and 81 along the x-, y- and z- direction. 
 

Combustibles with fire load density of about 1,135 MJ/m2 (which is the maximum allowable 

fire load in office in Hong Kong) were input to the model as fuel.  Fire load of the same 

amount were also put on the upper floor to demonstrate whether the plume from the lower 

floor was strong enough to ignite the combustibles on upper floors (i.e. refuge floor).  The 
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computing domain was extended 1.5 m horizontally outside the glass facades so that natural 

ventilation induced by crosswind could be captured in the model (Chow and Yin, 2004).   

 

Subsequently, a total of 10 simulations using different wind speeds and different ceiling 

geometries as tabulated in Table 4 were conducted.  Simulation 1 to 9 had a WOAR of 0.58 

while Simulation 10 had a WOAR of 0.14 (Simulation 10 had the same geometry as 

Simulations 1-9 but the WOAR is only 0.14 because only the centre window out of the three 

window wall can be broken by fire (see Figure 8-5 for reference). 

 

The highest heat release rate was recorded in Simulation 10 without wind (see Figure 8-5 

for reference).  In addition, it was noted that glass facades on the upper floors broke earlier 

in cases where there was no spandrel on lower floors.  It was also interesting to note that if 

spandrels were built on lower floors, the maximum HRR of the fire would be lowest among 

the 3 simulation scenarios. Moreover, the time to reach maximum temperature on facades of 

both upper and lower floors would be the longest if spandrels were built on lower floors. 

Finally, although there is no obvious relationship between the number of glass façades 

broken and the maximum temperature on facades of upper floors, more glass façades were 

broken in cases where there was no spandrel on lower floors.  Although spandrel is not the 

focus of this numerical study, its ability in limiting fire spread as well as delaying fire 

growth is obvious. 

 

Going back to the relationship between WOAR and fire size, it was noted that geometry with 

lower WOAR created higher fire size than geometries with higher WOAR. Also, for 

geometry with lower WOAR, fire from the lower floor was strong enough to ignite the sofa 

on upper floor (supposed to be the refuge floor) even though the sofa could not ignite the 

entire upper floor.  However, the scenario was sufficient to illustrate how untenable the 

upper floor would be.  This finding also supported the hypothesis of this thesis that 

tenability of refuge floor could be increased by better cross-ventilation (i.e. larger WOAR). 

 

Furthermore, it is noted that natural ventilation could accelerate fire development at higher 

levels of tall buildings.  This is evidenced by the higher maximum HRR in Simulation 7, 8 

and 9.  Indeed, Chow and Chow (2010) predicted that there may be a linear relationship 

between wind speed and acceleration of fire development at supertall level.  Although 

simulations in this study are not extensive enough to support the prediction, it shows that fire 

spread from lower floors to upper floors (including refuge floors) through external wall is 

always possible.  Fire may spread in the form of radiation through window plume, or 

convection of heat from the plume to combustible articles near the building perimeter.  If 
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combustible materials are used in building façade just like the case in Grenfell Tower, Torch 

Tower and Address Downtown Hotel, fire may spread even faster. 

 
Finally, a grid dependency analysis was conducted to confirm the validity of the modelling.  

The result was found satisfactory and both fine and coarse grids could give similar results, 

meaning that the results would not be distorted substantially by the size of grid. 

 

In the discussion section, it was summarized that much literature agreed that refuge floor 

with larger openings (i.e. with larger WOAR) would facilitate cross-ventilation and 

therefore lengthen the tenable condition.  However, there were allegations reported that 

fire would not be spread upwards or affect the occupant if the openings of refuge floor were 

reduced or blocked.  To justify the need for refuge floors and large openings for the sake of 

fire safety, this thesis has successfully demonstrated that tenability of refuge floor could be 

increased by better cross-ventilation (i.e. larger WOAR). 

 
10.4  Recommendations 

 

The number of tall and supertall buildings would continue to increase in the Asia-Oceania 

areas including Hong Kong.  However, the fire safety of these buildings should be closely 

monitored by architects, builders, as well as the authorities.  In order to maintain the refuge 

floor as ‘a protected floor that serves as a refuge for the occupants of the building to assemble 

in case of fire…before reaching an ultimate place of safety’, the ratio of external wall 

opening areas to wall areas of refuge floors (WOAR) and the provision of major fire 

protection systems could be a reliable benchmark for future quantitative analysis. 

 

Without an in-depth study for each case, it would be difficult to determine whether a 

particular configuration of refuge floor could ensure sufficient ventilation.  In view of this, 

joint efforts by the authorities, professionals and academics are required before objective 

rules/guidelines on the ventilation of refuge floor, acceptable to all stakeholders yet without 

compromising public safety, could be formulated. 

 

It is found that there is no direct relationship between external wall area and external wall 

opening area of refuge floors in tall buildings.  However, buildings with smaller external 

wall areas usually have larger area ratios. The findings are particularly evident in buildings 

with refuge floor external wall area between 100 m2and 200 m2.  On the other hand, it was 

discovered that, the same prescriptive requirement does not result in a high WOAR in 

buildings with large perimeter, rendering a giant building with massive external area but 

small opening area only.  Therefore, it is recommended that further study on correlating the 
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relationship between WOAR and tenability on refuge floor could be conducted so as to 

provide quantitative reference to the Authority in stipulating the amount of openings required 

on refuge floors. 

 

Even though only one simulation with low WOAR was conducted, it showed that the fire 

safety level on refuge floor with lower WOAR is likely to be lower than refuge floors with 

higher WOAR.  Therefore, it is recommended that WOAR should receive more attention in 

future. 

 

In view of the accelerating effect of natural ventilation on fire development as shown in the 

10 numerical simulations, possible smoke logging effect on refuge floor with a particular 

geometry could be examined in future study so that the effectiveness of refuge floors could 

be maximized in future.  

 

Furthermore, it was discovered during the study that large window pane design of tall 

residential buildings may also induce hazards. When the window pane is broken by high 

temperature from fire or fire brigade intervention, ambient wind may enter the fire seat and 

accelerate fire growth.  Subsequently, flashover time would be shortened and the trajectory 

of flame may light up combustibles on upper floors (Babrauskas, 1980).  If the refuge floor 

is immediately above the fire floor, safety of the evacuees on refuge floor would be adversely 

affected under such circumstance.  However, even though external fire spread could not be 

avoided, it could be slowed down by spandrel as shown in the numerical simulations.  

Therefore, further study on the use of spandrel or other means in slowing down the external 

fire spread could be conducted. 

 

In addition, it was reported that the presence of metallic louvre and architectural features on 

the building façade may also influence, or sometimes accelerate, fire growth.  Tilted features 

may direct the smoke to the refuge floor when large-volume fire plume move upward from 

the lower floor due to buoyancy. Therefore, it may be undesirable in terms of fire safety.  To 

ensure the metallic louvre and architectural features would not create safety hazard to 

occupants on upper floors, it is proposed that their effect on fire spread and tenability of 

refuge floor on supertall building should be demonstrated before they are allowed to be 

installed.Finally, it was reported that occupants on the higher levels in tall buildings may 

encounter difficulties in opening the protected lobby doors on refuge floors due to wind 

pressure acting on doors leading from the protected lobby to the refuge floor.  Also, stack 

effect at high altitude of high latitude countries such as Canada, Northern China and South 

Korea, could be strong enough to hold the lobby door tightly against the door frame (Tam et. 

al., 2013).  However, they should not be perceived as obstacles in providing refuge floor in 
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view of the proven smoke ventilation ability and temporary resting place for evacuees.  

Indeed, this survey has revealed several means to relieve the situations.  For example, a 

metallic hoarding may be erected in front of the lobby door to resist the wind load (Figure 

8-8). On the other hand, stack effect may be minimized by reducing the temperature gradient 

across the door or by adjusting the pressure gradient on both sides of the door. 
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